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ABSTRACT

The majority of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors occupy their

own homes and live relatively independent. A growing number are, however,

expected to experience difficulties in providing sufficient care for ihemselves as

ihey age in place. ln 1992, issues surrounding seniors in the community were

raised by the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Citizens' Association (MJCCA).

Their decision was to initiate a housing and support service needs assessment

among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors.

The objective of this praciicuum was first; to identify and assess the

current and future housing and support service needs and preferences of

seniors; and second, to formulate practical recommendations in response to

those needs and preferences. To identify these needs, a survey was

conducted at a community meeting. The technique employed not only achieved

positive results but it served as an educational experience for those involved in

the process. From the data collected, analyses of a number of issues ranging

from demographics to future housing opinions were made.

The results showed that the needs of these seniors were multifaceted and

not unlike those found nationally. They needed a wide range of support services

from transportation assistance to help around the house. Their preference was

to age in place in their present homes. However, when the time came to move,

they would prefer to move into sheltered housing, special retirement housing or

congregate housing.

To address these needs, it was recommended that the MJCCA develop

strategies ihat address the needs of those choosing to move and for those

wishing to remain in their homes. Overall, this study was to serve as a resource

document for the future housing deliberations of the MJCCA.
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CHAPTER ONE
lntroduction

Due to the current fiscal restraint, the level of government spending on social

services, including housing, has become difficult to maintain. With the seniors'

population expected to increase, aging in place will become a priority in

government program orientation. Davis (1991:7) notes that the demand for

institutionalization is accentuated by the lack of an adequate physical and social

home environment. To alleviate this anticipated demand, seniors, in turn, will

have to function more independently in their homes and communities for longer

periods of time. lronically, government cutbacks are also evident in the funding

to those public and non-profit organizations who provide support services to

seniors who live independently.

Non-profit organizations play an active part in providing social assistance for the

elderly population. Their actions benefit not only the seniors, but the community

at large. Government fiscal constraints combined with an aging population, will

place a burden on individuals and community groups who assist in the provision

of seniors' care services.

During the late 1980s, a series of forums was conducted by Canada Mortgage

and Housing Corporation across Canada to identify the emerging seniors'

housing issues. A wide spectrum of people were involved including seniors,

non-profit organizations, government agencies and housing experts. ln the

conference proceedings entitled, "Options: Housing for Older Canadians --

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Oct. 17-20, 1989," new challenges and new roles in the

development of seniors' housing were discussed. Bob Hart, President of the

Retirement Resource Group of Metropolitan Toronto, noted that,
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"We cannot undertake any effective strategic planning without
cooperation, and the conflicting interests of governments, developers,
architects, planners, non-profit organizations, and local councils must be
bridged if the needs of seniors are to be met effectively" (1989;119).

Hart noted that, presently, there is a very fragmented approach to the provision

of seniors' housing. He emphasized that there needs to be joint participation

among developers and non-profit organizations in the planning, financing and

implementation of projects. There is also a need to develop imaginative and

creative solutions and partnerships between governments, developers and non-

profit organizations to provide affordable housing. He stressed the importance of

strategic planning, supported by research, to gain a better understanding of

where we are going and the directions we could take.

As senior citizens age in place, meeting their future housing needs and

preferences becomes a growing concern for the community. What are their

current housing and living arrangements like? Do they face any difficulties with

personal care and the activities of daily living? What type of housing options

and services do they prefer?

Seniors themselves must play an important role in identifying their housing

needs and the kinds of support services that will enable them to remain

independent and active. By providing valuable information about themselves,

their housing and particular needs for support services, we can begin to develop

practical solutions to satisfy their needs.

Page 2



1.1 Manitoba Japanese Canadian Seniors

Seniors' housings and support service needs have not gone unnoticed among

the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Community. Although the majority of seniors

occupy their own homes and live relatively independently, there is a growing

number that will experience difficulties in providing sufficient care for themselves

as they age in place. The concern is how will they "Age in Place" and live

independently, especially those over 75 years of age.

There is also an important issue related to family members who care for their

aging parents. When a family provides care and assistance to parents living in

their own home, it can become quite stressful for both parties. When both adult

family members work and look after their own children, caring for their aged

parent(s) may be difficult. When one adult remains at home, there is little time

to do daily chores, such as shopping, if constant care or attention is required by

their aged parent(s). The concern is not that they should or should not live

together, but how these living arrangements can be improved.

ln 1990, the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre (MJCCC) Task Force

on Seniors' Housing conducted a survey to identify the demand for a senior

housing project. The results indicated that there was little interest for a senior

housing facility. Although the demand was identified, the survey was not

designed to highlight the issues facing senior housing and support services

need.

ln 1992, concerns surrounding seniors in the community were raised by the

governing non-profit organization, the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Citizens'

Page 3



Association (MJCCA) Board. Discussions focused on the level of support

services required by older persons to maintain independent living, seniors who

face physical disabilities and the level of support required by families who care

for their aging parent(s). To fully understand the needs of the seniors, the

organization felt it would be essential to conduct a housing and support service

need assessment among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors' community.

Once these needs were determined, courses of actions would be implemented.

With the support from the seniors' community and the Manitoba Japanese

Canadian Citizens' Association (MJCCA) Board, an investigation was initiated

into senior housing and support services.

1.2 Research Objective

The overall objective is first: to identify and assess the current and future

housing and support service needs and preferences of seniors; and, second to,

formulate practical recommendations in response to those needs and

preferences. By conducting a survey, an assessment of their daily living and

housing needs will be identified. Several issues are examined:

1) socio-demographic characteristics of the elderly population;
2) current housing and living arrangements;
3) support service needs;
4) difficulties with personal care and activities of daily living;
5) future housing plans;
7) opinions about the various housing options available; and
8) housing preferences.
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The focus of this study is on the seniors who are of Japanese Canadian ethnicity

aged 60 years plus living in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The practicuum will consist of

five chapters. The background and rationale for the study are discussed in

Chapter One. This chapter also includes the research objectives and scope of

the study. A review of literature is provided in Chapter Two that focuses on the

senior population living in Canada. Housing and support service needs,

especially for those over the age of 75 years and widowed females are

examined. The various types of senior housing options are also reviewed.

Chapter Three discusses the methodology employed in the study. The survey

was conducted at a community meeting of seniors. This surveying technique not

only achieved positive results, but it functioned as an educational process in

empowerment building. The heart of the study is Chapter Four. This section

presents the results of the needs assessment. As the basic purpose of the

practicuum is to identify the housing and supportive service needs of the

Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors living in Winnipeg, discussions focus on

the analyses of demographic characteristics; household incomes; location --

place of residency and preference; and future housing opinions. Following this

analysis, the last chapter contains the summary, conclusion, and

recommendations that address what directions the MJCCA should take to meet

the needs of the seniors. Several housing options are discussed.
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CHAPTER TWO
A Profile of the Ganadian Elderly Population

Between 196'1 to 199'1, the number of elderly people in Canada almost doubled.

ln 1991,3.2 million Canadianswere 65 years and olderwhereas in 1961, there

were only 1.4 million seniors. The census taken in 1991 indicated ihat about 60

percent of all seniors (1.9 million) were between the ages of 65 and74,31 per

cent (1.0 million) were between 75 and 84, and 9 per cent (283,000) were 85 or

older.

The purpose of ihis chapter is to provide an overview of the characteristics of

Canada's seniors that can be used as a reference or benchmark for the study

group, i.e., the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Seniors. First, there is a brief

description of the socio-economic characteristics of all seniors living in Canada,

in terms of their sex, marital status, housing, income and health. The

discussions then move on to describe the elderly's housing and support service

needs and preferences. Seniors' housing, living arrangements and options are

then discussed. Overall, this chapter portrays the general trends evident among

much of the elderly population living in Canada.

2.1 Demographics

As a result of a decrease in death rates, advances in medical care and

improvement in the standard of living, the number of older seniors is expected to

increase. lmplications arising from this include the aging of the elderly

population structure, and an increasing rate of growth for the seniors' population.
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By the turn of the century, there will be nearly 4 million people over the age of

65. A significani increase is projected when the baby-boom cohort reaches

retirement age of 65 years and older. The proportion of seniors is anticipated to

exceed 20 per cent of Canada's population by the year 2013. More than I
million elderly people are forecasted (Statistics Canada, 1994).

Statistics Canada (1994) predicts that by the year 2011, the elderly from the

ages 85 plus will comprise of 14 per cent of Canada's seniors. Seniors from 75

years and older are anticipated to have the greatest growth rate within the senior

population (65 years plus). The impact will likely be more vulnerable people and

a higher incidence of health related problems. More demand for social support

services is expecied.

The elderly population contains a higher proportion of females than males. From

1971 to 1981, the ratio of females to males in all older age categories increased

significantly. ln 1986, women comprised almost two{hirds of the senior

population. Projections indicate that as the elderly population ages, women will

increasingly outnumber men and will remain the most prominent among those 75

years plus.

On the basis of the '199'1 Census, Canada's elderly population (65 years plus)

was 58 per cent female and 42 per cent male or a sex ratio of 723 men per 1 ,000

women. For all ages, Canada's sex ratio was 972 men per 1,000 women. ln

Figure 1 , the sex ratio declines in the older age cohorts. There were 816 men to

every '1,000 women from the ages 65 to 74 years, compared with only 438 per

1,000 for those 85 years plus. As Canadians get older, a higher proportion of

the seniors will be women. Demographic projections suggest that the proportion
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of senior females will continue to outstrip the proportion of senior males and that

the gap between them will only stabilize, when the baby boom generation

reaches old age (Chappell, 1990).

Figure 1: Sex Ratios (Males Per 1,000 Females), Canada's Seniors by Age
Group, 1881-2031

Source: Statistics Canada -- Catalogue No. 96-312E

Because women are living longer than men and the probability of remarriage is

low, there will be many widowed women in the elderly population. ln 1982, more

than 50 per cent of the women aged 70 years plus were widowed. Men on the

other hand, were usually married, with less than 25 per cent widowed. ln 1991,

most of the elderly living in Canada was either married or widowed (see Table 1).

As the age group increased, the proportion of married senior-led households

declined and the proportion of widowed seniors increased. For females 85 years

and older, four out of every five women were widowed.
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Table 1: Seniors by Age, Sex and Marital Status, 1991 -- Per cent
Distribution

:fÈÊflflÊI*:: i

Males 65+ 6.9 77.3 12.9 2.8
65 to 74Yrs 6.7 82.2 7.7 3.4
75lo 84 Yrs 7.0 72.7 18.3 2.0
85+ 87 50.9 39.2 1.2

Females 65+ 7.7 42.6 46.7 3.0
65 to 74Yrs 6.5 56.0 33.5 4.0
75 to 84 Yrs 8.8 30.1 59.2 1.9

85+ 10.4 10.0 78.8 0.8

Source: Statistics Canada, 1992, Age, Sex and Marital Status. 1991 Census of Canada,

Ottawa: Depi. lST, Cat. No. 93-310, Table 3.

2.2 lncome

Although economic security may have improved, income levels among the

elderly population are considerably lower than the rest of the population in

Canada. According to Statistics Canada (1985), elderly individuals represented

14.9 per cent and 621 per cent of the two lowest income quintile distributions

respectively ($7,000 and 9,977 upper limits). Low incomes were also illustrated

by the elderly living in family households. Families with elderly persons over 65

years of age represented 29.3 per cent of the lowest income quintile distribution

($17,834 upper limit).

Davis (1991) indicated that the amount of money older seniors had to spend

decreased with age. For those who reported in the General Social Survey

(Statistics Canada, 1985), 53 per cent of seniors over 75 years had an average
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total family income under $1000 per month in 1985. Only 5 per cent had an

average income of $3000 or more.

According to the latest statistics, the income situations remained unchanged. ln

1990, the average income for males decreased as age increased (see Figure 2).

The average income for males 65 years and older was about $24,500, 19 per

cent below the average for the male population as a whole, $30,200. For

women, the average income likewise, decreased with age and bottomed out by

the time they reached age 60 to 64. For all female seniors combined, the

average was $15,300, 13 per cent below the average for females of all ages

combined, $17,600 (Statistics Canada, 1994).

Figure 2: Population and Mean 1990 lncome by Age and Sex, Canada,
1991, Census Data

Population and Mean 1990 lncome by Age and Sex, Ganada, 1991

Census Data

É æ 25 30 35 æ- 45 S 5 @ 65 ê ;Ë 80 As+

Ê24æ3.39444954.9646974Þe4
Age Cohori

Source: Statistics Canada, 1994 -- Cat. No. 96-312 E.
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The total income of seniors living in Canada comes from various sources. These

include incomes derived through employment, government pensions, investment,

private pensions and other sources such as from Unemployment lnsurance

Commission payments, Family Allowance, provincial income supplements,

veteran's pensions, among others. For all seniors, government retirement

income is the main component of total income. This source accounted for over

40 per cent of the total 1990 income (Statistics Canada, 1994). ln terms of

gender, this principal income source was found to be of more importance to

females than males since it represented 48 per cent of total income for females

but only 34 per cent for males. The second most significant source of income for

all seniors was investment which amounted to about 23 per cent of total income.

Differences did exist by sex; in females, this component of income was found to

be the second most important. For male seniors, however, it ranked only third.

2.3 Gurrent Housing and Living Arrangements

The residences of the elderly in metropolitan centres across Canada have

generally been located within the inner areas of the city. This is the area where

the majority of the seniors initially settled and spent their family lives. These

seniors have now aged and many of the younger family members have moved-

on. The inner city represents the central core of an urban area and usually

contains the oldest housing stock.

Although a significant proportion of the seniors remain living in the inner city

area, this proportion has declined in recent years. ln Winnipeg, for example, the

proportion of seniors over the age of 65 years living in the inner city has declined
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from'1971 to 1986 (East, 1992; 50). ln 1991, this proportion represented about

24 per cent of the total Winnipeg population 65 years and older, down from 27.6

per cent in 1981 (see Figure 3). There is now an increase in the proportion of

seniors living in the suburban areas of the city. The cause of this change has

been the movement of many young family heads to the suburbs who have now

reached their retirement age and have remained in suburbia. The suburban

elderly tend to remain in the same home or move within the neighbourhood

(Gunn, et al, 1983; 45).

Figure 3: Population 65 Years Plus - Winnipeg 1981 to 1991

Source: Statistics Canada, 1981, 1986, and 1991

ln 1986, 78 per cent of elderly men were living either with a spouse or unmarried

children, compared to only 47 per cent for women. ln contrast, elderly women

were more likely to live alone (38Yo in 1986) than were men in this age group

(14%). This trend appears to have continued. According to Davis (1990), there

was a proportionately higher per centage of women who lived alone among

those over the age of 75 years. Two{hirds of persons over 75 were women and
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over one-third lived alone. Of the 2.9 million seniors enumerated in private

households in 1991, over 800,000, or 28 per cent lived alone (Statistics Canada,

1994). Many of these households were females.

Homeownership tends to fluctuate throughout the senior population by age.

Census 1991 indicated there were 1.08 million senior-led (65 years plus)

households living in all the Census Metropolitan Areas in Canada. For every

senior-led household renting, there were '1.4 households over the age of 65

years living under ownership status. Overall, homeownership was the

dominating status among the elderly. However, as age progressed, the

proportion of senior renters increased. According to Davis ('1990:15-'16), people

over the age of 75 were more likely to live in high rise buildings and less likely to

live in a detached home or own their own home than their younger cohorts.

Compared with senior renters, elderly owners had substantially lower shelter

costs, and higher household incomes. Based on the 1990 shelter costs, senior

owners spent 11 per cent of their household income on shelter while senior

renters spent 25 per cent (1991, Census Canada). Overall, these conditions of

homeownership added considerably to one's overall assets and provided the

financial opportunity to have more options in later life.

Many seniors over 75 years tend to be in core housing need (discussed in detail

in Section 4.91). ln 1991, figures from Canada Mortgage and Housing

Corporation showed that 25 per cent of all households led by Canadians over

the age of 75 were unable to afford adequate, uncrowded housing without paying

30 per cent or more of their gross income. The majority of these households
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were rent¡ng (74o/o). Davis (1990: 20) noted seniors who rent were almost four

times as likely as those owning to have core housing need problems.

Based on the 1991 Census, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (199a)

explored the variations in housing need by household type and tenure among 25

of Canada's largest urban areas. They found that almost two million households

lived below accepted standards for housing affordability, adequacy, and

suitability. Of these, about one million were in core housing need. They could

not obtain adequate, suitable rental accommodation in their market areas without

having to pay 30 per cent or more of their gross household income. Although

one in six households living in these centres were in core housing need, three

quarters were renters, mainly non-elderly singles or senior-led (65 years plus)

households. Of the 1.08 million senior-led households, 22 per cent were

considered in core need. Of those in core need, the majority were found to be

renters. For every one owner in core need, there were 2.7 senior-led

households renting below the housing standard. Although this figure appears to

have decreased in comparison to Davis'(1990) conclusions, the data continued

to show seniors who rent were among the most in need.

Geoffroy (1988) found that elderly requirements in housing were different from

those of families and, moreover, extended beyond providing adequate shelter.

They embodied the group with the most housing problems (Divay, 1982). ln the

literature, three subgroups of the elderly are identified as having particular needs

because of their less advantaged situations. They were the poor elderly, elderly

single females and the older elderly (persons over 74). Their needs overall

related largely to greater income problems combined with the difficulties of

physical and health related symptoms due to old age. Housing problems
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generally related to the fact that elderly spent far too much of their income (i.e.,

30% and over) to achieve adequate accommodation. Because people 75 years

and over tend to have lower household incomes and pay higher proportions of

their incomes towards shelter costs, these seniors would have a substantial

lower disposable income than their younger cohorts. The situation among the

female population is more dramatic than their male counterparts.

2.4 Health Status

Geoffroy (1988) indicated that there is a growing trend towards better health

among the elderly. Health has improved because of better sanitation, nutrition

and medical care as well as healthier occupations, more education and higher

incomes. Younger seniors (60 to 64 years old) are expected to have better

health, to be better educated and to be better off financially than those aged 65

to 74. Moreover, seniors have grown to function in a more productive and

independent way.

As the elderly population increases in numbers, and as the average age of all

seniors rises, problems in health are expected to increase and society will have

to bear much of the health care costs (Statistics Canada, 1993). From the 1985

General Social Survey conducted by Statistics Canada, the non-institutionalized

elderly were classified by how they perceived their own health condition (see

Table 2). For all persons 65 and over, 62 per cent or two out of every three

thought they were in good or excellent health. About 38 per cent indicated they

were in fair to poor health. The proportion of those who perceived their health

condition as being excellent decreased as the age group of respondents rose. lt
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should be noted that the sample of those B0 years and older was impacted by a

selection efÍect, i.e., the less healthy members of the population were not

included in the survey due to institutionalization, thus leaving the most healthy as

part of the sample universe.

Table 2: Distribution of Elderly Persons, According to Self-perceived
Health Status, by Age Group, Canada, 1985

Excellent 23.2 20.1 14.5 15.6 19.4
Good 42.3 44.6 41.1 42.7 42.8
Averaoe 27.3 27.8 30.9 32.3 29.O

Poor 7.3 7.6 13.5 9.4 8.9
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Siatistics Canada, 1985, Cat. No. 91-533 E

ln comparison to Statistics Canada's 1991 General Social Survey (Statistics

Canada, 1994), the perception of health among the elderly in general has

improved. For all persons 65 and over, about 10 per cent more or 72 per cent of

the population group indicated they were in good or excellent health. Only 27.5

per cent perceived themselves to be in fair to poor health. This proportion

decreased by 10 per cent. The perception of good health however continued to

decline as age increased.

Even though the general health among the elderly has improved, there still is a

need to provide assistance and support services to those over 75 years old. The

concern is to maintain or improve health and independence. Davis (1991:17,

20) indicated the effects of aging and the needs for assistance of Canadians

increased with age. Over 40 per cent of seniors over age 75 from a sample size
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of almost 900,000 reported they were in fair or poor health. Moreover, she noted

that the lack of income has been associated with poorer health of the elderly and

this makes the need for assistance for the less fortunate very old even stronger.

2.5 Difficulties with Personal Gare and Activities of Daily Living and
Support Services

The characteristics of seniors are changing as we move into the next century.

As improvements in medical care, nutrition and fitness levels increase, seniors

are expected to live longer. Seniors are also becoming more informed and

educated concerning their own future needs. They are more active and expect a

high-quality and stimulating life when they retire.

Housing needs of older people are primarily determined by the effects of aging in

terms of their physical, psychological and social changes often within the context

of declining incomes. As people age, certain life restrictions or "age losses" take

place (Davis, 1991:18). As the elderly population ages, many of them become

frail and suffer from health problems and increasing mental and physical

limitations.

Essential for the well-being of seniors has been the need for positive social

relationships and family support. This support from kin and friends is considered

a primary source of assistance for elders in today's society. Chappell (1990:25)

suggested that 94 per cent of all care was typically provided by close relatives

and friends through informal networks. Those receiving formal care from

community service agencies and hospitals are also receiving care from family
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and friends. lmportant to this support is the quantity as well as the quality of

social relationships. This contributes to a person's health and seniors who are

socially isolated are more likely to be in poor health (Davis, 1990: 23). People

who live alone, a condition that increases with age, especially for women, are at

a disadvantage in terms of companionship and readily receiving help with

activities of daily living as well as having a feeling of security around their

homes.

Research indicated that difficulties with activities of daily living were most evident

among those over 75. Many had trouble walking, going up and down stairs,

cutting toenails and doing heavy housework. Other areas where assistance was

required included household maintenance, transportation, shopping, banking,

etc., as well as with personal care and physical activities such as the ability to

walk, feed oneself, wash, bathe and use the toilet.

Overall few seniors are considered impaired in any of the above areas, but if

dysfunction occurs, it can lead to long-term institutional care, especially when

family and friends cannot provide assistance. Geoffroy (1988) argues that with

proper adaptations to the home and adequate support services, some elderly

can function more independently for longer periods of time and achieve a better

quality of life. Support services are essential in maintaining this independent

living. She cautions, however, that those services should be provided in the

right doses to avoid an unnecessarily supportive condition that can lead to

deterioration. These support services should be provided internally, externally

or through a combination of both. Two types of services were recommended: 1)

congregate services in the community such as transportation, social and health

centres; and 2) home care services including meals-on-wheels, visiting nurses,
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physiotherapists or occupational therapists, housekeepers and home

maintenance workers.

The need for positive social relationships and family support grows with aging.

Davis (1990:23) noted, however, that this is expected to decline. Factors such

as increased geographic mobility among adult children, smaller families, higher

divorce rates and a greater participation of women in the labour force are

expected to reduce the levels of informal support. The outcome of this trend may

be an increased demand on institutional care.

An important requirement in housing to maintain independent living for seniors is

the need for barrier-free, accessible and functional design. Thompson and

Donahue (1980: 19) recommended that housing for older people should be

designed for aging, not aged, people and should be adaptable to their changing

needs as they grow older.

Byerts (1982:133-135) recommended five major environmental design attributes

for the elderly. These consisted of legibility, accessibility, usability, adaptability,

and choice / challenge / change. By addressing these considerations, an

enriched environment can be developed to respond to the changing needs for

the aging. The integration of vital services can also be enhanced.

Designing for legibility entails the ability of the environment to communicate a

sense of place and to reinforce messages of orientation and direction. The

primary beneficiaries are those who have sensory loss or slower reaction times

in visual perception. Color and texture coding, interior furnishings, and window

treatments are examples of elements to be considered. Having an environment
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that caters to those who have visual impairments, reduces dependence for

assistance from others and thus enhances independent living.

The incorporation of accessibility is required for those who are wheelchair users

or have mobility problems. Accessibility provides the capacity for people to

move freely and independently in their environment. This can range from the

neighbourhood level, to a building to interior rooms. Targeted areas include

telephones, drinking fountains, bathrooms and kitchens, program spaces and

building entries. lndependence is created by allowing accessibility with dignity.

The third principle is the aspect of usability or functionality of the environment for

residents who experience various conditions or limitations. Efficiency and

effectiveness must be incorporated into design. Such examples are the use of

emergency call buttons, adjustable heights for upper kitchen cabinets, grab bars

in bathrooms, and "D-shaped" handles. Functional items should be handy,

efficient and safe. The layout of rooms should also accommodate the scale of

furnishings and quality of goods catering to effective usability.

By adapting the physical environment to the needs of the elderly, not only can

the provision for independent living be maintained, the psychological quality can

be enhanced by increasing their level of autonomy, feeling of security, and

comfort.

ln addition to special housing designs, location needs are also important for the

elderly population. When choosing a location for elderly housing, Geoffroy

(1988) indicated that the topography, environment including safety and security,
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mobility, services and community facilities must be considered in meeting the

needs of seniors.

The site's topography should be as flat as possible to accommodate the limited

mobility and physical energy needs of the elderly. As a prerequisite to

maintaining functional ability, the physical environment should also be

stimulating. Public transportation should also be easily accessible with stop

signs easily recognizable. Although the provision of private and public

transportation is required, it was recognized that locational criteria placed

emphasis on walking as the common mode of transportation. Walking was

considered as the most important means of getting around for many seniors

(Gunn et al., 1983:50). Walking distances to services such as shops, banks,

post offices, medical centres and drug stores as well as to community facilities

like parks, churches, libraries and senior centres are essential to meeting the

needs of the elderly.

As described earlier, one of the preferences of the elderly is to age in place in

familiar neighbourhoods. These micro environments are considered to be places

where the elderly have spent most of the active parts of their lives and where

informal networks of family and friends have been developed. Although these

settings are a preference, Geoffrey (1988) indicated that when the elderly

undergo a change in health, their needs alter. Unless the neighbourhood

changes to suit their needs, seniors commonly find themselves with a lack of

housing alternatives or options. Many elderly homeowners who have faced

income difficulties as a result of retirement and/or death of the main provider,

have also been forced to remain despite the house's inappropriateness in size,

location and the owner's financial inability to maintain it adequately.
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2.6 Transportation Needs

Accessibility to a variety of commercial, service and recreational facilities has

been identified as an important factor for the elderly because it allows them to

engage in normal daily activities and to lead independent lives. Linked to the

level of accessibility is the mode of transportation. ln the literature, the elderly

are considered limited in their mobility. Seniors, in comparison to other age

groups, have lower proportions of persons with driver's licenses and owning

cars. The reasons for this are financial constraints and health / physical

impairment problems. The reliance is therefore placed on other means of

transport.

The availability and use of public transportation is one source of transport. This

is an important factor in determining how much access a senior has. There are

problems, however, associated with this. Older persons often face physical

barriers in using public transportation because they find it difficult to stand and

wait for buses and have problems boarding and coping with crowed conditions.

Studies have also identified that seniors often faced long waits, poor connections

and because routes are often oriented towards downtown, intra- and inter-

suburban travel has been difficult (Gunn, et al., 1983:50). The alternative to

public transportation is the reliance on taxis. This is undoubtedly considered to

be very expensive.

As stated earlier, the most common mode of travel among the elderly has been

walking. Because there are problems associated with both public and private

transportation, walking is considered to be the most important means of getting

around for many seniors. There are, however, difficulties with walking such as
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physical strain and anxiety over potential injuries. These impediments can be

avoided through better design of neighbourhoods or local areas.

As aging of the suburbs continues, the problems of transport for the elderly are

expected to be accentuated. Not only are there problems with public

transportation, there are also difficulties with walking. East (1992; 88) argues

that the suburbs were not designed for pedestrians, but for the automobile.

These suburbs are isolated residential communities with very few services

provided. lf the seniors do not drive or have access to an automobile, given the

limitations of public transportation, and the lack of services found in their

neighbourhood, they may become isolated and dependent upon others.

The problems inherent in providing transportation access for the seniors have

been primarily based on the need for access and availability to a variety of

commercial, service and recreational facilities. This has been identified as an

important factor for the elderly since it allows them to engage in normal daily

activities and to lead independent lives. With many seniors preferring to age in

place, it will be critical to either improve these shortcomings or provide the

essential services and facilities in neighbourhoods thus decreasing their

dependence on motorized transportation.

2,7 Seniors' Housing Living Arrangements

Housing arrangements for

institutionalization primarily

many seniors in the past have been restricted to

because ihere were no other suitable alternatives.
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Gunn, Verkley and Newman highlight the lack of opportunity in the housing

market that can meet the changing needs of seniors. They note,

"The aging person often lives alone: separated from his family, with
insufficient income, failing health and limited energy and capacity and with a
narrow choice of suitable living accommodation available in the community.
The current housing market has little to offer elderly people in the low and
low-middle income groups. The great proportion of housing built in recent
years has consrsfed of three-bedroom houses and modern high-rise
aparfment buildings. Neither provides a satisfactory solution for the housing
problem of the aged person with a low income. The houses are too big: both
houses and apartment are too expensive." (1983: 35).

The result of these market conditions and the lack of options has meant thai

many seniors have had little choice other than institutionalization. Many

Canadian seniors have also had to resort to institutions when they experience

disabilities affecting their hearing, eyesight, locomotion and other physical

limitations. Research studies (Levy, 1988:26) have indicated that there is a need

today to develop community housing alternatives that minimize the need for

institutional housing. Seniors need a continuum of shelter types that provide a

normal progression with the process of aging. The continuum, broadly viewed,

consists of three categories of living arrangements (see Table 3).

Table 3: Types of Living Arrangements

ff p-êrAi,;l.i.:i.i::.ii...::'ii ii:..:.i"ii..i :"'.,r:i.:: :.',.i:.it::;..,'ii

Housing for fully
independent living

Housing with limited
social support services
for semi-independent
livino

lnstitutions with social,
medical and nursing
care for dependent
livino

Housing typology A consists of various kinds of facilities and arrangements for

seniors who can sustain complete independent living without the assistance of

social support services. Such examples are individual homes, apartments,
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retirement communities, public housing, and private senior housing projects

designed for independent living. These housing types usually consist of self-

contained living units, that is, units with separate cooking facilities and private

bathrooms. Some facilities have common spaces and dining rooms and kitchens

with services provided to meet a temporary or desired need of the residents.

These services are not considered as supports needed to perform the ordinary

functions of daily living.

Housing arrangement Type B are facilities that provide self-contained dwelling

units with private bath and at least a partial kitchen. Common spaces are

included for group activities as well as for dining and a kitchen for preparation of

group meals. Social support services are provided to assist impaired residents

caffy out the activities of daily living. Examples include seniors' housing

developments, old-age homes, retirement hotels and congregate housing.

lnstitutional living arrangements are classified as Type C. These include

shelters that provide on-going medical attention, nursing care and supervision to

elderly persons who are too mentally and physically impaired to live

independently even when social support services are provided. lndividual living

units are not provided in these arrangements. Accommodation generally

consists of shared bedroom space with the allowance of minimum personal

possessions. Recreation, food service and treatment procedures are all shared.

Facilities of type C arrangemenis are nursing homes, long-term care hospitals,

mental hospitals and other care institutions.
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2.8 Seniors' Housing Options

Seniors are individuals that need, want and deserve a wide range of housing and

support service options throughout their aging process. One of the fundamental

principles, Leah Dobkin (CMHC, 1989.9) emphasizes, is that only with choice do

they have control. She emphasizes that it will be necessary to provide seniors

with impartial counseling about the choices available to them, and to build

coalitions to identify their needs and overcome the barriers to different housing

and support service options.

Chappell (1990:14) noted that living alone in Canada has not been interpreted

as forced isolation of seniors, but as a reflection of the increased choices

available as a result of economic security afforded by old age security payments

and the guaranteed income supplement. Elderly persons may now have more

economic self-sufficiency and may be able to choose from a variety of housing

arrangements, particularly apartment living which permits privacy with a sense of

security.

2.81 Ghoosing to Move

When more housing options become available, older Canadians may choose to

move. Seniors may wish to seek different lifestyles, or more appropriate and

affordable accommodations. Situations leading to moving also occur when their

needs or circumstances significantly change. Many will move because their

current house may be too expensive or difficult to maintain, inappropriate due to

their physical needs, inconveniently located for changing activities and service
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needs, or isolated from family and friends. When seniors choose alternative

accommodations, they must consider their current and future needs and their

ability to pay, particularly if they plan on staying for a lengthy time.

From the literature, researchers have identified several reasons why elderly

people choose to move. Leung's research study (1990) categorized six main

reasons why homeowners moved: 1) shelter; 2) neighbourhood; 3) accessibility;

4) social support; 5) finance; and 6) health. ln his literature review he made

reference to a level of stress and satisfaction elderly homeowners endure before

deciding to move. Shelter quality measures such as presence of central heating

systems, plumbing and maintenance requirements, comfort, privacy, and

accessibility were used as the contributing factors of stress. Neighbourhood

conditions were referred to as the presence of street crime, ethnic composition,

cleanliness, economic class of neighbours, among others.

The effects of the aging housing stock found in inner-cities have displaced many

of the elderly homeowners living in these areas. These homes are aging and

homeowners, of which many are the elderly, find it increasingly difficult to afford

maintenance and renovation costs. Due to the competition for land use, the

older housing stock is also being converted to non-residential activities. These

circumstances are rising both in frequency and scale. The result is demolition or

change in the use of the stock.

Displacement is not only occurring from the physical loss of housing, the elderly

homeowners are also faced with significant changes in their neighbourhoods'

physical and socio-economic composition. lf their neighbourhood changes both

socially and economically (through gentrification for example), the elderly
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homeowners who commonly face difficulties in paying their housing costs such

as utilities, taxes and maintenance often find themselves "forced" to move.

Although the equity values of their properties have increased, so have their

property taxes. As a result, their housing costs have increased. For many, with

limited financial means, this leads to difficulties with affordability. lf the

neighbourhood declines from negative social effects such as in criminal activity,

seniors may find their area no longer acceptable.

Gunn, et al (1983:44) noted that the reasons why some elderly move were the

result of physical mobility problems and the financial constraints discussed

above. Under these conditions, the senior homeowners were considered

"pushed" into more affordable or smaller housing accommodations due to

reduced mobility and house maintenance capabilities.

One of the most common reasons why the elderly move was due to the lack of

access to services. Walking distance to neighbourhood services and facilities

and convenience were noted to be important to seniors. The social support

network was also viewed as critical in maintaining independent living among

seniors. Seniors prefer to remain independent while retaining close ties to family

or friends in close proximity to their homes.

The last category Leung noted dealt with health problems. This factor was

identified as the most important reason why seniors decide to move and focused

on health deterioration and the difficulties in maintaining a home.

Housing options for older people choosing to move differ in a variety of ways.

They consist of simply buying or renting a smaller house or apartment more
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suitable for their changing needs and preferences. For those seeking

companionships and informal mutual support in a much larger setting, there is

the congregate housing option. This type of housing usually accommodates

people in large converted houses or specially designed buildings where

communal facilities and meals are shared. Each occupant is allowed to have

their own private quarters. There is also retirement housing thai caters toward

an age-segregated environment where seniors can enjoy the companionship of

others of the same age and simultaneously live independently.

2.82 Choosing to Stay

The housing option most preferred by older Canadians is choosing to remain in

their own homes for as long as they can. Gunn, et al (1983:44) noted that the

elderly prefer to remain in their present locations. The majority seldom move

and those who do move tend to remain in the same area of the city. This stability

is attributed to their strong emotional attachments to their neighbourhood and the

fear of experiencing loneliness in a new area.

For those who wish to remain in their own homes and continue to live

independently several options are available. One option is homesharing which

involves sharing their homes with other older people such as with students,

single parents, or siblings. Common reasons to share are rising housing costs,

companionship and mutual support, wanting to remain at home and independent,

and wanting a family atmosphere. This concept can also provide an enhanced

feeling of security. This option is viewed as a viable alternative for people over

75 who live alone. lt addresses the affordability issue, the issue of
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underutilization of houses and apartments, loneliness, the inability of maintaining

a home and the fear of living alone. Some conditions may not be suitable for

homesharing especially when one individual faces a change in health status and

requires a higher level of care.

Related to homesharing is the option of constructing self-contained accessory

apartments. These units are built either in their own homes, or in homes

belonging to the son or daughter. From this modification, extra income can be

generated through rents with some degree of companionship and security.

Another option, depending on municipal zoning by-laws in some centres, is

garden suites or granny flats. Under this concept, elderly owners install a small

portable dwelling unit on their existing property for their own use. Their original

houses would then be used by their relatives or close friends. The advantage of

this approach is that they have the opportunity to stay put and do not have to

worry about finding an alternative site to place their units on. Similarly, the son

or daughter may wish to house their parent(s) by locating a garden suite on their

lots.

For those who develop physical problems that make living difficult in their own

homes, there is the option of home modification. These options can include

adding wheelchair ramps, lowering counter-tops, adding grab-bars in bathrooms,

among others. Emergency response systems that are designed for people who

live alone but want to remain in their own homes can be installed. These

systems assure the resident that assistance will arrive quickly if there is an

emergency.
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2.9 Financial Gonsiderations

Along with the different housing options available, there are a variety of financial

arrangements and associated tenures. These have been developed to enable

elderly people to use their incomes and assets more effectively. Such

mechanisms include home equity conversion plans that are intended to enable

older people to generate income from their equity and allow them to live in their

homes at the same time. A number of variations are used such as reverse

mortgages, sale-leaseback plans and deferred-payment loans. For those who

wish to purchase new alternative housing arrangements, there is the option of

life-leases and shared equity leases. A life lease is where a senior makes an

interest-free loan to the project sponsor to cover the cost of the unit. This lease

is a legal agreement that permits its purchaser to occupy a dwelling unit for life in

exchange for a lump sum prepayment and monthly fees. The lump sum may

equal or be less than the market value of the unit. The monthly fees are paid to

cover maintenance and other ongoing costs. Likewise, in a shared equity

arrangement, a person can purchase a share which covers either the full or

partial cost of the unit. lf only a partial portion of the equity is preferred, the

senior then pays only a partial monthly rent. Residents also pay a monthly fee to

cover the project's operating costs. Both arrangements are intended to reduce

the cost of buying into special retirement accommodations.

Romank (1992:68) notes that resident-financed non-profit projects through life-

lease or equity share arrangements typically allow the project to operate without

a mortgage, thus reducing monthly costs substantially. Residents do not have to

take on the responsibility of selling their units. They have security of tenure and

a voice in decision making, while the non-profit sponsor retains control over the
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project. Any profits generated could be allocated to a trust fund that would serve

as reserve funds to cover vacancy losses, purchase new equipment and services

or be reverted to the residents. Davis (1993) explains that the advantages of the

life lease option are: 1) the ability to offer security of tenure; 2) a reduction in

costs compared to outright purchase; and 3) the potential to provide a reassuring

and supportive environment for seniors living alone.

2.10 SuppoÉ Services

It is important that housing options be integrated with available support services

operating in a community. The intent of these services is to enable the elderly to

live independently for a long time. These services are especially important for

those who cannot rely on informal support from relatives and friends, but who

wish to continue to live in their own homes. The range of services generally

available includes the delivery of meals "Meals-on-Wheels"; emergency

response systems; special transportation for those who are physically

challenged; homecare services that provide personal and health care services in

their own homes; visiting homemaker services that include homecare support as

well as assistance in housework, shopping, food preparaiion and home

maintenance; social and recreational programs; and information inquiries.

These support services are usually provided on a community-wide basis and in

the various supportive types of accommodation like congregate and sheltered

housing.
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2.11 Conclusion

Seniors are considered to be heterogenetic in nature. They differ in lifestyles

and needs. However, certain trends characterize them as a group, for example,

slightly more than half are female, most tend to be married, and they tend to

have less income than younger adults. Some are divorced, some are separated,

some are widowed. Older seniors are more likely to be widowed females than

younger seniors. The characteristics of seniors differ and so too do their needs.

A range of options is therefore important when providing services for Canada's

seniors, whether in the field of housing, traditional medical services or

community social services. The most salient findings in the literature are

highlighted below.

The elderly are a growing part of our population, particularly the older
elderly and unattached females. The sex ratio is expected to decrease as
the population ages.

lncome is a problem for a large portion of the elderly particularly the older
elderly, and single females. The issue of income has significant
implications for all other aspects of older Canadian's life.

Many elderly own their homes, the majority are single-detached houses in
older residential neighbourhoods. The proportion of older Canadian
homeowners in the suburbs is rising. A large number of this group wish to
remain homeowners and desire more choice in the type, size and location
of homeownership units. Accessibility to services is important.

A large proportion of the elderly still remain in the inner city. This group
prefers to remain in their present neighbourhoods despite the increasing
difficulties with affordability and maintenance.

With aging of the suburbs, many households will be seeking alternatives to
their three- and four-bedroom housing units. This has raised issues
surrounding the availability of alternative housing types and tenure and the
provision of services and facilities to the elderly who wish to remain in their
present neighbourhood.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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6) There are a variety of housing options available to the elderly from
homesharing to congregate housing living. lt is important that these
housing options be integrated with available support services operating in a
community since these services enable the elderly to live independently.

The identification of the housing and support service needs of seniors living in

Canada must focus on the changes of the entire spectrum of human residential

needs. There are special needs groups within the elderly population who should

be given attention: 1) older elderly; 2) single females; and 3) low income

households. The remainder of this thesis will focus on identifying the housing

and support service needs of seniors living in the Manitoba Japanese Canadian

community.
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CHAPTER THREE
Survey Methodology

To identifying the housing and support service needs of Manitoba Japanese

Canadian seniors, a questionnaire was developed, in conjunction with the

Manitoba Japanese Horizons' Club. The type of questionnaire was based on

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation's publication entitled, "Maintaining

Seniors' lndependence in Rural Areas -- A Guide to Planning for Housing and

Support Services." CMHC, 1991. Questions were modified to suit the client

group and location, i.e., an urban context (City of Winnipeg) and age category

(60 years plus). The content of the survey questioned seven key areas:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Demographics;
Current Housing and Living Arrangements;
Support Services;
Transportation Needs;
Difficulties with Personal Care and Activities of Daily Living;
Future Housing Plans and Needs; and
Feelings about Various Housing Options.

The survey was conducted in April 1992 at the MJCCA Cultural Centre. From a

total population of 251 seniors from the ages 60 years and older, 151 or 60 per

cent participated in the survey.

3.1 Methodology

The survey methodology required a series of systematic steps to be performed.

As indicated in Table 4, the process began by identifying the goals and

objectives of the survey and proceeded to the analysis of the results. Along with
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each stage is a brief descripiion of what

implementation of the questionnaire.

Table 4: Survey Methodology Overuiew

was involved in the planning and

3.2 The Survey Gommittee

Essential to conducting the survey was the need to create a survey committee.

Depending on the size of the project, Welch, Parker and Zeisel (1987)

recommended a committee should consist of individuals who are part of the

social service community, the real estate development community, the design

and planning community, financial community and most importantly, the seniors

themselves who are involved with issues relating to aging in the community.

These people should have relevant expertise and close ties to the community

and be willing to devote considerable time to the idea and the processes

involved. The actual size of this committee should be based on the availability to

meet on a regular basis and the ability to contribute eflectively without being

iSæp_s:i;i¡riäiii+i têscfi
Step 1 Determine general goals and

objectives and identify who can
provide the information

Step 2 ldentify Specific lssues to be
Addressed

Step 3 Search for Similar Surveys or Other
Background lnformation that could be
used

Step 4 Determine Data Collection Method
Steo 5 Desiqn Questionnaire
Step 6 Conduct Pre-Test
Step 7 Conduct Survev
Step 8 Data Entrv and Editino
Step 9 Analvze Results
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overworked. The size of the group should also be based on the number of

organizations important to the process. A wide range of members from outside

interests' groups, e.9., resident groups, community members and the various

governmental agencies should be asked to participate in the decision-making

processes. These groups should be involved in legitimizing the process at the

beginning and be expected to participate again during the formulation and

implementation of the plan.

Given the operating environment at the time and the magnitude of this particular

project, the survey team and task groups consisted of the following:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Members within the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Horizons Club;
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation;
Members within the MJCCA Community; and
The Project Coordinator.

3.3 Setting Goals and Objectives

During the preliminary stage of the project and once the survey committee was

developed, the first step in conducting the survey was to establish the goals and

objectives. What these goals and objectives portrayed was the conveying of the

unique concerns of the team and the community at large. The overall goal of the

project was to improve the living conditions among the elderly population within

the Manitoba Japanese Canadian community. For each goal, there was an

objective that gives a dimension to the goal. The objective, in this case, was to

identify the housing and support service needs of Manitoba Japanese Canadian

seniors, primarily those living in Winnipeg. Once these needs had been

identified, recommendations would be made to address these needs.
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By articulating the goal and objective, the survey committee can determine or

reinforce the reasons for conducting the survey (Welch, Parker and Zeisel,

1987). When the committee assesses the funding and resident resources, these

goals will become important when answering questions from potential sponsors,

fund raisers and residents.

lncluded in establishing the goals and objective of the project was identification

of who can provide the information. The target respondents had to be defined

as clearly as possible. This aided in the development of the list of seniors to be

surveyed and made possible the necessary adaptations to the survey design. lt

was important to adapt the survey design to address those topics directed at the

selected group of respondents.

The target audience consisted of all persons 60 years or older who either lived

on their own or with relatives or friends. The list included persons who were not

living with a spouse; and spouses living together where at least one person was

60 years or older. The ethnic composition was to be of Japanese Canadian or a

member of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian community. Although some

members were not of Japanese Canadian decent, they were considered part of

the community. Seniors living in care facilities such as nursing homes, homes

for the aged or extended care facilities were not included. The main source used

to identify the seniors was from the telephone listing provided by the Manitoba

Japanese Canadian Seniors Horizon Club. Other sources included the

membership listing of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Citizens Association.

The geographic area was the City of Winnipeg and a total population of 251

seniors from 60 years plus was the target.
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3.4 lssue ldentification

The next step in the development process of the survey was to identify the

specific issues that needed to be addressed in order to carry out the study. With

reference to the survey's goal and objective, several issues were identified:

1) What are the socio-demographic trends and characteristics of the elderly
group;

2) What are their current housing and living arrangements like;
3) What support services including transportation are needed to maintain

independent living;
4) Do any of the seniors face difficulties with personal care and activities of

daily living;
5) What are their future housing plans;
6) Are the elderly planning on staying in Winnipeg;
7) What feelings do they have about the various housing options available;

and
8) What housing options do they prefer.

3.5 Questionnaire Design

Prior to the development of the questionnaire, time was spent on searching for

similar surveys or questionnaires that could be employed in meeting the goal

and objective. ln the review, reference was made to Canada Mortgage and

Housing Corporation's publication, "Maintaining Seniors' lndependence in Rural

Areas -- A Guide to Planning for Housing and Support Services." (1991).

Although this publication focused on seniors living in the rural areas across

Canada, the survey team felt this was the most appropriate tool in meeting their

goal and objective.
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The decision to utilize this survey was based on meeting the issues identified

earlier and from the methodology employed in data collection. CMHC (1991;31)

recommended, in order to get the seniors to complete the questionnaires, a

community meeting be held in a central location at a convenient time. Other

methods of data collection considered were face-to-face interviews, telephone

interviews and mail-in and mail-back surveying. To determine the methodology,

the survey team first had to decide whether or not to survey everyone from the

list. The decision was then depended upon the following:

1) Resources available to conduct the survey;
2) Desired precision of the survey results;
3) Expected response rates;
4) Number of potential respondents; and
5) Number and size of the group within the potential respondents from which

the survey team wanted specific information.

With the total potential number of respondents being 251 seniors, the decision

was to target all seniors. For communities of 1,000 or fewer, CMHC

recommended all seniors on the list should be asked to participate (1991:30). lt

should be noted ihat the Japanese Canadian seniors living in Winnipeg were

considered a community and therefore, based on the above recommendations,

the decision was to target the entire population. The survey team then assessed

the necessary resources to carry out the project. Financial resources and

support from the seniors to assist in the surveying were available to employ the

community meeting approach as the method of data collection.

Following this decision, the seniors' housing and support services need

assessment was structured from the material provided in CMHC's publication.

Modifications were made to suit an urban context focusing on Manitoba
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Japanese Canadians living in Winnipeg from the ages 60 years and older (see

Appendix A).

The final step in the design of the questionnaire was the conducting of a pre-test.

To conduct the pre-test, a number of seniors were selected based on gender,

age, experience, and location of residence characteristics. lt was important to

have seniors knowledgeable about the subject matter so critical feedback could

be obtained. Negative and positive feedback was provided on the way the

questions were presented, the order of the questions, etc. Each participant was

asked to raise any issues, concerns, misunderstandings, positive / negative

feedback on the content, and the clarity of the questions.

Although there were some concerns about the format, the overall feedback on

the questionnaire was positive. The only major concern was whether translation

into Japanese would be provided, primarily for older individuals. The strategy

was to have people available for those needing translation and to ensure these

people were knowledgeable about the subject matter.

3.6 Conducting the Survey

Before conducting the survey, several tasks had to be completed to successfully

initiate the project. To develop the sense of empowerment and commitment to

the project, seniors themselves were asked to provide assistance and to form

task forces or subgroups of the survey team to successfully complete the project.

As referenced in Appendix B, these tasks were the following:
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1) Establish first contact with the seniors via personal letters explaining the
intent of the survey. This includes providing each potential participant
with some literature on senior housing options, in this case, Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation's "Housing Choices for Older
Canadians";
Follow up contact via telephone inquiring as to whether they are planning
on attending the survey meeting;
Simultaneously, initiate project publicity through community media, in this
case, the MJCCA Outlook and Cultural Centre News;
Establish an estimate on the number of seniors planning on attending;
and
Establish how many seniors would need transportation assistance and
translation services.

With a positive and realistic message defined, the objective was to generate

community support for the survey that promoted the project's goals. The

procedure was through networking both formally and informally. This involved

doing presentations at social gathering functions, to church groups, and to the

community organizational group, the MJCCA. A public relations component was

also conducted through press releases, educational seminars, brochures, and

community newspapers. Moreover, the marketing of the survey projeci was not

only targeted to the seniors but to their adult children and to community

organizations. These groups provided information and support for the project.

At the survey meeting, each senior was provided with a numbered survey and

noted on a record sheet. Confidentiality was emphasized to each participating

senior. The purpose of numbering was to follow-up on those seniors who

incorrectly filled out the survey.

At the beginning of the meeting, a presentation was made on the future

directions of seniors' housing by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,

Winnipeg Branch. The purpose of this presentation was to review the material

2)

3)

4)

5)
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that was forwarded earlier and to explain why seniors need a continuum of

shelter types that can provide a normal progression with the process of aging.

This also helped legitimized the survey project. lmmediately following,

instructions were given to fill out the survey. Translation service was provided at

the meeting when required.

Not all the seniors who wanted to participate in the survey could attend the

community meeting. To obtain the target potential, these individuals were

provided the survey either through the mail or it was hand delivered. They were

then instructed to call the survey team members if they encountered any

difficulties in filling out the questionnaire and asked to return the completed form

to the Manitoba Japanese Cultural Centre prior to a specific date.

3.7 Data lnput

Data worksheets were used to tally the results from each survey. Following the

completion of the worksheets, data was entered into a computerized system

involving data coding and formatting. The program employed was the

SPSS/PC+ package. Analyses of the results were made both through

descriptive statistical means and cross-tabulations.

3.8 Conclusion

The process of conducting a survey project served to refine and develop a

community support base. lt provided a reading on the viability of the survey and
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a projected an image on the level of community participation. Success involved

a broad community base that identified what was needed to support the project.

This base included the potential participants, as well as, the community people

who lived and worked with these people. These people were critical informants

and potential supporters of the project.

Developing and implementing the survey project required the establishment of a

survey team. Participants involved within this group ranged from members who

are found within the organization as well as from outside interest groups. The

outside stakeholder, in this case Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation,

was involved in legitimizing the process at the beginning and participated again

during the formulation and implementation of the survey. This tactic achieved a

balanced level of participation from a wide range of stakeholders and formulated

a partnership in developing and implementing the goals and objectives.

Participation was elaborated through a network of task-centered subgroups.

Pursing resources, selecting priorities, designing the questionnaire, submitting

recommendations, organizing publicity or lobbying were examples of what the

subgroups accomplished. Organizing into small subgroups increased their

familiarity with their assignments and strengthened cohesiveness of each group.

There were several components involved in the process: 1) the identification of

task operations and special interests and abilities among each of stakeholder

groups; 2) the collection of data; 3) individual assignments; and 4) decision-

making. Networks of relationships were developed throughout the survey

development process.
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ln stage one, the survey team that consisted of prominent members of the

Manitoba Japanese Canadian Horizons Group and the project coordinator, met

with each subgroup. These subgroups represented highly diverse people in the

community such as the MJCCA and the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Buddhist

Church group. Stage two involved the identification of their mutual talents. ln

the third stage, task groups were formed to produce a cohesive action network

where members worked together. Such task groups included the phone

committee, transportation committee, and translation committee.

What has been presented is a strategy that employs a methodology in

developing a balanced level of outside stakeholders in undertaking a project, in

this case, the community questionnaire. lt was recognized that there were

several avenues and opportunities in identifying better senior housing needs and

support. The methododolgy used had the members of this community formulate

partnerships and encouraged them to meet the challenges together.
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4.1

Chapter Four
Housing Profile of Manitoba Japanese Ganadian Elderly

The purpose of this chapter is to identify and assess the results of the community

survey that focused on the housing and support service needs of Japanese

Canadian elderly living in Winnipeg. Demographic patterns and trends are

examined by age, gender, marital status, living status, tenure, household income

and location. Analyses of their current housing and living arrangements;

difficulties with housing, transportation and activities of daily living; and feelings

about various housing options are also explored. Reference to the national

figures are made to identify similarities and anomalies within the study group.

Age and Gender

Of the 151 surveyed, over half or 56 per cent were 65 to 74 years old (see Table

5). The average age was 71 years. ln comparison to all seniors living in

Canada, the surveyed group was slightly over represented between the ages 65

to 74 years. When examined by gender, there was a higher proportion of

females than males among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors 60 years

plus. This resulted in a ratio of 842 men per 1,000 females. Nationally, the sex

ratio of the elderly population was 786 men per 1,000 women. ln comparison,

the study group has a lower proportion of females. The proportionate

differences between males to females did not decrease as age increased as it

did for all seniors in Canada. For seniors 75 years plus, the Manitoba Japanese

Canadians contained a higher ratio of men to women. Providing that mortality

and migration remain constant, a higher proportion of seniors over the age of 75

years is expected among the Manitoba Japanese Canadians. There will also be
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a higher proportion of males than those forecasted nationally. The elderly

female population will however continue to be proportionately higher overall due

to their higher life expectancy levels.

Table 5: Population Distributions by Age Cohort and Sex

Age GhafacteriSticS 65 ta:74:,
"- ,', , o/o , ,,:.:

,'./5+'
..,' o/o ': j

Both Sexes
Manitoba Japanese
Canadians

17.2 55.6 27.2 100.0

Canada Census 1991 27.1 43.6 29.3 100.0
Manitoba Japanese
Ganadians
Male 17.4 55.1 27.5 45.7
Female 17.1 56.1 26.8 54.3
Census Ganada 1991
Male 30.1 44.8 25.2 43.8
Female 24.7 42.7 32.6 56.2

Source: Statistics Canada, 1991, Cat. No.95-358.
Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

4.2 Marital Status

As shown in Table 6, the Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly population

consisted mainly of married (73o/o) and widowed (23%) people. ln regards to

gender differences, there was a higher proportion of females than males who

were widowed. This was especially evident among those 75 years and older.

When matched against the elderly population nationally, the study group had a

higher proportion of married seniors and lower proportion of widowers. A higher

representation of older female widowers (75 years plus) was also evident when
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compared by gender types. The proportion of married males 75 years and older

was significantly higher in comparison to the national figure.

As age increased, the proportions of widowers increased while those married

decreased on a national scale. This trend was only apparent among the female

population in the study group. The proportion of married males did not decrease

but instead increased. This trend again reflected an increasing life span among

the male population compared to national figures.

Table 6: Seniors by Age, Sex and Marital Status -- Percent Distribution

Divorged

Mánitobâ Jâþanêse;-Cànãdi ans,:
Males 65+ 5.3 89.5 5.3 0.0

60-64 16.7 75.O 0.0 8.3
65-74 7.9 86.8 5.3 0.0
75+ 0.0 94.7 5.3 0.0

Females 65+ 1.5 54.4 44.1 0.0
60-64 0.0 92.9 7.1 0.0
65-74 0.0 67.4 32.6 0.0
75+ 4.5 27.3 68.2 00

Ganada Census 91
Males 65+ 6.9 77.3 12.9 2.8

65-74 6.7 82.2 7.7 3.4
75+ 7.3 68.7 22.1 1.8

Females 65+ 7.7 42.6 46.7 3.0
65-74 6.5 56.0 33.5 4.0
75+ 9.2 25.1 64.0 1.6

Source: Statistics Canada, 1992, Age, Sex and Marital Status. 1991 Census of Canada,
Ottawa: Dept. lST, Cat. No. 93-310, Table 3.
Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.
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4,3 Living Arrangements

With almost three-quarters of the population being married, it was not surprising

to find that over half lived only with their spouses (see Table 7). Also significant

was the number of senior-led households living with both their spouses and

immediate families (15o/o). About 18 per cent were identified as living alone and

were either divorced, widowed or had never married. The common living

arrangement among the widowed population (7'1%) was living alone. When

examined by gender, they consisted primarily of females. For every male

household living alone, there was almost 5 female households living in the same

arrangement. For those who lived with their spouses, a higher proportion was

represented by the male population.

Table 7: Marital Status by Sex and Living Arrangements

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

When examined by age cohorts, there was a proportionately higher percentage

of widowed seniors and those who lived alone as age increased (see Table 8).

The proportions of seniors who were married, living with their spouses and living

Spouse
o/o

1.4 7.269.9 15.95.8Males
7.314.6 1.228.0 48.8Females

Blt Marital'statusl
1.8 0.00.0 80.0 18.2Married

0.00.0 0.0100.0 0.0Divorced
20.68.8 0.070.6 0.0Widowed
66.70.0 0.033.3 0.0Never Married
7.315.2 1.317.9 58.3
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with their immediate families (spouse and family households) decreased with

age. lf this trend continues, a higher proportion of the population is expected to

be widowed and living alone.

Table 8: Marital Status & Living Arrangements by Age Cohorts

Çharactèristics, 60,to,64,
' .,.9/O'. ,

65,to':74
,,,o/g,,:,:.

75+,'
l¡o',,

All;Ages.
¡',','' r.O/g:,:," :.:',''.,

Marital:,Stâtus
Married 84.62 77.38 58.54 73.50
Divorced 3.85 0.00 0.00 0.70
Widowed 3.85 19.05 39.02 21.90
Never Married 7.69 3.57 2.44 4.00

Live Alone 7.69 19.05 21.95 17.90
With Spouse 61.54 58.33 56.1 0 58.30
Soouse & Familv 23.08 16.67 7.32 15.20
Spouse & Other 0.00 2.38 0.00 1.30
Other Familv 7.69 3.57 14.63 7.30

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

4.4 lncomes

As indicated in Figure 4, the financial positions among the elderly surveyed were

relatively better when compared to all seniors living in Canada. When asked to

identify their household incomes, almost 30 per cent reported they had

household incomes of $40,000 or more. Only a small proportion of seniors over

65 living in Canada in 1990 had incomes greater than $40,000.
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Figure 4: Population by lncome Group, Ages 65 Years plus, Canada and
Manitoba Japanese Ganadians

Population by lncome Group - Seniors 65 yrs +
Canada and Manitoba Japanese Ganadians

1ffio/o

Ùjo/o

60%

4Oo/o

2Ùo/o

Oo/o

Source: Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 96-312 E, Table 6.2.
Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

Note: lncome groups were adjusted for comparable purposes only.

As seniors got older, they were expected to have lower annual household

incomes. When examined by age in Table 9, this trend was evident. The

proportion of seniors with incomes less than $20,000 increased with age. Almost

49 per cent of the seniors over 75 had incomes of no more than $20,000 per

year while for those aged 65 to 74 years, only 26 per cent fell under $20,000.

No senior of less than 65 years had an annual income of less than $20,000.

Consistent also were the differences in household incomes by gender and age.

About 38 per cent of all females had incomes below $20,000 in comparison to

only 17 per cent for males. This income gap decreased as the population aged.

About 55 per cent of the females over 75 years reported they had incomes lower

than $20,000 in comparison to only 41 per cent for males; a difference of 14 per

cent. Nationally, the income difference by gender for this age group amounted to

21 per cent.
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Table 9: lncome Distribution By Age

Household lncome ,65 to',74
,; ;;,: ç¡O , ' ,.'

..,,1$!
,:,|,,'8¡. ,

All Agê.C
, ; ,,,t'oA.,,,,:,i| ,

Both,Séxes
< 9.000 0.0 1.4 2.7 1.5
$9-11,999 0.0 5.5 2.7 3.8
912-14,999 0.0 8.2 13.5 8.3
$15-19.999 0.0 11.0 29.7 14.4
$20-24,999 13.6 15.1 5.4 12.1

$25-29,999 22.7 15.1 24.3 18.9
$30-39,999 27.3 12.3 0.0 11.4
$40,000 > 364 31.5 21.6 29.5
Total 17.2 55.6 27.2 100.0
Males,
< 9,000 0.00 000 0.00 0.00
$9-11,999 0.00 2.86 0.00 1.59
$12-14,999 0.00 2.86 17.65 6.35
$15-19,99e 0.00 5.71 23.53 9.52
$20-24.999 18.18 14.29 5.88 12.70
$25-29,999 1 8.18 20.oo 29.41 22.22
$30-39,999 27.27 17.14 0.00 14.29
$40,000 > 36 36 37.14 23.53 33.33
Fêmalês
< 9.000 0.00 2.63 5.00 2.90
$9-11,999 0.00 7.89 5.00 5.80
$12-14,999 0.00 13.16 10.00 10.14
$15-19,999 0.00 15.79 35.00 18.84
$20-24,999 9.09 15.79 5.00 11.59
$25-29,999 27.27 '10.53 20.00 15.94
$30-39,999 27.27 7.89 0.00 8.70
$40,000 > 36.36 26.32 20.00 26.09

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service NeedsAssessment 1992.

ln Figure 5, the income distributions by living status and marital status illustrated

that over 40 percent of those living alone had annual incomes of less than

$15,000 per year. lt was noted that these households were predominantly made
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up of females. The economic situation for couples was more financially secure

since many had incomes over $40,000 per year.

Figure 5: lncome Distribution by Living Arrangements

lncome Distribution by Living Arrangements

1@o/o

8Oo/o

60%

Ajolo

20%

oo/

Live Alone Wrth

Spouse

Spouse / Spouse /
Family Other

Other

Family

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

Similar to all seniors living across Canada, the main source of total household

income among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly was from government

retirement incomes (Old Age Security, GlS, Canada Pension and other

government income sources). Government transfer accounted for almost 60

percent of their total income (see Figure 6). By gender, these income sources

represented 63 per cent of the elderly female incomes compared to 58 per cent

for elderly males. This situation was identical to that found nationally.
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Figure 6: Components of Household lncomes by Sex of Seniors 60 Yrs Plus

Components of Household lncome
by Sex

E Other lncone Sources

N Savings or Investments

E Wages, Salaries or Self-
Employ

E Retirenent Pensions

tr Other @vernment
lncome Source

I Canada Fension Han

tr Fed GIS

tr Old Age Secuirty Ènsion

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

When compar¡ng the sources of income by age, younger seniors from 60 to 64

years depended more on non-government related sources (see Figure 7).

Savings or investments and wages represented almost 60 percent of their total

incomes. For the intermediate and older seniors, the situation was just the

opposite with more than 60 percent relying on government sources alone. The

reliance on government sources for incomes increased with age. This was also

typical of seniors in general.

Figure 7: Components of Household lncomes by Age Cohort

Gomponents of Household lncome
by Age ts Other lncorne Sources

8! Savings or lnvestrnents

E Wages, Salaries or Self-
Employnent

E Retirement Pensions

tr Other Government lncome
Sources

E Canada Ènsion Han

EI Federal GIS

El Old Age Secuirty Pension

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992
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As mentioned above, savings or investments and wages was the major source of

household incomes for younger seniors. This income was mainly derived from

full time employment (see Figure 8). About 48 per cent of those 60 to 64 years

old remained working either full time or part time. Once they reached the age of

65 years and retirement, the reliance on government pensions became more

evident.

Figure 8: Employment Status by Age Cohort

Employment Status by Age

1@o/o

8Oo/o

600/o

4OTo

2Ùo/o

Oo/o

6G64 6174 75+

Age Cohort

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

4.5 Gurrent Housing Tenure

The typical type of tenure among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian senior

population was ownership status. For the ent¡re population surveyed, almost 85

per cent owned their properties (see Figure 9). This proportion is much higher

than the national average.
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Figure 9: Dwelling Gharacteristics by Tenure for All Seniors in Canada and
Manitoba Japanese Canadians

Dwelling Gharacteritics By Tenure
Canada & Manitoba Japanese Ganadian

Seniors

100

80

Percent 60

Total Æ

20

Canada MJC
Seniors Seniors

Source: Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 96-312 E.
Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

As shown in Table 10, the seniors that owned their homes were mainly between

the ages 65 to 74 years old and marr¡ed. About 20 per cent lived in a spouse

and family arrangement and 12 per cent lived alone. Approximately 15 per cent

of the seniors lived in rental accommodation. They were generally over the age

of 75, widowed and lived alone. As age increased, a higher proportion of the

seniors rented. lt was clear from this trend that the seniors would remain in their

owned homes during their younger senior years and as they age, they would

move into rental accommodation.
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Table 10: Living Arrangements by Tenure

Oún:,.

',;'9/¡ ':,''.,

:Owrr .

Cóndô:
,::',; ,.o/o,'.; . ;

Rent.i
,,' o/o',,', 

'

Aqe Cohorts
60 to 64 Yrs 19.5 14.3 8.7 0.0
65 to 74Yrs 60.2 85.7 26.1 33.3
75 Yrs + 20.3 0.0 65.2 66.6
Mafitál.Status
Married 80.5 100.0 34.8 0.0
Divorced 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.0
Widowed 16.9 0.0 47.8 100.0
Never Married 2.5 0.0 13.0 0.0
l;iVinO.Arrânqêmênts,,
Live Alone 11.9 0.0 56.5 0.0
With Spouse 61.9 100.0 34.8 0.0
Soouse & Familv 18.6 0.0 0.0 33.3
Spouse & Other 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other Familv 5.9 0.0 8.7 66.6
T tal'.,r 78.1 4.6 15.2 2.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

lncome differences by tenure were also examined. Seniors owning property had

higher household incomes in comparison to those renting. As shown in Table

11, about 35 per cent of the seniors owning property had incomes greater than

$40,000 in comparison to only 6 per cent of renters. Moreover, about 61 per

cent of the renters had incomes below $20,000 in comparison to only 21 per cent

of owners. ln reference to the above sections, the financial positions of the

renters correlates closely being female, over the age of 75 and living alone.
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Table 11: lncome by Tenure

chà¡âóÍeiistic," "' '.:.'",, ':, 0wh
,1:'.,,o/p::,.;,

:,Rent
' 'o'/o 

':'

< 9.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
$9-11,999 1.9 0.0 16.6 0.0
s12-14.999 9.3 0.0 5.5 0.0
$15-19,999 9.3 40.0 38.9 0.0
$20-24,999 14.0 0.0 5.5 0.0
$25-29.999 19.6 0.0 22.2 0.0
$30-39,999 11.2 40.0 5.5 0.0
$40,000 > 34.6 20.0 5.5 0.0
:f,61¿¡,: 81.0 38 13.6 1.5

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

4.6 Current Housing Type

The survey results on tenure and ¡ncome were consistent with the literature s¡nce

both incomes and homeownership decreased with age. When investigated by

dwelling type, similar results were found. The dominant housing type was the

single-detached dwelling. Over 72 per cent of the elderly lived in either a

bungalow, split-level or two-story house (see Table 12). For these particular

households, many were married and lived only with their spouses. This group

also consisted of several households living alone in single-detached units (11%).

A high proportion of females was identified living in over-housed conditions.

About 17 per cent lived in apartment dwellings while the remainder lived in other

multiple unit arrangements. As age increased, the number of seniors living in

single-detached units decreased while those living in apartment units increased.

There was a high proportion of female renters over the age of 75 years living in

apartment units.
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Table 12: Demographic Structure by Type of Dwelling

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs
Assessment 1992.

The financial status of the seniors living in single-detached dwellings appeared

more secure in comparison to those living in apartment dwellings (see Table 13).

About 34 per cent of those living in single-detached homes had incomes greater

than $40,000 in comparison to only 15 percent in apartment structures. A high

percentage of households living in apartment units had incomes under $20,000.

The homeownership conditions were consistent to those identified nationally.

Homeownership added considerably to one's overall assets and provided the

financial opportunity to have more options in later life.

::,Othêr,

60 to 64 Yrs 20.o 10.0 12.O 0.0
65 to 74Yrs 61.8 40.0 32.0 66.7
75 Yrs + 18.2 50.0 56.0 33.3

Married 79.1 50.0 48.0 100.0
Divorced 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Widowed 17.3 50.0 40.o 0.0
Never Married 2.7 0.0 12.O 0.0

Live Alone 10.9 30.0 48.O 0.0
With Spouse 59.1 50.0 48.0 100.0
Soouse & Familv 20.0 10.0 0.0 0.0
Spouse & Other 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other Familv 8.2 10.0 4.O 0.0
i[ôtal 72.8 6.6 16.6 4.0
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Table 13: lncome by Dwelling Type

Gharac.têristic. ,Detàchêd,

Dwêlling'
', ' ,' ;. ,'9¡o, ,:,

< 9,000 2.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
$9-11,999 2.O 0.0 15.0 0.0
912-14,999 9.1 11 .1 5.0 0.0
$15-19,999 8.1 33.3 30.0 50.0
$25-29,999 19.2 22.2 20.o 0.0
$20-24,999 13.1 22.2 5.0 0.0
$30-39,999 12.1 11.1 10.0 0.0
$40,000 > 34.3 0.0 15.0 50.0
ïotal, 75.0 6.8 15.2 3.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

4.7 Housing Quality

lncluded in the examination by dwelling type was an assessment of the quality of

housing. By using the period of construction of a dwelling as a measure for

housing quality (the older the housing stock, the lower the quality), many were

discovered to be living in older housing. As seen in Figure 10, a high proportion

of the dwellings (43o/o) was built between 1946 and 1960.
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Figure l0: Dwellings by Period of Gonstruction

Dwellings By Period of Gonstruction

15o/o 1olo6o6

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

When examined by age cohorts in Table 14, seniors over 75 had the highest

proportion of households living in dwellings built before 1960 in comparison to

any other age cohort. Newer homes built between 1961 to 1975 were occupied

by the younger aged seniors (60 to 64 years).

Table 14: Period of Construct¡on by Age Cohorts

Gharacteristic 65,to 74
,'';,,, ;;.,o/o' ; -,. ;, ;a.,,

1920 or before 3.8 3.6 4.9 4.0
1921-1945 23.1 16.9 4.9 14.7
1 946-1 960 23.1 41.O 58.5 42.7
1 961 -1 970 30.8 18.1 4.9 16.7
1971-1975 11.5 9.6 4.9 8.7
1 976-1 980 7.7 4.8 7.3 6.0
1 981 -1 985 0.0 1.2 2.4 1.3
1986 or later 0.0 4.8 12.2 6.0
Total 17.3 55.3 27.3 100.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment1992.
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Table 15 illustrates that a higher proportion of the single-detached dwellings was

older compared to apartments. About 70 per cent of the single-detached units

were built before 1960. Only 21 per cent of the apartments were built before the

same date. Because most of the single-detached homes were built more than 30

years ago and likely to be inappropriately designed for the aged, inadequate

housing can be anticipated. lt was also apparent that 80 per cent of the semi-

detached or townhouse units occupied by the seniors were built before 1960

(see Section 4.91 for further discussions).

Table 15: Period of Construction by Dwelling Type

GharactêriStiC '1 ',$g¡¡i;' ,,

'.,'Pþf¿çþ,':
, t:::...::.o/ò,.:....:

, Apt,.,
't,;t6/o:''.

1920 or before 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
1921-1945 19.1 10.0 0.0 0.0
1 946-1 960 45.5 70.0 20.8 33.3
1961-1970 20.o 0.0 12.5 0.0
1971-1975 7.3 10.0 8.3 33.3
1 976-1 980 1.8 10.0 25.O 0.0
1 981 -1 985 0.9 0.0 4.2 0.0
1986 or later 0.0 0.0 29.2 33.3
Total ,,,, 73.3 6.7 16.0 4.O

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

Housing quality was also assessed by how the elderly valued their homes (see

Table 16). The majority reported their homes to be $50,000 to $100,000 in

value. About 77 percent were single-detached dwellings and over 75 per cent of

these homes were built before 1960. Given these conditions, the housing quality

overall was considered to be low in value and of older stock.
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Table l6: Estimated Value of Home by Dwelling Type -- Homeowners

EÈtimatêd'Vâluê

Less $50,000 5.0 11.1 0.0 0.0 5.0
$50-99,999 77.0 44.4 50.0 33.3 71.4
$100-149,999 14.0 44.4 25.0 66.7 19.3
$150-199,999 4.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4
$200-249.999 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$250,000 plus 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.8

rTotál:l 840 7.6 3.4 5.0 100.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

4.8 Gurrent Living Locations

The majority of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors living in Winnipeg

were located in the St. James / Brooklands (19.20/o), Central (17.9o/o) and North

End (12o/o) areas (see Figures 11 and 12). As noted in the literature review, a

high proportion of seniors live in the inner-city areas with growing proportions in

the suburbs. This pattern was evident among the study group. Many were

discovered to live in the Central, North End and Fort Rouge areas. Due to the

historical growth patterns of the city and the preference to be close to friends,

migration moved towards the suburbs, especially in the St. James / Brooklands

area. Almost all the seniors (97.4%) had lived in Winnipeg for more than 15

years.
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Location of Japanese Ganadian Seniors in Winnipeg
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Frequency

Figure 11: Place of Residence ¡n Winnipeg

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.
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Figure 12: Location Areas in the City of Winnipeg
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Looking more closely by age, older seniors (75 years plus) in general, tend to

live in the inner parts of cities. High proportions were noted in the Central, North

End and Fort Rouge areas of the city (see Figure '13). The highest proportion,

however, was located in the St. James / Brooklands area. Equally represented

in this area was a significant proportion of young seniors. Based on the

assumption that these seniors do not move, this area is expected to continue to

have the highest proportion of older seniors in the next 10 to 15 years.

Figure 13: Location by Age Cohorts

Resident Location by Age Gohorts I Old Kildonan

E West Kildonan

N Nlorth Kildonan

@ East Kildonan

E Transcona

E St. Boniface

@ St. Vital

@ Fort Garry
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El Charlesw ood

EI Assiniboia

EI St. James / Brooklands

I l,lorth End

E Central

El Fort Rouge

100%
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TOYo

600/o
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3Oo/o

zjo/o
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Oo/o

60 to 64

Yrs
65 to 74 75 Hus Yrs

Yrs

Age Cohorts

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

When vlewed in terms of marital status and location, the St. James / Brooklands

area had the highest proportion of married households. For those widowed and

living alone, both the Central and St. James / Brooklands areas had high

proportions.
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Significant numbers of low-income households earning $15,000 or less were

living in the Central area. Seniors with higher incomes were located in the North

End and St. James / Brooklands areas ($30,000 plus). The elderly living in both

the Central and St. James / Brooklands areas had the most varied incomes.

The single-detached dwelling was identified as the typical dwelling type among

the aged population group. This type was most common in the St. James /

Brooklands, Central, North End and East Kildonan areas. Seniors living in

apartment dwellings were located essentially in the St. James / Brooklands and

Central areas. Those living in semi-detached or townhouses were located in the

Central, North End and St. Vital sections of the city.

Many homes owned by the seniors were valued between $50,000 to $100,000

and located in the Central and North End areas. Homes with lower estimates

were generally located in the North End. Seniors living in the Fort Rouge area

were found to have the widest range in dwelling values. These homes were

valued from $250,000 plus to less than $50,000 and ranged from the single-

detached to condominium type dwellings.

The oldest housing stock in metropolitan centers is usually located in inner-city

areas. When examined by period of construction and location, the highest

proportion of homes built before 1946 were located in the Central and North End

areas of the city.
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4.9 Difficulties with Housing, Transportation and Activities of Daily
Living

4.91 Gurrent Housing Problems

To determine how many senior households currently have housing problems, the

concept of "core housing need" was employed. This measure identified three

dimensions of housing problems:

i) Crowding. This measured the number of people occupying a dwelling. A
household was considered crowded if the number of bedrooms in the
dwelling was fewer than the number of bedrooms required by the National
Occupancy Standard. More precisely, no more than two persons per
bedroom are allowed; parents are eligible for a bedroom separate from
their children; household members aged 18 or over are eligible for a
separate bedroom unless married or cohabiting as spouses; and
dependents aged five or more of the opposite sex do not share a
bedroom.

Adequacy. This housing condition measured the physical deficiencies of
a dwelling, such as the need for major repairs and the lack of basic
facilities.

Affordability. This measured the cost of housing relative to available
income. Households who spent 30 per cent or more of income on housing
were considered a problem. (CMHC, 1994)

When crowding was assessed, many seniors were living in homes larger than

needed. Most lived with their spouses in dwellings that averaged 2.1 persons

and 2.5 bedrooms per home. ln Table 17, 44 per cent of all households lived in

dwelling units with three bedrooms and 66 per cent lived in two person

households. This indicated that the average number of rooms was greater than

the average number of persons. Crowded conditions were not apparent. When

examined by tenure and dwelling type, the overhoused conditions were most

evident among the owners.

ii)

iii)
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Table 17: Number of Bedrooms and Persons by Tenure

,Number,of
BedroomÈ:

.,r-Own','
,Gondo,
' " o/o:' :

Rent
'', 

o/q.,'

One Bed 7.6 0.0 60.9 0.0 15.5
Two Bed 28.O 100.0 34.8 0.0 32.4
Three Bed 53.4 0.0 4.3 33.3 43.9
Four Bed 8.5 00 0.0 333 7.4
Five Bed 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7
Number of Persons
One Person 11.O 0.0 52.2 0.0 16.6
Two Persons 67.8 100.0 47.8 33.3 65.6
Three Persons 12.7 0.0 0.0 66.7 11.3
Four Persons 8.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.6

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

Since the majority of the homes were built before 1960, many were assessed to

live in low quality housing. This however was not the case. When asked to

identify any home repairs, only 25 per cent of the homeowners reported they

required some form of renovation. Two per cent needed major repairs (3

households) and the remainder required only minor work. Design problems were

also absent in many homes (71.5%). As a whole, inadequate housing

conditions were not a problem.

When asked if they had any difficulty meeting housing-related costs, about g0

per cent of the seniors owning homes felt they did not. This was also perceived

amongst the renters. For those living in rental accommodations, the average

rent hovered around $480 per month. About 66 per cent paid monthly rents from

$400 to $499 and from $500 to $599.

As only a marginal proportion of the senior households had incomes below

$15,000 per year, the cost of housing was not viewed as a major problem.
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However, 20 per cent or 28 households reported they did spend more than 30

per cent of their total income for shelter costs.

ln total, there were 31 seniors or 21 per cent of the total population that faced

either a crowding, adequacy or affordability housing problem (see Table 18). Of

those in core need, 90 percent had affordability problems while the rest faced

inadequate housing conditions.

Table 18: Summary of Seniors in Core Need

::.,,Number,, ,

Gsie'Need
Crowdino 0 0.0
Adequacy 3 9.7
Affordabilitv 28 90.3
Total 31 100.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service NeedsAssessment 1992.

ln major metropolitan centers across Canada, about 22 per cent of all senior

households were in "core need" in 1991 (CMHC, 1994). Most were unable to

afford adequate uncrowded housing without paying 30 per cent or more of their

gross income. A similar proportion (21o/o) was found in the study group. This

group did differ, however, in terms of marital status, age and tenure. Seniors

living in "core need" were not of single status and older as in the national

context. They were married (65%) and from the ages 65 to 74 years (45Yo).

Only 13 per cent were over the age of 75 years. The study group consisted of a

higher proportion of females in "core need" than males (61% females; 39%

males). On a national scale, seniors in "core need" were mostly made up of

renters. When examined by tenure, a significant proportion of the survey group

were owners (71o/o) and 65 per cent lived in single-detached dwelling units. The
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only resemblance to the national figures was in terms of their low household

incomes. About 25 per cent of the population had household incomes from

$15,000 to $20,000 per year. The majority of the households in "core need"

lived in the Central area of the city.

4.92 Health and Difficulties with Day to Day Living

One of the most important concerns among the aging population in Canada was

with their health and difficulties with day to day activities. The health status of

the Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly was consistent with national irends

and figures. When asked about their health status, many perceived themselves

to be in good to excellent health (70.5 o/o). Only 28 per cent were in fair

condition and only two per cent in poor health. The perception of poorer health

was much higher for those over 75 years. As revealed in Figure 14, the health

rating declined as age increased.

Figure 14: Health Status by Age Cohorts

Health Status by Age Gohorts
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60 to 64 65 to 74 75+ All

Age Cohorts

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessmenl1992.
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The health status when viewed by gender type, showed a higher proportion of

females reporting better health than males (see Table 19). Moreover, as age

increased, a higher proportion of males reported themselves in fair to poor

health. This was especially true for those between the ages 65 to 74 years. The

poorer health among the male population, on a proportional basis, is therefore

expected to become more accentuated when they reach older age.

Table 19: Perception of Health Status by Sexes and Age

Fair
',4/o'

.Gènderr&,Age
All Males 13.2 51.5 30.9 4.4
60 to 64 Yrs 25.O 66.7 8.3 0.0
65 to 74Yrs 5.3 50.0 42.1 2.6
75+ Yrs 22.2 44.4 22.2 11.1
All Females 12.3 63.0 24.7 0.0
60 to 64 Yrs 35.7 50.0 14.3 0.0
65 to 74Yrs 8.9 66.7 24.4 0.0
75+ Yrs 4.5 63.6 31.8 0.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

ln Table 20, the married seniors perceived themselves to be in better health than

those widowed. When viewed by living arrangements, the elderly living with

their spouse and immediate family reported better health than those that lived

only with spouses. A healthier environment was evident with this particular living

arrangement. For those reporting fair to poor health, many were found to be

seniors who were never married and widowed. Many lived alone and were

located in the St. James / Brooklands and Central areas.
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Table 20: Health by Marital and Living Arrangement Status

F'air
,',olo'

,',Poô¡.
:' 

','Olo

,Maritãl'$tâtùs:,'
Married 16.7 57.4 23.1 2.8
Divorced 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
Widowed 2.9 58.8 38.2 0.0
Never Married 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0

Live Alone 3.7 63.0 33.3 0.0
With Soouse 19.8 52.3 24.4 3.5
Soouse & Familv 4.3 78.3 17.4 0.0
Spouse & Other 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0
Other Familv 0.0 45.5 54.5 0.0
Total 12.8 57.7 27.5 2.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

lnherent in the literature was the lack of income among many seniors who were

in poorer health. This makes the need for assistance for the less fortunate and

very old, even stronger. When the study group in Figure 15 was examined by

incomes, the perception of "fair to poor" health did not decrease proportionately

as incomes increased. When viewed by households in "core need", about 32

per cent reported to be in fair health while the remainder were in good to

excellent health. The health trends in relation to household incomes and

housing costs among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors did not follow

the national patterns.
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Figure l5: Household lncomes by Health

Health Status by Household lncomes
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Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

As noted earlier, health problems were identified as the most ¡mportant reason

why seniors decided to move. These problems focused on health deterioration

and the difficulties in maintaining a home. When examined by housing tenure

and health (see Table 21), a higher proportion of the renters were discovered to

be in fair to poor health. Because the difficulties of maintaining homes can be

related to poorer health and aging, many appeared to have moved from single-

detached units to apartment living. Those now expecting or wanting to move into

rental accommodation may also be in poorer health than the entire group in

general.

Table 21: Health by Housing Tenure Properties

,ExcèJtén!
', , ?/O,,;.' '

Good
.',,,.o1/ot'.

Fa¡r,::
'o/o": 

":

Owned * 13.7 59.7 25.O 1.6
Rented 9.1 54.5 31.8 4.5
Familv Owned 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.
Note: * lncludes condominium owned.
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ln Table 22, lhe need for personal care and help with daily activities of the

survey group were assessed to identify any difficulties with day to day living.

The results were consistent to those noted in the literature. Ranging from minor

to very serious conditions, the problems most often faced by the elderly survey

population were with climbing stairs (24o/o), hearing (20o/o), vision (14o/o) and

doing chores (14%). When viewed by age, these problems were more

pronounced for the ages 75 years and older compared to the younger age

cohorts. Seniors between the ages 60 to 64 years had some difficulties with

doing chores around the home and with hearing. Because there are high

proportions of households between the ages 65 to 74 years old that face

difficulties in climbing stairs, this problem is expected to continue to be the most

common problem among those over 75 years old.

Table 22: Difficulties with Personal Care by Age Cohorts

Problem ,:60-64
:.1,'Yrsì9/o' j

65.74
Yrs Y;

75 Yrsrt
',, o/o,

'....All '.''
Aqes,o/o

Vision 0.0 9.6 14.6 13.9
Hearing 3.8 8.5 29.2 19.8
Climbino Stairs 00 14.4 29.3 23.8
ln & Out of Chair or Bed 0.0 3.6 7.3 6.9
Gettino On & Off Toilet 0.0 1.2 4.8 3.0
Takino Bath 0.0 1.2 7.3 4.0
Doino Chores 3.8 6.0 19.5 13.9
Movino About the House 0.0 3.6 9.7 6.9
Gettinq Around Outside House 0.0 4.8 12.2 8.9
Total 100.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

Difficulties with personal care and daily activities among the elderly were also

explored by gender, marital status, dwelling types, and incomes among others.

The problem in climbing stairs was more often associated with the female
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population. These households were either married (54o/o) or widowed (46%) and

had household incomes primarily between $15,000 to $20,000. For those in

core need, the difficulty in climbing stairs was the most often reported problem,

at 32 per cent. About half the population lived in single-detached housing and

25 per cent were located in the Central area of the city. The health status among

those in core need was perceived as fair to poor.

The second highest problem faced by seniors was with hearing. This problem

was evident among the male population and those over the age of 75 years.

Over three quarters were married and over half lived with spouses only. These

seniors primarily lived in single-detached housing and, again, had household

incomes between $15,000 to $19,999. The elderly living in the North End had

the highest proportion of households with a hearing problem (30%). Over half of

the senior population with a hearing problem reported themselves in good to

excellent health.

Problems with vision were most common with those between the ages 65 lo 74

years and females (57%). Almost three quarters of this population group

perceived themselves to be in good health. Many were married (71%),lived with

their spouses only (71o/o), and had high household incomes greater than $40,000

(35%). A high proportion lived in single-detached housing (640/o) with 29 per

cent living in apartment units. This problem was most evident in the St. James /

Brookslands and Central areas.

When the elderly age in place, they tend to need a variety of support services

such as help with grocery shopping, repairs around the house, and

transportation needs, among others. As part of the needs' assessment, the
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seniors were asked to indicate if they required any particular support services.

ln Table 23, help with home repairs was reported to be the highest need at 21

per cent. This was coupled with requests for help with yard work (17o/o), snow

removal (17%) and assistance with transportation service (17o/o). As age

increased, the need for support services increased. For the older elderly, the

need was for someone to drive, do heavy cleaning, grocery shopping, errands

and home repairs.

Table 23: Support Service Assessment

,..60.64
,,::y¡ç,o¡o1

,,'6,8-7'4,',

',YrS,oJo,

Help w/ Grocerv Shop 0.0 8.4 26.8 12.0
Help M Cookino 0.0 6.0 7.3 5.3
Service Hot Meals 0.0 0.0 4.9 1.3
Helo w/ Heavv Clean 0.0 11.0 29.3 14.1

Helo M Laundrv 0.0 3.7 12.2 5.4
Errands Assistance 0.0 3.7 24.4 8.7
Help Takinq a Bath 0.0 0.0 2.4 o.7
Someone to Reoular Visit 0.0 1.2 2.4 1.3
Help W House Repairs 19.2 20.5 24.4 21.3
Helo M Yard Work 19.2 16.9 17.1 17.3
Helo w/ Snow Removal 15.4 16.9 17.1 16.7
Nursinq Care in Home 0.0 1.2 4.9 2.0
Someone to Drive 7.7 13.3 31.7 17.3

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

Research indicated that difficulties with activities of daily living and personal care

were most apparent among the older seniors. The need for support services

was therefore considered to be crucial for those over 75. Of all the support

services identified, it was the assistance with transporiation (someone to drive)

that was most often required. Over three-quarters needing assistance were

females. Many were widowed (77o/o) and over half lived alone (54%). About 60
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per cent perceived themselves to be in good to excellent health. Their

household incomes ranged from $15,000 to $19,999 and 39 per cent lived in

"core need." Nearly half (460/o) were located in the Central area living principally

in apartmeni dwelling types (620/0).

The second type of support service most commonly required by the older seniors

was heavy cleaning around the home. The female sector again dominated this

group with 75 per cent falling in this category. A high proportion were widowed

and lived alone. Good to excellent health was the norm and 40 per cent of this

particular population had incomes from $15,000 to $'19,999. About 25 per cent

were in "core need" and again, the location was in the Central area and

apartment living.

The need for assistance with grocery shopping was the third highest difficulty

reported among the older seniors. This population was primarily made up of

females (91o/o), the majority being widowed and living alone. Only 27 per cent

were discovered to be in poor to fair health. One third had incomes from

$25,000 to $29,999 and about 36 per cent were in "core need." The locations

were the Central and North Kildonan areas with less than half (460/o) living in

apartments.

Based on the high proportions of seniors between the ages 65 to 74 years in the

survey, the demand for help with house repairs is anticipated to be highest within

the next 5 to 10 years. Over half of the population within this age category

needed assistance with home repairs. Several households were married and in

good health with annual household incomes greater than $40,000 plus. About
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24 per cent were in "core need" and lived in the Central and St. Vital areas. All

households resided in single-detached housing.

4.1O Seniors' Current Transportation Needs

ln the literature review, the elderly were considered limited in their mobility.

Seniors, in comparison to other age groups, had lower proportions of persons

with driver's licenses and car ownership. The reasons included financial

constraints and problems with health and physical impairment. Among the

Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly, about 29 per cent of the households with

drivers' licenses reported they had problems driving a car. Health problems and

financial constraints however were not evident. Nearly three quarters reported

themselves in good to excellent health and about 65 per cent had annual

incomes greater than $20,000. These households were mainly 65 years and

older. Most were married and lived in detached housing, primarily in the St.

James / Brooklands area.

Of all the households with drivers reporting problems with driving, 23 per cent

were living alone. Similar to the findings presented in Section 4.92, these people

were 100 per cent female and less than two-thirds were over the age of 75.

Their household incomes were typically less than $20,000 and the majority lived

in either single-detached or apartment units. These characteristics are similar

to the national trends.

As shown in Figure '16, the majority of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors

reported that they drive themselves to the various services and recreational
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facilities. When examined by place of destination, both the Seniors' Center and

church were the most difficult places to access. Many people either elected to

drive themselves or had others drive them. Very few reported they used public

transportation or walked. The most accessible destinations were the post-office,

bank and drug-store. ln these cases, the mode of transportation was usually

walking.

Figure 16: Transportation Means to Destination

Transportation Means to Destination
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Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

The need for transportation assistance was further exam¡ned by directly

measuring the degrees of difficulty in getting around the community. About 70

per cent indicated they never had any difficulties in getting to places. For the

remainder, the major reasons for their difficulties in iravelling were: 1) they didn't

like to ask for rides (11%);2) no regular drivers (5o/o); and 3) for other reasons

(6%) A high proportion of these people were females and about half reported

having problems with driving. Nearly 60 per cent lived in the Central, North End

and St. James / Brooklands areas.
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The primary methods of transportation were by regular bus, relying on others to

drive and walking (see Figure 17). lt would appear from this assessment that the

seniors have a stigma against asking people for rides and therefore resort to

public transportation or walking. Providing that their behavior patterns do not

change, the dependency on these means will become critical when aging occurs

and mobility decreases. This would become more evident in the suburban

areas, like St. James / Brooklands for example. Such services and facilities like

the seniors' center and church functions are not available in these areas. Given

the limitations of public transportation and because many households have

problems driving, the need for transportation assistance will be critical as aging

continues.

Figure 17: Seniors with Difficulties Travelling by Transportation Means to
Destination

Difficulties Travelling by Transportation Means to
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Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.
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To meet their transportation needs, the survey indicated their preference would

be for a door-to-door transportation service sponsored by the MJCCA. Almost

61 per cent of all seniors responded favorably. The majority of these people

were females, over 75 years old and married. Many were in good to excellent

health, lived in single-detached housing and located in the Central area of the

city.

4.11 Feelings about Various Housing Options

Seniors who experience or expect financial problems, health or other difficulties

thought their only option was to sell their homes. There are, however, a number

of things' people can do to enable themselves to stay in their homes. This

section investigated the study group's feelings on the various seniors' housing

alternatives. Such choices included homesharing, lease arrangements, home

modifications, and garden suite housing. When asked about their views, over 78

per cent were not in favor of homesharing and private suites in homes. Similar

views (71o/o) were expressed concerning reverse morigages and life-hold lease

arrangements.

The questionnaire also asked the elderly homeowners if they had modified their

homes for accessibility purposes. About 77 per cent had not modified and would

not consider this approach. For those who did make modifications, only their

kitchens were altered. When asked ¡f they would consider additional

modifications, the response was again unfavorable. The type of modification

most considered was the installation of grab bars and alterations to their

bathrooms.
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For those people who wanted to continue staying in their homes, the use of an

emergency response system (ERS) was suggested. The majority did not use the

ERS but nearly 46 per cent were in favor of this system. Many of these

households were between the ages of 65 lo 74 years and lived in the Central,

North End and St. James / Brooklands areas. The predominant housing type

was the single-detached dwelling. Females preferred this choice over males and

the majority were married. Slightly under a third of the population favouring an

ERS had household incomes from $25,000 to $30,000. The widowed population

represented over a third and about 11 per cent or 7 households were in "core

need", far fewer than those overall. The need for the ERS was also considered

an important option for those with health problems and difticulties with personal

care. By comparing the total population against those who were in favor of the

ERS, there was a higher proportion of seniors in fair to poor health supporting

ERS than those in the total population overall, about 9 per cent higher (see

Figure '18).

Figure 18: Seniors' Preference for Emergency Response System by Health

Seniors' Preference for Emergency
Response System (ERS) by Health

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.
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As an alternative to staying in their present homes, each senior was asked if he

or she had any plans to move. Only 27 out of 151 seniors anticipated moving

within 1 to 5 years. As shown in Figure 19, these seniors would likely be 65 to

74 years of age (56%) and married (7OYo). The majority would be in good to

excellent health. Their financial background, although varied, would range from

$15,000 to $19,999 (260/o) and $40,000 plus (260/o). Only 17 per cent of those in

"core need" would be expected to move. The potential movers presently live in

single-detached dwelling units primarily in the Central area of the city.

Figure l9: Decision to Move by Age Cohorts

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

ln Chapter Two, it was noted that there were several reasons why seniors

elected to move. These included reasons related to shelter maintenance,

accessibility to services, finance, health reasons and others. When asked to

provide their justifications in moving, the majority replied their homes were too

large and were too physically difficult to maintain. Other reasons included

isolation and health problems. With the exception of financial circumstances,
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choosing to move among this group was no different from those found in the

literature. Similar also was their preference to remain in the same area of the

city. Approximately two-thirds were expected to choose locations within

Winnipeg, primarily in the St. James / Brooklands (15%) and St. Vital (11o/o)

areas. The only change in location preference was found with those who resided

in the Central area who chose St. James / Brooklands and Tuxedo. About 26

per cent indicated no preference or were indecisive at the time. Overall, the

attachments to these areas were due to the presence of family and friends and

related reasons.

For those expecting to move, the housing type preferred would most likely be the

seniors' housing type. As shown in Figure 20, almost 60 per cent selected a

seniors' housing type. The typical private apartment units and other forms of

housing would be their second and third choice.

Figure 20: Accommodation Type Seeking for Those Planning to Move

Accommodation Type Seeking for Those Planning
to Move

EI Semi-Detached

EI Apartnent

I Seniors'Housing

tr Nursing Hone

El Other

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service NeedsAssessment 1992.
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As an alternative to staying in their current living arrangements, the elderly were

asked if they would pursue other types of suitable housing accommodations. ln

particular, they were asked if they would consider the following types of

alternative housing choices:

a) Smaller Home (Owners Only);

b) Co-operative Housing;

c) Special Retirement Housing;

d) Sheltered Housing;

e) Congregate Housing;

f) Live-in Housekeeper;

g) Abbey field Housing;

h) Garden Suite Housing; and

i) Mobile Homes.

As presented in Figure 21, the overall results of housing preference leaned

towards special retirement housing (56%), sheltered housing (52o/o), and

congregate housing (51%). lt should be noted the answer "maybe" was

considered a "yes" vote in support for the housing option.
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Figure 21: Seniors' Housing Options

Senior Housing Options
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Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

The housing preference for special ret¡rement, sheltered housing and

congregate housing did not vary with demographic composit¡on. They all

consisted of a high proport¡on of females from the ages 65 to 74 years old.

Manywere marr¡ed and had household incomes of $40,000 plus. About 13 per

cent lived in "core need" and the majority lived in the St. James / Brooklands

area. Their present housing accommodation was the single-detached dwelling.

ln addition to the above, a spec¡al examination was made of those considered to

be in "core need." As described earlier, these people were essentially 75 years

and older, female, living alone, and widowed. As shown in Table 24, the housing

preference most preferred was the sheltered housing type. This type was
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chosen more so by those over 75 years, widowed, living alone, with incomes of

less than $15,000, and in "core need."

Table 24= Housing Preference by Selected Gharacteristics

Séleeiéd',,,,,.l'.,,,
Gharacteiistics,

', ,... ',Spêcia!:Ritirément
Sheltered

Housinq
Gongr,e-gate
. ':,,',',HóúSing

75 Years Plus 24.1 31.2 26.7
Female 55.4 58.4 58.7
Widowed 22.9 27.3 22.7
Livino Alone '16.9 20.8 17.3
Poor to Fair Health 29.6 25.3 26.O

$15,000 less 151 162 15.4
Core Need 13.0 18.2 17.3
Apartment 8.4 11.7 12.0
Rentinq 7.2 11.7 12.0

Source: Manitoba Japanese Canadian Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment 1992.

ln addition to their housing preference, the seniors were also asked what type of

housing development or building they would prefer assuming housing costs were

the same. Over 56 per cent preferred a seniors' housing complex occupied by

only Japanese Canadians.

4.12 Summary

A survey of 151 seniors of Japanese Canadian ethniciiy was conducted to

assess their current and future housing and support service needs. The results

of the survey indicated that the demographic composition was largely

represented by seniors from the ages 65 to 74 years of age, a higher proportion

in comparison to all seniors living in Canada. ln terms of gender, the ratio

between sexes among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors was 842 men
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per 1,000 females. ïhe study group had a higher ratio of males compared to

national figures. Moreover, the gap between males to females did not decrease

as age increased as found with all seniors in Canada. Providing that mortality

and migration remain constant, a higher proportion of seniors over the age of 75

years is expected and the ratio of men to women will be higher than those

forecasted nationally. The elderly female population currently remains

proportionately higher overall.

ln regards to marital status, the Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly population

consisted of a high proportion of married seniors. The widowed population was

represented by mainly females, especially those 75 years and older. As age

increased, the proportions of female widowers increased while those married

decreased. The proportion of married males did not decrease but instead,

increased. This trend reflected an increasing life span among the male

population.

As age increased, the proportion of widowed seniors and those living alone

increased. Decreasing proportions of married seniors and elderly living with

their spouse and immediate family were also noted. This trend is expected to

add to the increasing proportions of widowed seniors living alone.

The annual household income among several of the senior-led households was

greater than $40,000. lt was also noted that as the seniors age, a higher

proportion had incomes less than $20,000. Evident were the differences in

household incomes by gender and age. The male senior population had higher

incomes than females but as they got older, this income gap decreased. About

55 per cent of the females over 75 years reported they had incomes lower than
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$20,000 in comparison to only 41 per cent males. Almost 60 per cent of the

group's total household income came from government retirement incomes (Old

Age Security, GlS, Canada Pension and other government income sources).

These sources were found to be more important for females than males--as

much as 63 per cent of their income came from government origins. The

reliance on government sources also increased as the age of the elderly

increased.

The current housing and living arrangements consisted of a high proportion of

seniors owning properties. These owners were primarily between the ages 65 to

74 years old, married and lived with their spouses only. About 12 per cent lived

alone and were either widowed or had never married. Those living in rental

accommodations were generally over the age of 75 years, widowed and lived

alone. As age increased, a higher proportion of the seniors rented. The elderly

were discovered to remain in their homes during their younger senior years and,

as they age, they would elect to move into rental tenure. This was also

confirmed by dwelling types. The proportions living in single-detached units

decreased as age increased. Seniors owning property had higher annual

incomes in comparison to those renting. The low-income group consisted

primarily of renters who were female, over the age of 75 years and living alone.

When observed by location, the majority of the surveyed population were found

to live in St. James / Brooklands, Central and North End areas of the city. Many

were long-term residences and lived in older single-detached housing that was

built between 1946 to 1960. These homes were estimated to be valued from

$50,000 to $100,000.
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The St. James / Brooklands can be described as the area with the highest

proportion of seniors over 75 and between the ages 60 to 64 years. Compared

to the other areas of the city, this area had the highest proportion of married

seniors and households with incomes $40,000 plus. The housing structure,

contained the highest percentage of apartment dwellings and single-detached

homes.

The character of the Central area reflected ihe patterns of aging. This area

contained the highest proportion of seniors living alone compared to the other

areas of the city. This was coupled with the highest proportion of seniors with

household incomes below $19,999. The elderly located in the Central area

contained the highest proportion of core need household.

Difficulties with housing were measured by employing the concept of core

housing need. Overall, there were 31 households in "core need", 21 per cent of

the surveyed population. Crowding was not evident since a high proportion lived

in over-housed conditions. Adequate housing conditions were also evident with

only a few households requiring major repairs. Problems with affordability were

the main component of "core need" among the seniors. About 90 per cent of

those in "core need" experienced shelter costs greater than 30 per cent of their

household incomes. Aflordabilty problems with housing were evident among the

female population group, especially those individuals who lived alone and were

over the age of 75 years.

Many of the elderly perceived their health status as good to excellent. Less than

a third of the population reported they were in fair to poor health. Poorer health

was more evident among those over 75 years and the perception of good health
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declined as age increased. When viewed by gender, a higher proportion of

females reported better health than males. As age increases, the health status

among the male population is expected to become poorer earlier than that of

females. When viewed by marital status, the elderly living with their spouse and

immediate family members reported better health than those living as couples or

living alone. People with fair to poor health generally lived in the St. James /

Brooklands and Central areas of the city.

The literature suggested that health problems are associated with low income.

This was not evident among the surveyed population. Moreover, only a third of

the households in "core need" reported to be in poor to fair health. The health

correlation in regards to incomes and housing costs among the Manitoba

Japanese Canadian seniors was not as evident as with all seniors living in

Canada. When examined by housing tenure, a higher proportion of renters

perceived themselves to be in fair to poor health than owners. Seniors expecting

to move into rental accommodations are anticipated to be in poor health.

The need for personal care and daily activities were assessed to identify any

difficulties with day to day living. The problems most faced by the elderly

population were with climbing stairs, hearing, vision and doing chores. When

assessed by age, these problems were more distinct in the ages 75 years and

older. lt is anticipated that the difficulties in climbing stairs will continue to be the

most common problem among the older seniors, especially females. This

difficulty was evident among those who were widowed, lived alone, with

households' incomes ranging from $15,000 to $20,000 and those in "core need."

Many were discovered to live in semi-detached, townhouses, and apartment
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dwelling types. The seniors who perceived themselves to be in fair to poor

health also reported the difficulties in climbing stairs as the most problematic.

As part of the needs' assessment, the seniors were asked to identify if they

required the assistance provided by support services. Assistance with home

repairs was required by 21 per cent of the population, followed by help with yard

work, snow removal and assistance with iransportation service. lncreasing age

was a factor in the level of demand for support services. For the elderly over 75

years, the focus was on someone to drive, heavy cleaning, and grocery

shopping. When examined by each support service for those over 75 years, a

high proportion were discovered to be females who were widowed and lived

alone. Their health status was generally good to excellent and household

incomes ranged from $15,000 to $29,999. About 25 to 36 per cent of these

households were found to be in "core need" and the majority lived in the Central

area of the city. The common dwelling type was the apartment.

A significant proportion between the ages 65 to 74 years requested support for

house repairs. As this group ages, it is anticipated support for house repairs will

be ever greaterwithin the next 5 to 10 years. The households consist of a high

proportion of healthy married seniors. Their financial positions are projected to

be secure since the majority had household incomes greater than $40,000 plus.

Less than a quarter of the households were in core need. All households would

be living in a single-detached housing primarily located in the Central and St.

Vital areas.

Nationally seniors, in comparison to other age groups, have lower proportions of

persons with driver's licenses and people owning cars due to financial
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constraints, problems in health and physical impairment. When compared to the

Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly, health and financial constraints were not a

factor. Many considered themselves to be in good to excellent health and

possessed annual incomes greater than $20,000. Although transportation

assistance did not appear evident overall, the need was apparent among those

living alone. They were primarily female and over the age of 75 years. Many

had incomes below $20,000. Transportation assistance was required for this

group, especially for those living in the suburban areas of the city who required

access to both a seniors' center and church.

The degrees of difficulty in getting around the community were also examined

and the majority indicated no difficulties. For those experiencing difficulties, the

major reason was they didn't like to ask for rides. These people were mainly

female and about half experienced problems with driving. Nearly 60 per cent

lived in the Central, North End and St. James / Brooklands areas.

The primary methods of transportation were by regular bus, the reliance on

others to drive and walking as well. The dependence on these means is

expected to become critical when aging occurs and mobility decreases. The

seniors living in the suburbs are expected to feel the greatest impact. ln these

locations, services and facilities do not currently cater to the seniors' needs, i.e.,

church and seniors' center. Since many lived in households with driving

problems and given the limitations of public transportation, the need for

transportation assistance was apparent. Their preference was for a door-to-door

transportation service sponsored by the MJCCA.
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The last section examined how seniors felt about various housing options.

These ranged from financial lease arrangements to alternative housing

arrangements. With an assortment of financial housing choices available, very

few considered any option. Questions were also asked about home modification.

The majority did not choose to modify and were not expected to do so. The

thought of modifying their homes aroused little interest.

For those people who wanted to continue staying in their homes, the use of an

emergency response system (ERS) was suggested. This option was seen as

more favorable than those above. The majority favoring ERS were females and

married couples between the ages of 65 to 74 years, living in the Central, North

End and St. James / Brooklands areas in single-detached dwellings. The need

for the ERS was considered an important option for those with health problems

and difficulties with personal care.

Out of the 151 seniors surveyed, only 18 per cent indicated they planned to

move in about 1 to 5 years. Reasons included homes being too large, difficulties

in maintaining their homes and isolation. Their preference was to remain in

Winnipeg and in neighborhoods where family and friends resided. Many were

married, lived with spouses, were in good to excellent health and had incomes

ranging from $15,000 to $19,999 and $40,000 plus. Several of the potential

movers owned property and lived in single-detached dwelling units with over

one-third located in the Central area of the city.

The type of accommodations most preferred by the movers was the seniors'

housing type. As an alternative to staying in their current living arrangements, all

seniors were asked if they would pursue other types of suitable housing
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accommodations. The preferred choices were divided into three housing forms.

1) sheltered housing; 2) special retirement housing; and 3) congregate housing.

These seniors were mainly between the ages 65 to 74 years old. Many were

married and had household incomes from $40,000 plus. Only 13 per cent were

in "core need." Most were located in the St. James / Brooklands area and lived

in single-detached dwellings. Further examination of the population group that

was considered most in need revealed they were the older widowed females who

lived alone. Their housing preference was the sheltered housing type

4.13 Conclusion

The objective was to identify and assess the current and future housing and

support service needs and preferences of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian

seniors. As expected, the needs were multifaceted. From the income analyses,

it was identified that many seniors were financially secure relative to all seniors

living in Canada. ln particular, this population can be described as those

between the ages of 60 to 64 years, married, and living only with their spouses.

A smaller proportion of seniors had annual incomes of less than $20,000. This

group can be described as female, living alone, widowed and primarily over the

age of 75 years. Critical for this group was the reliance on government sources

for income. With income sources limited and lower than the norm, the problem

with affordability was evident with this group. The majority were considered in

"core need."

When the future housing choices among the elderly were assessed, most of the

home owners indicated they were not expecting to move. By choosing to stay
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and ag¡ng in place, there will be a need to examine in more detail ways to

maintain independent living at home. Most certainly, this would mean focusing

on modifying the home to be more accessible and barrier free. These alterations

should focus on rectifying the difficulty with climbing stairs. Moreover, by aging

in place, a growing proportion of older elders are expected to need support for

house repairs. This group is anticipated to be financially secure and living in

single-detached housing primarily located in the Central and St. Vital areas.

The analysis has shown that it is essential for the well-being of seniors to have

positive social relationships and family support. The quantity as well as the

quality of social relationships contribute to a person's health and those seniors

who were socially isolated were identified to be in poorer health. This was true

for those who lived alone, a condition that was found to increase with age

especially for women. Difficulties with activities of daily living were most evident

among those over 75, especially those living in single-detached dwellings. Many

had trouble walking, going up and down stairs, cutting toenails and doing heavy

housework.

Because seniors older than 75 years indicated a higher need for assistance,

support for this group should be given priority over the younger age cohorts.

This should focus on day to day living activities involving heavy cleaning around

the home, helping with grocery shopping, doing errands, and doing house

repairs. Equally important would be the provision of transportation assistance on

a city-wide scale for those living in the suburbs, primarily to and from the seniors'

center and church. Having a higher incidence of health related problems, the

possibility of implementing an Emergency Response System should be pursued.
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Although the majority indicated they would remain at home, many did report that

when the time came to move, they would likely choose to relocate to housing

that is more suitable. Their preference would be for a special retirement,

sheltered, or congregate housing type. Emphasis however should be placed on

a sheltered housing type since this housing preference was chosen by those

most in need of housing and support services.

The findings of the survey represent an assessment of the housing needs and

support services of Japanese Canadian Seniors living in Winnipeg. To meet the

needs of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors would require a commitment

to find the resources within and external to the community. The solutions must

consider what it takes to satisfy the need, and what risks are involved in meeting

those needs. What is recommended is a comprehensive plan that addresses

both the current and future multifaceted needs of this elderly group.
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5.1

Ghapter 5
Recommendations and Gonclusions

The Manitoba Japanese Canadian Citizens'Association (MJCCA) needs to develop

a comprehensive senior housing plan and establish policies to support the needs of

their elderly population group. To develop such a plan requires establishment of a

planning group, a merging of a set of goals and objectives, the identification of the

issues surrounding the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors, and the development

of strategies and options. lmmediate actions must then be implemented to address

the short- and long-range issues facing the senior population in the community.

The Planning Committee

To address the needs of the elderly effectively, there is a need to establish a

planning committee. This is similar to the process used in conducting the

survey. Due to the nature of the issues presented in meeting the needs of the

elderly community, this committee will need to consist of a more in-depth and

broader base membership. Commitment to common goals and the ability to work

over a long term to overcome obstacles will be essential to this group.

Welch, Parker and Zeisel (1987), as described in Chapter Three, recommended

a committee should consist of individuals who are part of the social service

community, the real estate development community, the design and planning

community, financial community and organizations involved with aging in the

community. lt is essential that these people have the expertise and knowledge

as well as close ties to the community. The size of the planning group should be

based again on the number of organizations and groups important to the
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process. These should include members from outside interests' groups --

Manitoba Japanese Canadian Seniors' Horizon Group, MJCCA community

members and the various governmental and non-profit agencies.

5.2 Setting Goals and Objectives

Following the establishment of the planning committee, the goals and objectives

must be defined. These goals and objectives must convey the unique concerns

of the team and the community at large. Moreover, they are to serve as a

yardstick for evaluating performance after each initiative has been completed.

One of the goals recommended is to improve the housing conditions among the

elderly population within the Manitoba Japanese Canadian community. The

objectives are to identify the housing and support service needs of Manitoba

Japanese Canadian seniors and address them within the capacity of the MJCCA

and others. The term "others" pertain to government and non-profit

organizations involved in assisting seniors.

By articulating the goals and objectives, the planning committee can either

determine or reinforce the important reasons for building a senior housing

facility. When the committee assesses the funding and resident resources, this

goal will become important when answering questions from potential sponsors,

fund raisers and residents.
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5.3 lssue ldentification

The next step in the planning process is to identify the specific issues that need

to be addressed. From the survey results, these issues surrounding the

Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors are as follows:

1 ) Socio-Demographic Trends -- Next 5 to 10 Years:

a) A higher proportion of seniors 75 years and older is expected;
b) The ratio of men to women is forecasted to be higher than national

figures;
c) The female proportion is to remain higher than males among the

Manitoba Japanese Canadian elderly;
d) The widowed female population is expected to increase;
e) Females living alone is expected to increase;
Ð The proportion of married seniors is forecasted to decrease;
g) As age increases, higher proportions are expected to have incomes

less than $20,000; and
h) A higher proportion of females have lower incomes than males.

2) Current Housing and Living Arrangements:

a) The majority of the seniors own their properties
b) The renters are typically widowed females over the age of 75 and

living alone;
c) As age increases, the proportions renting are expected to increase;
d) Seniors owning their own properties have higher incomes than

renters;
e) High proportions live in the St. James / Brooklands, Central and North

End areas of the city;

Ð Seniors are long term residents;
g) The common housing type is the single-detached dwelling built

between 1946 and 1960 with a current value of $50,000 to $100,000;
and

h) About 21 per cent of the surveyed population are in "core need,"
primarily facing affordability problems.
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3) Support Service and Transportation Needs:

a) Generally, seniors need assistance with home repairs, help with yard
work, snow removal and transportation service;

b) Elders 75 years and older need help with transportation, heavy
cleaning and grocery shopping;

c) Request for support for house repairs is needed among the 65 lo 74
years old seniors. This is anticipated to be significant in the next few
years.

d) Although health and financial problems are not evident, 29 per cent of
the households have problems driving;

e) The seniors' center and church are the most difficult places to access.
Ð The reasons for difficulty in traveling are: i) didn't like to ask for rides;

and ii) no regular drivers;
g) Transportation assistance is needed primarily in the Central, North

End and St. James / Brooklands areas;
h) As age increases, the need for transportation assistance is expected

to increase, especially in the suburban areas of the city; and
i) A preference for a door-to-door transportation service sponsored by

the MJCCA is supported by 61 per cent of the surveyed population.

4) Difficulties with Personal Care and Activities of Daily Living:

a) The majority are in good to excellent health;
b) As age increases, the status of health declines, especially among the

male population;
c) Higher proportions of the widowed and those living alone are in poorer

health;
d) The relationship between low income and poor health is not evident;
e) A higher proportion of renters perceive themselves to be in fair to poor

health than owners. This proportion is expected to increase as
seniors age and move into rental accommodations; and

Ð Problems with climbing stairs, hearing, and vision are the most
problematic among the surveyed population.

5) Future Housing Plans:

a) Only 27 out of 151 surveyed anticipate to move within 1 to 5 years and
the majority are planning on staying in Winnipeg;

b) Reasons for moving include: i) homes too large and too difficult to
maintain; and ii) isolation and health problems;

c) Preference is to remain in their same area of the city; and
d) The type of housing accommodation seeking is a senior housing type.
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6) Feelings about Housing Options:

a) The majority do not favor homesharing and private suites in homes;
b) Reverse mortgages and life-hold lease arrangements are not

supported;
c) Home modifications are not generally favored; and
d) Less than half support an emergency response system.

Housing Options Preference:

a) The housing preferences among the surveyed population are special
retirement housing, sheltered housing and congregate housing.

5.4 Strategic Option 1

5.41 For Seniors Choosing to Move

For seniors choosing to move from their existing housing, the preferred housing

types are the special retirement, congregate and sheltered housing. However, as

noied in the previous chapter, the need is more apparent among those who were 75

years and older, female, living alone, widowed, with incomes of less than $15,000,

and those in "core need". This group preferred the sheltered housing project.

Moreover, about 62 per cent of the population who selected the special retirement

or congregate housing, supported the sheltered housing option as well. Because of

these reasons, the recommendation to the planning team is to focus on sheltered

housing and begin the project development process.

To successfully meet the current and future needs of the Manitoba Japanese

Canadian seniors, an evaluation of the demand for and the resources available to

support a sheltered housing project should be conducted immediately. lt should be

7)
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noted that to develop a housing project requires a series of systematic steps. These

stages, as indicated in Table 25, begin by establishing a task force committee that

will carry the project from the feasibility stage to occupancy. Along with each stage

is a brief description of what should be involved in the planning and development

process.

Table 25: Stages of the Planning and Development of a Housing Project

Planning Stages Plãnfing
Activitl¡,.,'

Preliminary
Phase

Feasibility Assessing the viability of the
housing project. A series of
evaluations investigating the
need and the resources
available to support the project
are to be undertaken.

Planning and
Development
Phase I

Programming Deals with what the facility will
look like and how it will run on a
day-to-day basis. Design and
operation decisions have to be
inteorated.

Planning and
Development
Phase ll

Designing and
Construction

Deals with the actual designing
and construction of the facility.
Firm design directions must be
maintained.

Planning and
Development
Phase lll

Developing
Management and
Services

Focuses on the planning of the
staffing and support services.
lncludes the evaluation of
resident service needs.

Planning and
Development
Phase lV

Marketing lnvolves marketing, resident
recruitment, and project
publicitv.

Occupancy
Phase

Occupancy Emphasis is to create and
maintain the sheltered
community. Focus is to keep
the "life" of the sheltered project
ooino.
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5.42 Creating a Shared lmage

One of the first steps is to mutually agree on what the sheltered housing project

will look like and whom will it serve. lt is possible that some members of the task

force may see the project as a multi-storey complex while others may envision a

series of renovated single-storey homes.

Sheltered housing consists of purpose-built apartments, or groups of small single-

storey homes, in developments o'f 20 to 50 dwellings. A key feature is that each unit

is linked to the project manager by an emergency alarm system. There is usually a

resident staff member available to organize or provide help to residents when

necessary. Some projects include meeting rooms and guest rooms and often there

is a provision for limited-care services, such as meals. Occupants can often choose

between buying the dwelling out-right, or opting for a life-tenancy or shared equity

arrangement. They also pay monthly charges to cover operating costs and

services, similar to those living in condominium units in Canada.

By developing a shared image, the planning committee provides themselves with

a target and a way to assess the directions that achieve the desired end. lt will

be critical to establish a common base of assumptions when evaluating the

feasibility of the project. The shared image of the sheltered housing project will

not evolve immediately but will develop over several meetings. This evolution

depends on what is needed, what is available and what is aflordable within the

Japanese Canadian community at large.

The most common starting point in developing the image is the scale of

project. This basically depends on two factors: the need for housing within

the

the
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potential client base in the community; and the financial capacity to meet that

need. More specifically, it will be the preferred site location; the number of

residents targeted; and the building type. When viewed together, this vision will

determine the project size.

Based on the need for support services and preferences, this sheltered housing

project should not only serve as an independent living arrangement but should

incorporate the use of an emergency response system and provide

transportation services. With reference to the survey findings, the preferred type

of building would be a senior housing type located in the St. James / Brooklands

area of the City of Winnipeg. On the basis of the numbers who responded

favorably towards the three preferred housing types, the target population size is

estimated to be from 70 to 80 people.

5.43 The Feasibility Study

Once the image of the sheltered housing project has been defined, although not

finalized, conducting the feasibility study is the next step. As recommended by

Welch, Parker and Zeisel (1987:30), a feasibility study should cover five

components: 1) needs of potential residents; 2) available services; 3) available

buildings and sites; 4) available funding and affordability; and 5) possible

constraints.

As part of the feasibility study, the task force should visit several existing or

similar sheltered housing type facilities. "What to do and what not to do" should

be asked when conversing with the sponsors and operators of these projects.
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While visiting these projects, questions should focus on the project's goals and

objectives, how the project got started, how the residents were found, how formal

services are provided, and what informal services are used among others. lt is

important to document these findings for the planning process.

5.44 Needs of Potential Residents

To identify the potential demand for the sheltered housing project, the task force

should ask themselves if there are people in the community for whom sheltered

housing solves a problem, what kind of shelter and services might they use, and

if they choose to move in, what services can be provided. The results of the

survey employed in this study should be used to support the demand projections.

To assess any market, the distinction between need and effective demand must

be assessed. There are many people in the community who can fit the profile for

sheltered housing but only some can afford the costs to live there. ln reference

to the survey, there were 77 senior-led households that preferred the sheltered

housing choice. Within this group were sub-groups that fall in both the effective

demand and need categories. The criteria recommended to separate the two

groups is the measurement of "core need."

Of the 77 households choosing the sheltered housing option, only 18 per cent or

14 households were in core housing need. The majority faced affordability

problems (11 households) and the remainder lived in inadequate housing

conditions. ln comparison to the elderly outside of "core need," there were

higher proportions of seniors over 75, widowed and living alone. Higher
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proportions were also discovered to live below the poverty line of less than

$15,000. Although the single-detached dwelling was the norm, a higher

proportion was renting in comparison to those not in "core need."

Those considered to be effective demanders consisted of a slightly higher

proportion of younger seniors. Over two{hirds were married and about 40 per

cent had household incomes greater than $40,000. The majority owned and

lived in single-detached dwellings typically valued between $50,000 and

$100,000. As a group, their preference was to remain in their present

neighbourhood, in this case, the St. James / Brooklands area.

When it comes down to actually selling their homes and buying or renting, the

elderly may not make the commitment even though they have the financial

ability. Effective demand, in this case, may not occur. ln this circumstance, the

demand should be assessed in terms of: 1) the market demand for the sheltered

housing project; 2) community interest in the project, and; 3) those who are

attracted to and appropriate for sheltered housing. ln the later, this pertains to

the occupant's ability to contribute positively to group living. Moreover, to get an

accurate picture includes careful observations of community interactions and

behavior patterns of individuals the project can serve. lnterviews with social

service professionals and community leaders can also provide feedback on this

initiative.

For those considered to be non-effective demanders, those in "core need", it will

be important to assess the funding options that can subsidize these potential

occupants. Such options are discussed later in Section 5.48 and 5.49.
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Because there are no absolute numbers or answers to prove that this sheltered

housing project will be successful, additional facts are needed. The availability

and deployment of the service component of the project must be assessed to

clarify the demand.

5.45 ServiceAvailability

Whether services are provided in-house or used from the community at large,

there will be a need to assess what services in the surrounding community are

available and understand the nature of service resources, their limitations, and

the ways they can be optimized by the sheltered facility. The focus is typically

on the provision of an emergency response system and transportation services.

It should be noted that a project that provides services independent of

community resources can be costly. lt is therefore recommended that all

avenues be explored to access existing community resources to support resident

needs (see Section 5.53).

5.46 Building and Site Location

The choice in developing a sheltered housing facility takes shape either through

new construction or through the re-use of existing buildings such as old schools,

residential buildings used for institutional purposes, or existing single-family

houses. Chia Ming Sze (1982:104-105) sites several advantages in

rehabilitating existing buildings. Because rehabilitation deals with an existing

infrastructure, there are savings in building materials, advantages to a
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community in using existing utilities, not taking up undeveloped land or open

space, and not destroying familiar local landmarks. lt is generally easier to

obtain community acceptance for a popular rehabilitation project than for a new

construction proposal. There is also no need to make basic design decisions as

to the style, scale and siting as there is in new construction. There are

disadvantages. These can be unseen or hidden construction costs due to under

estimating and structural limitations that may prohibit size.

Another site option is to integrate the facility with other uses within an existing

building. An ideal site is within an apartment building where adjacent bedroom

units can be combined. Separate floors can also be dedicated as a sheltered

resident area. lf the design of the building provides clear distinctions between

what belongs to the sheltered and what is open to the entire community, the

integration with community facilities will be successful. ln the survey, the seniors

supported the idea for a seniors' housing complex that integrated a cultural

center facility. There may be a trade-off concerning location preferences among

the elderly if such an approach is taken. Whether the project is pursued as new

or a re-use of an existing building, both approaches should be considered to

determine which is more cost effective and appropriate in meeting the needs of

the potential senior residents.

To locate the appropriate physical setting for a sheltered housing facility, there is

a requirement to match what is available with what may be needed. When

searching for a site, it is important to note that the location will have an impact on

the level of activity and participation in the community. lsolation, alienation and

restricted activity may result if the site is located where it is difficult to access

services. These include health, social and recreational facilities, shopping areas
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and public transportation. The vast majority of older people want to live "where

the action is." lt should be kept in mind that physical isolation naturally

increases with age thus limiting the physical distance one can cover. However,

at the same time, walking increasingly becomes a major mode of transportation.

For these reasons, site location has a greater impact on the quality of life for

older people than for any other age group. To offset social isolation and

encourage resident independence, site locations are usually found near the

center of town or in a residential neighborhood where shopping and social

events can be accessed within a 114 mile or less radius. Although a

transportation service is to be provided, regular public transportation links should

be examined to determine their accessibility for shopping needs, doctor's'

appointments, church attendance, eating out and recreational purposes.

ln the survey, the seniors were asked why they would choose to move to a

specific location within Winnipeg. The majority selected proximity to family and

friends and their familiarity with the area. Their preference generally was the St.

James / Brooklands area.

5.47 DesignGonsiderations

An important requirement of any elderly housing project is to maintain

independent living through the provisions of barrier-free, accessible and

functional designs. Equally important is that housing for older people should not

be overly designed for aging. lndependence is a priority and therefore each unit

should be modified according to their immediate needs. As they grow older,

additional modifications can be made available as required.
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When examining the design elements for the project, five major environmental

design attributes for the elderly should be considered. As mentioned earlier in

Chapter Two, these consist of legibility, accessibility, usability, adaptability, and

choice / challenge / change. Based on the findings from the survey, these

design considerations should concentrate on legibility and accessibility design

needs that can alleviate the problems with climbing stairs, hearing, and vision.

By addressing these considerations, an enriched environment can be provided

to respond to the changing needs for the aging.

5.48 Financial Assessment and Affordability

The financial assessment of a sheltered housing project will be determined

through an examination of the costs in designing, construction and maintaining

the project. The cost must be evaluated to determine whether the housing

project will be affordable for the users. Such costs include capital costs (land

and construction), operating expenses (municipal taxes, utilities, maintenance,

administration, and support services), and debt servicing (mortgage and loan

payments and interest). lt must be recognized that there has to be some

assurance before purchasing an existing structure or beginning construction that

occupancy charges are sufficient to cover debt services and operating costs.

Critical to the potential tenants is their affordability in paying for the costs of

shelter and support services. Generally, the shelter costs should not exceed 25

per cent to 30 per cent of their gross annual income. lf affordability problems are

anticipated, it will be necessary to find some means of subsidizing the project.

Government programs as well as community and church organizations may be
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1)

2)
3)

considered as subsidy sources. As indicated earlier, 1'1 out of 77 households

(14%) preferring sheltered housing indicated that they had shelter costs over 30

percent of their household incomes.

Romank (1992) recommends that if the cost and affordability factors can't be

balanced by means of independent funding or subsidies, the project will have to

be reformulated to reduce the costs of a housing project. He suggests:

provide a lower level of services initially and add services as they become
feasible to operate;
contract out services and utilize community services; or
build higher density projecis.

lf the project is to be an existing building requiring renovation, government and

community assistance should be accessed to increase the affordability of the

project. One such program is the Federal government's Rental Residential

Rehabilitation Assistance Program (Rental RRAP). lncluded are allowances for

disabled occupants. This program can benefit the elderly by providing the

landlords with loans and grants to improve accessibility to, and within, their

rental properties. All renters however must qualify under the program's

parameters, such as being in "core need". lf the units in the project are to be

under ownership status such as in condominiums, these units can be renovated

under the Homeownership RRAP and RRAP Disabled Program if occupants

meet income criteria. lt should be noted that this Program terminates by the end

of 1 995.

Whether or not the senior qualifies for assistance, the MJCCA should access

their resources within the community to reduced the renovation costs wherever
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possible. Both labour and capital costs can be reduced through volunteer work

and from private business donations. lf these organizations are targeted, a

community relations strategy should be developed prior to pursing these

resources (see Section 5.50).

lf the outcome of the financial feasibility verges on the border line and cost

efficiencies are in order, the task force should explore innovative ideas to reduce

the costs by initiating discussions with key players. These people would likely

be the ones involved in the development phase of the project. They include

financial institutions, governmental agencies, third sector groups, and private

investors.

The federal government through Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation's

Center for Public Private Partnerships in Housing continues to venture into

innovative tenure and financial arrangements with various private, public and

third sector groups to produce cost-effective housing for low to moderate income

households, without the need for government subsidies. The Center acts as a

catalyst, initiator and source of best advise to advance and encourage housing

partnership projects. lt bridges the public and private sectors and ventures into

untried areas to advance the cause of cost-effective, accessible housing, without

tax subsidies, through innovative financing and tenure arrangements. Recent

projects include several community sponsored projects for the elderly and the

physically disabled. A family-oriented equity cooperative and several life-lease

proposals have already been approved.
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5.49 Project Financing and Life-Lease Consideration

The project financing requires interim financing throughout the stages of

development. ln general, there will be an assortment of financial arrangements

to be made:

Project development funding or start-up funds. These monies come from
savings, government grants or building funds that are used to fund zoning
applications, commission architect's plans, marketing costs and meet other
miscellaneous development costs and professional fees that arise before
construction starts;

Equity funding. These funds also come from savings or a building fund and
are used as a downpayment to raise a mortgage. The downpayment
usually represents between 25 per cent and 35 per cent of the project cost;

lnterim Financing. This is money borrowed from lending institutions or
provided by financial backers which fills the gap between the construction
start and the availability of the actual mortgage;

Morfgage funding. These funds come from lending institutions and are
offered over a long period to cover the remaining construction costs. lf a
project involves renovations to a property that is already owned, a building
loan in the form of a second mortgage can be used to finance the
construction costs;

Bridge financing. ln multi-unit projects, these funds are used to bridge the
gap between completion of the project and cash flow (rental income); and

Rental income or occupancy fees. These funds are generated by residents
or owners and must cover operating expenses. This includes municipal
taxes, mortgage and loan repayment, maintenance, insurance, utilities and
management fees. lf services are provided in a project for all occupants,
these costs must be covered through this fund. lf the operating expenses
cannot be covered by the rent revenue generated, some form of subsidy
will be needed, such as from government rent subsidy programs if
available.

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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Although closer details of financing are done during the planning and

development stage, the viability of the project will be determined by ihe available

funding sources. The main purpose is to have an initial indication that the size

and scope of the project are not outside the financial limit.

After assessing the operating and development costs, a financing strategy

should be developed. These figures can help sell the sheltered housing project

on the basis of its economic soundness as well as it's social contribution.

Typical funding sources range from the potential residents to investors who may

be interested in tax advantages.

One approach used in financing housing projects is through life-lease

arrangements. As mentioned earlier, a life-lease is where a senior makes an

interest free loan to the project sponsor to cover the cost of the unit. This lease

is a legal agreement that permits its purchaser to occupy a dwelling unit for life in

exchange for a lump sum prepayment and monthly charges.

lncluded in life-lease arrangements are monthly fees that are paid to cover

maintenance, insurance in common areas of the building, managerial fees,

property taxes, superintendent fees, utilities, appliances and air conditioning,

funding replacement reserves, among others. Services such as insurance for

private units, recreation activities, housekeeping, transportation, parking and

congregate meals are generally not covered in the monthly fees.

The form of agreements made in life-lease arrangements vary due to the nature

of the project type and provincial jurisdiction. ln Manitoba, most of the projects

were supported under Manitoba government initiatives and used documentation
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in a form proposed and recommended by the government. These projects were

either entirely developed and funded under the life-lease concept or

complimented with federal / provincial non-profit housing funding. The basic

agreement used was in the form of a residential lease. The resident was

considered a tenant and the project sponsor, the landlord. This relationship is

legalized under the Province's Landlord and Tenant Act.

Typical in many life-lease projects are leases that could be terminated by death

of the resident or the last surviving spouse in the case of a couple. There are

also clauses in the agreements that allow the project sponsor to terminate the

agreement if the resident could not live independently in the dwelling. ln

addition, agreements can be terminated by the sponsor if the resident did not

abide by the project rules or contravened other conditions of the agreement such

as failure to pay monthly fees. lt should be noted that there are methods

employed by which the entry fee is repaid upon termination. These approaches

tend to vary among projects. Some projects base repayment on the actual entry

fee paid while others base it upon the market value of the unit upon termination.

ln addition to the above agreements, are considerations for residents who join

prior to or during the development phase of the project. These are agreements

that deal with the way the initial investment is paid and how the sponsor can use

the funds prior to occupancy. ln Manitoba, a detailed and complex approach is

established to up-front the development costs of life-lease projects. The

approach involves documentation. This includes an offer to lease, deposit

agreement, entrance fee refund agreement, escrow agreement, security

agreement and a lease agreement. There is also a requirement for specific

conditions to be met before the project sponsor can use any of the potential
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(2)
(3)

residents' funds. Because of these agreements and requirements, initial

deposits are well protected and the risk is limited.

Overall, the advantages of the life-lease option, according to CMHC's study

(1993:3), are:

the ability to offer security of tenure;
a reduction in costs compared to outright purchase; and
the potential to provide a reassuring and supportive environment for
seniors living alone.

Many life-lease projects require an entrance fee from purchasers to cover the

development costs of the project. This is the lump sum prepayment made by the

purchaser that permits him or her the legal right to occupy a particular unit.

These payments typically range from a minimum to maximum entrance fee

schedule, (see Appendix C). The amount of the entry fee is usually judged to

reflect the current market value of the unit. ln some cases, these fees range

between 10 per cent and 20 per cent below market value. Construction cost and

location of the project are also used to determine entry fee levels. Projects

developed in Manitoba have entry fees ranging from about $20,000 to $40,000

and are usually based on only 25 to 30 per cent of the total development costs.

These entry fees are used to cover the difference between the development cost

and the mortgage financing obtained. lt may also reduce the need for interim

financing.

lf the purchaser elects to go with a minimum entrance fee, he or she would pay a

maximum monthly fee payment to cover the maintenance and operation costs of

the project. However, if the purchaser chooses to pay a higher lump sum, the
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monthly fees would be lower. The purpose of this scheduling is to provide the

purchaser with flexibility. More critical however is the need to cover the costs of

the debt servicing. The higher the amount of entrance fee collected, the lower

the payments required for debt servicing. The ability to cover the operating

expenses is also increased.

As demonstrated in Appendix C -- Scenario A & B, a project of 103 units was

converted from a condominium project to a life-lease complex. The total

development cost was $6.3 million. To cover these costs without debt servicing,

the entry fees would have to range from $50,000 to $80,770 per unit. To cover

30 per cent of the total development cost, the minimum entrance fees would be

from $15,600 lo $24,970 per unit. With 70 per cent of the development cost

financed at a rate of 9.45 per cent (5 year term and a 35 year amortization), the

total effective income revenue amounted to $703,966. This was derived from

maximum monthly charges and parking fees. With operating expenses projected

at $278,358, the net income was estimated at $3,031.

When taking into consideration the level of household incomes and estimated

values of homes among the Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors, the minimum

entrance fees from $'15,600 to $24,970 are not significantly large. The majority

would remain in a position with sufficient disposable incomes for retirement.

However, not all the seniors are expected to be in this financial position. To

address the housing and support service needs of the less fortunate, several

options may be available. One option recommended is to have the MJCCA

purchase units at the maximum entrance fee level and provide the elderly the

option to occupy the units at a much reduced monthly rental charge (See
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Appendix C: Scenario C). Housing costs are lower and, therefore, affordability is

enhanced. By providing this form of subsidy to these particular individuals, a

supportive and independent environment is being served.

The majority of the seniors generally do not understand the concept of life-lease

tenancies. This was identified in the needs survey. lf this consideration is to be

pursued, it is recommended that a strategy be developed and implemented to

explain how life-lease projects operate and how they may or may not be suitable

for them. A workshop or seminar conducted by a financial and legal consultant

specializing in life-leases is recommended.

5.50 PossibleConstraints

Another set of factors vital to the project is the approval for zoning, building

inspections and community acceptance. Whether the project is an existing

building or new construction, it is necessary to assess the degree of difficulty

approvals may constitute. lssues likely to affect community or neighborhood

attitudes towards the project will include the type of residents targeted both in

age and ethnicity and the compliance to the zoning by laws and building

regulations. Depending on the municipality, most housing projects usually

required some form of zoning variance or building code amendments. lf

approval for these alterations cannot be obtained, changes to the project will be

needed. This in turn may affect both the capital costs and even the operations of

the project.
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lf community resistance is anticipated, there will be a need to develop and

implement a community relations strategy. As recommended by Welch, Parker

and Zeisel (1987), the approach should include implementation of an outreach

program. Outreach is the process of creating and sending out to the community

the message about what sheltered housing is and how it works. Examples of

outreach messages are. (1)an apartment for dynamic people who don't want to

live alone; and (2) a supportive environment where the elderly live independently

and with dignity.

With a positive and realistic message defined, the objective will be to generate

community support, including labour and financial contributions for the sheltered

housing complex that will promote the project's goals. The procedure is through

networking, both formally and informally. This involves doing presentations at

social gathering functions, to referral agencies, church groups, municipal

planning officials, neighborhood groups, and community organizational groups,

as well as, to the potential funding sources involved. A public relations

component should also be included through press releases, educational

seminars, brochures, and community newspapers. Moreover, the marketing of

the sheltered housing project should not only to be targeted to seniors but to

their adult children and to various community organizations. These groups can

be used to convey information about the project to potential clients, provide the

moral support for the project when needed, and act as a referral service.
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5.5 Strategic Option 2

5.51 For Seniors Ghoosing to Stay

Aside from focusing on a sheltered housing project, the MJCCA should take

immediate action on catering to the housing and support services needs for those

who wish to remain at home. This constitutes about 82 per cent of the total

population surveyed. The priority issues evolve around providing transportation

services, home modifications and addressing the problem seniors face with climbing

stairs. An assessment of an Emergency Response System is recommended.

5.52 HomeModifications

Many elderly are increasingly finding living at home difficult. The major difficulty

was with climbing stairs and the need for assistance with home repairs. This was

particularly identified with the elderly over the age of 75 years. For those seniors

who wish to remain at home, it is recommended that they be presented with a

housing option that combines the many advantages of home sharing and yet,

maintains their level of privacy. This is the creation of a self contained apartment

through conversion of their existing house. The apartment unit or accessory

apartment should be located on the ground floor for the senior to maximize

independence and care free living.

There are two types of apartment arrangements: (1) families adding an apartment in

their home to bring an elderly parent(s) to live with them, or (2) an older person or

couple adding an apartment in a home too large for their own use and renting to a
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tenant. Although many seniors did not prefer this choice, there are some

advantages with this option. By renting a unit, not only is there the added income

and security for the homeowners, but affordable housing for the tenant(s) can be

provided. Household incomes among the older seniors, as described earlier, were

lower than those of younger senior households. Companionship and assistance

with home maintenance can also be provided by tenants. As well, assistance

around the home instead of rent payments or discounts in rent can be arranged with

the homeowner.

The apartment rent arrangements are usually made privately, but there are agencies

that assist people in either finding a home or a tenant. This service usually includes

an agency fee that is tied into the rent charged by the homeowner. One role the

MJCCA can serve is to act as the property manager for these units. Client

screening, mutual compatibility, rent collection, and lease arranging, among others,

would be the services provided on behalf of the seniors in the community.

There are however some disadvantages involved. There are some prerequisites

needed prior to proceeding with this option. The home must be suitable for

conversion and the homeowner must have access to financial resources for the

completion of the renovation work. Costs of reconstruction can range from $5,000

and up to $20,000, depending on the situation. lf the senior has paid-off his or her

mortgage, reversing the mortgage is one way of using the equity from the home to

finance a major expenditure, such as construction of an accessory apartment.

Although this option is available, the perception of reverse mortgages was not

favored within the community. Further details and research therefore should be

conducted prior to re-introducing this option to the senior community.
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For the homeowners who wish to make the necessary modifications but are unable

to afford to do the work on their own, the possibility of acquiring Federal government

assistance under such programs as the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance

Program (RRAP) including RRAP Disabled should be pursued, This program can

benefit the low-income elderly by providing them with loans and grants to improve

accessibility to, and within, their homes. As mentioned above, all households must

qualify under the program's parameters. lf the senior does qualify and still requires

additional funding to complete the renovation work, funding from within the MJCCA

community resources should be proposed. Moreover, labour costs can be reduced

through volunteers and this should be pursued within and external to the community.

Private businesses and corporations should be approached because they are

always looking for opportunities to participate in community relations activities.

When re-designing the home, especially for the purpose of installing an accessory

apartment unit, accessibility and barrier-free design principles should be

considered. The design considerations would likely focus on accessibility and

legibility needs. Depending on the person's physical challenge, design changes

could include improving lighting, adding grab bars and exterior ramps, barrier-free

baihrooms, among others. Adjustable kitchen counters and cabinets could also be

designed and built for accessibility. lt should again be noted that over modification

must be prevented. Not only because it can become very expensive, but it also can

lead to negative consequences. The individual's ability to function in an

independent manner may be affected. There are a growing number of publications

available on home modifications for the aging and these should be referenced prior

to commencing reconstruction on any existing home.
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5.53 Emergency Response System

Maintaining independence among the elderly cannot be accomplished solely

through the renovation of homes. Support services will also have to be provided.

One of the more popular options preferred was the employment of an ERS service.

As described earlier, this system employs an emergency response device that

allows a person in an emergency to summon help with the push of a button--either

on an existing telephone or on a separate device that is worn on the body or

mounted on a wall. Examples of emergencies include accidents and falls, health

difficulties, securiiy problems such as home intrusions by strangers, fires, among

others. Although this system is usually linked to a hospital or nursing facility, other

links can include non-profit service agencies or senior centres. lnvolved with this

system are monthly subscription costs. Depending on the system, the costs can

range as low as $20.00 per month (1991 estimates).

To assess this option, the potential demand for the ERS service should be

examined. As indicated in Chapter Four, this demand would likely come from

households between the ages of 65 and74 years. They lived in the Central, North

End and St. James / Brooklands areas in single-detached dwellings. The majority

would be married with household incomes ranging from $25,000 to $30,000. Critical

within this group will be the need to target the older widowed population living alone,

those in core need and most importantly, those facing health related problems.

The next stage is to determine if any emergency response system services are

available in the City of Winnipeg, especially in the areas noted above. lf they are

available, accessible and affordable, preference should be given to the hospital or

nursing care facilities. ln these establishments, the staffing would likely be the most
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qualified to handle the potential medically complicated nature of the problems of the

aged.

lf no such services are available, a couple of options are recommended. The first is

to examine the details on the operation of the system. Reference to research

material such as "the Study of Emergency Response Systems for the Elderly" by

CMHC, '1988, is suggesied. Following this review, it would be necessary to assess

the operating costs of this service to the community. To economize the scale and

increase the demand, other senior organizations should be approached. Corporate

or business sponsorship should again be pursued to reduce the anticipated costs in

operating such a system.

5.54 Transportation Assistance

The provision of transportation assistance is based on the need for access and

availability to a variety of commercial, service and recreational facilities. This is an

important factor for the elderly because it allows them to engage in normal daily

activities and leads them to independent living.

The need for assistance in transportation was evident among the older population

especially for those female, widowed and living alone. Almost half of this population

lived in the Central area with the majority living in apartment dwelling types.

Although their health was good, many had low incomes of $15,000 to $19,999 and

over a third lived in "core need." When examined by place of destination, both the

seniors' center and church appeaied to be the most difficult places to access. The

main reason they had difficulties in getting to places was because they did not like
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to ask for rides. This behavior leads them to resori to public transportation and

walking. lt was noted also that when aging and mobility decreased, the difficulty in

utilizing and accessing public transportation was expected to increase. Moreover,

about a third of the total population group had problems driving and this can be

anticipated to increase. An indication of the need for transportation assistance was

reinforced when over half of the surveyed population responded favorably towards a

door-to-door transportation service sponsored by the MJCCA.

To meet the transporiation needs for those who choose to remain at home, it is

suggested that resources be deployed to provide a transportation service to

households living alone in the Central area of the city. The main points of service

would be to the seniors' center and church. For the MJCCA io sponsor a door-to-

door transportation service alone is considered unlikely due to the associated costs.

Therefore existing seniors' transportation services in the city should be accessed.

ln seniors' housing complexes, the provision of transportation services to frequently

visited destinations, such as the health center, is available. These types of

complexes and non-profit agencies should be approached to identify if their services

can be utilized. Some operate on a fare basis while others do it free of charge. lf a

fee structure is required, a subsidy should be provided from within the Manitoba

Japanese Canadian Community. Co-ordination and management of this service

should be conducted by the service agency provider. By adding to the demand for

their services, they are being provided with an opportunity to recoup their operating

costs. Moreover, these service providers should be reviewed in terms of their

quality and reputation. Many buses are designed with special safety features such

as ramps, or fewer steps, for the convenience of persons who find boarding the bus

a slow and laborious chore. These considerations should be examined, as well as,

the bus driver's patience and safety concerns. lt should be noted that a driver's
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sensitivity to the passengers' needs is important. Examples such as helping

passengers get on or off the vehicles and helping them with their packages are

essential to their safe passage and enjoyment of the trip. Periodic monitoring of this

service would be required.

ln determining whether to use, and how to use, community resources, Thompson

and Donahue (1980:39) note that the continuity of service provision through most

community service agencies is not guaranteed. Second, the services provided to

residents must be made available on an on-going basis. Because of this situation, it

is necessary to ensure that the services will continue over the years. Should these

services be discontinued, contingency plans must be implemented. Because

support services are used by other organizations, the need tends to be greater than

what can be provided. lt will therefore, be necessary to assess the availability of

each service.

Gonclusion

Seniors are individuals that need, want and deserve a wide range of housing and

support service options throughout their life span. The elderly people of

Japanese Canadian ethnicity living in Manitoba are no different. They need a

wide range of support services from transportation assistance to help around

their homes. Their preference for future housing is to age in place in their

existing homes until the time comes for them to move. This would be due to

reasons beyond their capacity in maintaining an independent lifestyle. They

would then prefer to move to sheltered housing, special retirement housing or

5.6
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congregate housing. Their needs will be multifaceted and will have to be

addressed on a comprehensive scale.

What the task force should note when conducting the feasibility assessment is

that the planning process must be integrated and overlapping. The findings in

each of the components, from identifying the potential residents to seeking the

development approval, cannot be conducted independently from each other.

The information collected will influence, add to, and possibly change the

outcome of the other findings.

The benefit in conducting a well-planned feasibility study will refine and develop

a community support base. lt will provide a reading on the viability of the project

and a clearer picture on the project's image based on communiiy participation.

Successful studies involve a broad community base that identifies what is

needed to support housing projects. This foundation includes the potential

clients, as well as the community who live and work with these people. These

individuals are critical informants and potential supporters of the project.

The findings of the feasibility study represent a basis on which the task force

makes their assessment of the risks and rewards in developing a sheltered

housing project. To continue with the project will mean making a commitment to

find the financial resources and seeing the project through. The decision should

be based on what the feasibility study says about whether there is a need, what

will satisfy the need, what risks are involved, and what resources are available.

Governments and non-profit agencies face very limited funding situations. They

are in need of innovative avenues to deliver social services. Social issues have
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become highly interrelated and are no longer seen as a single problem.

Housing is viewed as a shelter issue as well as an economic and social concern.

Moreover, there tends to be a lack of a framework for inter-departmental

decision-making and co-operation on policy initiatives that are in areas of

overlapping or related responsibility. Many governmental departments and non-

profit agencies, at all levels, have similar goals and objectives that relate to

issues of providing care to senior citizens.

Whether the focus is to provide the housing and service support to those who

choose to stay at home or elect to move, it is a necessity that partnership and

participation by members of the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Community and

others be involved. A strategy will be required to provide a balanced and

equitable way to involve outside stakeholders within the planning process.

As a reflection of the above interests, there will be a need to coordinate these

interests into a workable and efÍective effort. With respect to MJCCA, the main

issue in providing housing and support services to seniors has become the

responsibility of not only the various governmental and other non-profit agencies,

but to the organization itself. To meet and address the various issues, all

stakeholders involved in providing seniors' housing services will need to

participate in group decision-making and formulate partnerships in the planning

and implementation processes. Central to the planning process will be the

recognition of coordination, management and control.
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Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Need Assessment1992

MANITOBA JAPANESE CANADIAN
SENIORS'HOUSINGANDSUPPORTSERVICE

SURVEY

As our community ages in place, there

becomes a pressing need to ensure that our

senior citizens can continue to liíe a healthy

and comfortable life. To begin to identify

the housing needs of our seniors and the

kinds of support services that will enable

them to remain independent and active'

seniors themselves must ptay an important role' What are their current

housing and living arrangements liËe? What difficulties with personal

care and activities of dail-y living do they face? What type of housing

options and services do túey p'efer? By providing valuable

information about themselvei, their hoúsing and partigul3r needs for

support services, we can begin to develop practical solutions to meet

their needs.

Attached to this is a questionnaire for you to complete' It sho-uld take

about 45 minutes to complete. Please answer all questions fully'

Assistance will be given if you have any questions or concerns'

Following the comf,tetion óf the questionnaire, refreshments and

dainties will be served.

Please note that all the information gathered by this questionnaire will

le kept strictly confidential. This information will be turned into

statistics about *ti* us a whole. Your help in this survey is greatly

appreciated.

Yours sincerelY,

Ed Suzuki
senior Housing and support service Survey coordinator

Senior Housing OPtions
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Japanese canadian seniors' Housing and support service

Needs Assessment 1992

QUESTIONNATRE NO.

SURVEY OF HOUSING AND SUPPORT SERVICE NEEDS OF

JAPANESE CANADIAN SENIORS

CURRENT HOUSING AND LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS

What area in the City of Winnipeg are you presently living

in? ((Jse attached mnp and select number)
area number

2 How many years have you lived in Winnipeg?
years

3

a

In the year before You moved here:

Where did you live?
(1) area sulrounding this citY
(2) elsewhere in this Province
(3) elsewhere in Canada
(4) other (spectlÐ

What made you decide to move to this city?

Check all applicable reasons.

(1) employment
(2) spouse lived here
(3) family/friends lived here
(4) climate and natural environment

ff yo" have lived here for more than L5 years, skip to
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Japanese Canadian Seniors'
Needs Assessment L992

Housing and SuPPort Service

City of Winnipeg
Locational Areas

Legend:
Area I
Ãrea2
Are¿ 3
Area 4

Area 5
Area 6
Area 7

Area 8
Area 9
Area 10

Area 11

- Fort Rougt
- Central
- North End
- St. James /

Brookland
- Assiniboia
- Charleswo
- Tuxedo
- Fort Garr¡
. St. Vital
- St. Bonifa¡
- Transcona

þ¡rea 12 - East Kildo
Area 13 - North

Kildonan
Area 14 - West Kild
Area 15 - Old Kildo
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Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Needs Assessment 1992

health cat'e seruices available
recreational facilities and services available

better/more suitable housing available

lower cost of living
other (spectl:t)

of home do You now live in?

sin gle-familY detached house

,.rãi-d"tachäd, duplex, row house, townhouse

suite or room within a house

apartment building or multi-unit complex

mobile home

other (specrJY)

live on?

5 Not counting the basement, how many floors are there in your

home or the buitding You live in?

floors

6 Answer only if you live in an apartment building or multi-unit

comPlex.
a What floor do You

floor
D-oes your building have an elevator?

(1) Yes
(2) no

rs your'building or complex for seniors only or do younger people

also live there? (Check best answer)
(l) built for seniors onlY

(2) not purposely built for seniors' but mostly seniors

in it

@ an apartmentbuilding or multi-unit

complex, skiP to question Z
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(3) adults onlY live there

with children

Everyone Answers

7 when was your home or the building containing it originally built?

Check when the building was completed, not the time of any later

remodelling, additions or conversions'
(1) T920 or before
(2) 1921-T94s
(3) 1946-1960
(4) 1e61- 1970
(s) t97 r-t97 s

(6) 1e76-1980
(7) l98l-198s
(S) 1986 or later

8 For how many years have you lived in your current home?

years

g Do you live in your current home all year around?

a (l) yes
(2) no If ves, skip to question 10.

b How many months per year do you usually live here?

months
c Where do you live when you are not here?

(l) elsewhere in Manitoba
(2) elsewhere in Canada

(spectfy)
(3) outside of Canada
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l0 To be counted as a bedroom, a room must be furnished and used as

a bedroom, even though use may be occasional. A room is not

considered to be a bedroom if it is currently furnished and used

primarily for other pulposes, such as a study or even a room used

for dual purposes such as a bed-sitting room.

a How many bedrooms are there in your home?
bedroom(s)

b How many persons live in your home?
person(s)

If you live with non-family or with famity other than or in
addition to your spouse, indicate below the age and sex of all
persons living in your home (including yourself). Place their age

under column (A); and indicate their sex under column (S) by

circling F for female and M for male. Separate couples from single

persons. In the case of couples include both members. A couple

means two persons who are married, consider themselves married,

or otherwise cohabitate as spouses.

Couples
(A) ls)
Age Sex

Single Persons
(A) (s)
Age Sex

FMFM
F M FM
F M FM
F M FM
F M FM

11 Do you own or rent the home you now live in or do you have other

arrangements?
(1) own property and dwelling
(2) own dwelling and lease land

If vou live alone or with your spouse only, skip to question 1L.
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own condominium or strata title
share in a co-oPeraüve
rent

(3)
(4)
(s)

family owns home
other (spectfY)

12 What do you estimate your home would sell for of you were to sell

it now?
(l ) less than $50'000
(2) $5o,ooo-$99,999
(3) 100,000-$149,999
(4) $150,000-$199,999
(5) $200,000 -s249,999
(6) $250,000 or more

13 Do you have any difficulty meeting your housing-related costs' that

is, dnding 
"nough 

money to pay your property taxes' home

maintenance costs, moftgaggpayments, condominium fees and

utitity costs?
(1) Yes
(2) no

only renters and co-op members answer question 14.

much do you PaY in:

If you o\iln Your own home,

skip to question 15.

14 In an average month, about how

a I ) rent or co-op PaYments?
2) utilities

(electricitY, heat, water)?

$ /mo.

/mo.

Co-op members and renters, skiP to

question 14.

Only owRers answers estion 12 and 13.
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b Do you have any difficulty meeting your housing-related costs' that

is, f:rnding 
"nough 

money to puy yóut utilities and rent or share of

co-op expenses?
(l) Yes
(2) no

c Is your rent geared to income (for example, do you live in a

subsidized seniors' aPartment?)

If you are a co-op member, skiP to
question 1-5..

Only renters answer l{d-

Are you or your landlord presently receiving a monthly rent

suUsidy or ih"lt.r allowance cheque from the provincial

government?

(2) am receiving a rent subsidY now

(4) don't qualifY for benefits

Everyone Answers

Are there things about the design of your home that you find

difficult to cope with? For example, are there too many stairs at the

entrance or leãding to the bedroom or basement? Are kitchen

cupboards too high? Is the bedroom too far from the bathroom? Is

storage space inadequate?

(l) yes
(2) no

l5
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Go over the fbllowing check list. Place a check in front of those

things you have o ptobl.* with and briefly describe the problem

you have:

Check here
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

Describe
no design

the problem here
problems

statrs

kitchen

bathroom(s)

(5) bedroom(s)

storage spaces

windows

entrance

other

Renters skip to question 25.

Co-op members skiP to question 26.

Only owners answer question 16.

16 Is your home in need of any repairs? Do not include desirable

remodelling, additions, conversions or energy improvements'
(l ) ro, only REGULAR MAINTENANCE is needed (for

example, painting, fixing leaking faucets, cleaning clogged

gutters or eaves troughs)
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(2)yes,MINORrepairsareneeded(tocorrect'for
examóle, small crack; in interior walls and ceilings, broken

light iixtures and switches, leaking sink, cracked or broken

windowpanes,somemissingshinglesorsiding'Some
peeling PainQ
tgl y".r, MAJOR repairs are neede-d (to correct' for

"^u*pl.,corrodedpipes,damagedelectricalwiring,saggingfloors,bulgingwalls,dampwallsandceilings'

"r.rÁutlng 
foundati,on, rotting porches and steps)

IIFEELINGSABOUTVARIOUSHOUSINGOPTIONS

Only owners answer question 17'

17 Some seniors who experience financial, health or other difficulties

think their onty option it to sell their homes. In fact, there are a

number of othãr tirings people can do that will enable them to stay

in their homes for as long as they want to'

a For example, have you heard about homesharing?

(l) Yes
(2) no

The definition of homesharing is an alrangement where two or

more unrelated p.opf. nue togettrer in a dwelling. E-ach- person has

a private space *ttii. sharing common areas such as bathroom,

kiichen, living and dining rooms. In most cases' one person owns

the home and-the other pãys rent or provides some services to the

homeowner, such u, 
"ooking, 

housekeeping or gardening, in

exchange for free or reduced rent'
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b Is homesharing something you' personally, would seriously

consider?
Reasons

yes
maybe
no

(l)
(2)
(3)

Only owners ans\iler question 18.

18 Adapting their existing home to put in a private suite that can be

rented out is another option some older homeowners have

considered. Would you consider this option?
Reasons

yes
maybe
no

(t)
(2)
(3)

19

a Have you ever heard of a reverse mortgage?
(1) yes
(2) no

A reverse mortgage is a plan that allows seniors to have extra

income by using their equity - vâlue - they've built up in their
homes. Under this plan, an older homeowner would take out a

mortgage on the home and the plan quarantees the homeowner a

monthly income for a fixed period of time (usually l0 to 15 years),

or in some plans, for life. The moftgage and interest don't have to

be repaid until the terms expires, the owner dies or the home is

sold.
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b ls a reverse moftgage something )/QU-personally, would seriously

consider?
Reasons

yes
maybe
no

(l)
(2)
(3)

Only o\ryners answer question 20.

20 Another thing some people do is sell some of the equity in their
home while retaining occupancy rights. There are two basic ways
people can do this. They can sell their home to an investor, who
immediately leases it back to the seller for life. The seller becomes
a renter in the home she or he has just sold. This is called sale-
leaseback. The other way of doing it is called a life hold lease. In
this case you again sell your home to an investor but title to the
property doesn't transfer until the owner passes away. Is a sale-
leaseback or life hold estate something yau would seriously
consider? 

Reasons
yes

maybe
no

Only owners answer question 2L.

21 Some older homeowners modify their home to make it more
accessible. For example, they add a ramp or stairlift, make a den
on the main floor into a bedroom, or install grab bars in the
bathroom

(1)
(2)
(3)
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a Have you modified your home in any way to make it more

accessible?
(1) Yes
(2) no

b whar modificarions have you made? check all applicable

modifications.
(l) installed grab bars in bathrooms

- 
(2) modified bathtub, installed shower

= 
(4) added ramp or stairlift

(7) other (sPectfY)

Only owners answer question 22'

22
a Have You considered

accessible?
(1) Yes
(2) no

(8) other (specrJY)

modifYing Your home to make it more

b what modifications have you cohsidered making? check all

appticable modifications' 
-
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Only owners ans\ryer question 23.

23 Listed below a¡e a number of federal and provincial programs that

provide financial assistance to eligible persons so they can obtain

suitable and affordable housing, or repair their home or make it

fnorc ACCESSibIC. BY CHECKING ONE BOX ON EACH LINE'

please tell us:

(1) if you have nor heard about the program before;

(2) if you've applied to it and received benefits;

(3) if you or" ã*ore of the plogram but haven't applied; or

(4)ifyou'vefounclyoudon'tqualifyforbenefits.

Federal Programs

(l)
Have

not heard
about

(2)
Applied

and
received

(3)
Aware of

but
haven't
applied

(4)
Don't

qualify
for

benefïts

a The Residential
Rehabilitation
Assistance Program
(RRAP) for
Homeowners

b The Residential
Rehabilitation
Assistance Program
(RRAP) for
Disabled Persons

Emergency Repair
Program GRP)

d Rural and Native
Housing Program
(RNH)

e Non-Profit Housing
Prosram (N-P)
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f Rent SupPlement
(RS)

g rt ÌrÁ f-n-nn Prnsrâm

Provincial
Programs

h Shelter Allowances
f^" Flderlv Renfers

i School Tax
Assistance for
Tenants 55 Plus

k
I

OnlY owners answer question 24'

24 As an alternative to staying in your prcsent home, you could sell it

and use the proceeds to reñL oi to pùrchase a smaller house' shares

in a co-op, a garden suite, a mobité home, a unit in an age-mixed

complex or iñ rp"cial retirement housing. In the next set of

questions, we'd like to find out what you think of these housing

ideas.
First of all, is buying a smaller single-family detached house

something you wouid seriously consider doing?
Reasons

(l)
(2)
(3)

yes
maybe
no
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Only renters and o\ilners answer question 25'

25 Purchasing shares in co-operative housing is another option of

interest to some older p"opt". tut".bers õf a co-op shale.in both

the ownership and the mañagement of the complex they live in'

After initially buying shareslthey make monthly payme.nts that

cover pm of the 
"building's 

mortfage, interest, taxes and operating

costs. This gives them tñe rightio o..upy a specific- unit' When

they leave, their shares ur" r"ã""med by the co-op. ls buying

shares and moving into a co-op sometlling yQU, personally' would

seriouslY consider? 
Reasons

yes
maybe

(1)
(2)
(3) no

BverYone answers.

26 What about purchasing a unit in special retirement housing? Here

we are talking about a housing development specially built for

seniors, not inursing home. Would you seriously consider this

type of housing for Yourself?
Reasons

yes
maybe
no

(1)
(2)
(3)

EverYone answers.

z7 sheltered housing is a type of senior's housing that consists of self-

contained apzutments or smaller one-storey homes that are clustered

in projectr åf 20 to 50 units. A key feature is that each unit is

linked to the project manager by an alarm system'
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would yQu, personally, seriously consider this type of housing?

Reasons

yes
maybe
no

Everyone answers.

28 Congrasata-hausin differs from sheltered housing primarily in

ffie-rofservicesprovided.Residentshavetheirown
private apartments, which usually include a kitchen :" :TL:Ïfr

þr"p*" light meals, but the main meals are eaten t",i^t^"Ï::::t
ãi;i.g;J;. Housekeeping and personal care services are also

usualiy included as part of the accommodation package.

Woutá ypu se¡iously consider congregate housing for yourself?

Reasons

yes

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)
(2)
(3)

maybe
no

Everyone ans\ilers.

29 Some people who need help maintaining their home have hired a

What about sharing
people (usuallY 7 to
Àbbevfield House, where they each have their own private room,

personally, would consider doing?
Reasons

a housekeeper with some other seniors? Some

l0) have moved into a large house, called an

maybe
no

live-in housekeeper.

Is this something You,

(1) yes
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and shale one or more meals a day and the sel'vices of a

housekeeper in a family atmosphere. The house is acquired and

ãp"rot.,t by o non-protit sociery but the residents share in the

oþeration of the house. Is this something yoU would consider?

Reasons

Everyone answers.

30 Have you heard of garden suites (otherwise known as 'granny

flats')i Gzu-den suitès are small self-contained houses that are

placed on the same lot as the home of close family members' They

äre designed for seniors who want to live close to their children

while maintaining their independence and privacy. Most suites

have one bedrooñt,'a living ioo-, a kitchen, a bathroom as well as

storage and laundry facilities. The suites afe not intended as

permanent additions to the lots. They are usually factory-built and

tan be quickly erected and easily moved when no longer needed.

Is a garden tuit" a form of housing y-e-u, personally, would seriously

consider?
Reasons

(l)
(2)
(3)

yes
maybe
no

(l )
(2)
(3)

yes

no
maybe

Everyone answers.

31 What about a mobile home in a planned retirement community.

Would you, personally, consider purchasing a mobile home in this

type of develoPment?
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Reasons

yes

BverYone answers'

32 If the costs were the same, would you rather live in a housing

develoPment or building:
(1) for seniors onlY;

(4) io. p"ople of all ages, including families with

children.

33 If financially feasible, would you rather live in a housing

developm"nt ot building for seniors that includes a

cultural/communi tY centre?
Reasons

yes

maybe

maybe
no(3)

(1)
(2)
(3) no
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Everyone answers'

ilI TRANSPORTATION NBEDS

Questions in this section deal with how you get to places you want to

go.

34
alsthereanyoneinyourhouseholdwhodrivesregularly?

(1) Yes
(2) no

b Do Yzu regularlY drive a caÍ now?

(1) Yes
(2) no

c Do you have any problem driving a car?

(1) Yes
(2) no

35
alfyou,remarried,doesyourspouseregularlydriveacarnow?

(1) Yes
(2) no

b Does you, spouse have any problem driving a car?

(l) Yes (sPecifY)

(2) no
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36
a In good weather, how do you mostly get to the following places?

Check ttne box on euch line?

(1)
Walk

(2)
Drive
myself

(3)
Spouse
drives

(4)
Others
drives

(s)
Taxi

(6)
Regular

bus

(7)
Seniors'
handi-
capped

bus

a doctor
b post

office
c drug

store
d grocery

store
e seniors'

centre
f bank
g church

b In bad weather, how do you mostly get to these places? Check one

box on each line?

If y"" get there the same as in good weather, skip to

uestion 37.
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37
a How

when

whv

often
you
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

do you have difficultY
want to go?

very often

getting where You want to go

do you
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)

fairly often
occasionallY
never

have difficultY?
can't afford to PaY for rides

don't know who to ask fol'a ride

don't like asking for a ride

need assistance getting in and out of vehicle

regular driver(s) not available

other (speci.fi')

favor of a door-to-door transportation service for

and/or managed under the MJCCA?
Reasons

38 Would you be in
seniors oPerated

(l )
(2)
(3)

yes

no
maybe
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IV DIFFICULTIES WITH PERSONAL CARtr AND

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVTNG

39 Below is a list of activities seniors sometimes have difficutty with'

Please tell us if any of these is a problem for you, and if so., whether

it'saminorproblem,afairlysedousproblemoraVerySenous
problem. Check one br'¡x on each line'

(3)
Fairly
serious
problem

(4)
very

serious
problemDo you have anY

problem:

(1)
No

problem

(2\
Minor

problem

a Seeing (even when
.rroqrino olasces)?

b Hearing (even when
wearing a hearing
aid)?

c Going uP or down
stairs?

d Getting into or out of
bed or a chair?

e
-Getting 

on and off the

toilet?
f Taking a bath or

shower?
g
b Doing chores around

the house?

h Moving about the

house?

I Getting around

outside the house?
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V SUPPORT SERVICES

40 Listed below are a number of support services older people receive

in some areas. For each serviceiist.¿, go across the line and circle

Y for'yes' or N for'no' to the following questions:

. do you need the services?

o do you get the service now?

. who provides it? If the service is provided by your Spouse'

your children, or another relative, circle'1' Family; if the

seruice is provided by a friend or neighbour,. circle '2' Friends;

and if the iervice is provided by a publi., private or no-profit

agency, circle'3' Formal'
. Oo you currently pay for the service?

o would you pay to get it, if it became available in your atea?

For each service, be sure to answer all parts of the question'

Service
is

provided
by

I pay
for the
service

now

If
available
I would
pay to
set itSupport

Service

I need
the

service

I get
the

service
now

1 Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Na help with
grocery
chnnnins

Y N Y N

b help with
cooking Y N Y N

l Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y N

L hot meals

delivered to
your door (e.g.,

meals-on-
wheels)

Y N Y N
1 Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y N
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1 Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Nd help with
heavy cleaning
(e.g., washing
windows,

I t-loors.
I vacuuming)

Y N Y

Y

N

N
t Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Ne help with
laundry Y N

N
I Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Nf someone to mn
errands for You Y N Y

N
1 FamilY
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N YINg
¿f help taking a

bath or shower Y N Y

N
1 Family
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Nh someone to

regularly visit
vou

Y N Y

N

N

N

N

1 FamilY
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y NI help with
repairs around
the house

Y N Y

1 FamilY
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y NJ help with Yard
work, outside
maintenance

Y N Y

1 FamilY
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Nk help with snow
removal Y N Y

I FamilY
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y NI nursing care ln

your home Y N Y

N
I FamilY
2 Friends
3 Formal

Y N Y Nm some to drive
you places Y N Y
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n Some agencies and non-profit organizations offer emergency

response system services to seniors. These usually consist of a

button you weü around your neck or wrist, which you can press in

case of an emergency to call for help'

(a) Do you have an entergency response system button now?

(1) yes

(c)

(Z) no
(b) If YES, what is the name of the agency You rent it from?

If NO, would
your area?

you * such a service if it was availabie in

(l) yes
(2) no

Do you cunentlY attend a

in your local atea?
(l) yes

seniors' centre or a seniors' program
(a)

(2) no

(b) If NO, would You attend

neighbouring area?

if one was opened in Your area or a

(1) yes
(2) no

Some areas have an adult day-care centre for seniors who need or

want more services than provided by a seniors' centre.

(a) Do you cuffently attend an adult day-care centre?

(l) yes
(2) no

(b)IfNO,wouldyouattendifonewasopenedinyourareaora
neighbouring area?

(1) Yes
(2) no
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4I Besides those items mentioned in question 40' are there any other

servicesthatwouldmakeyourlifehappier,morecomfoftableor
enable you to remain in your culrent llômet [f yes, what are these

services and horv much *ouì¿ you be willing to pay pel month for

them? 
(a) services (b) monthlY fee

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

VI

^a

43

Bveryone ans\ilers.

FI.]TURtr

Do you have anY

(1) Yes
(2) no

How

HOUSING PLANS AND NEEDS

plans to move from your present home?

soon do You expect to move?

( 1) within 1 Year
(2) 1-2 Years
(3) 3-5 Years
(4) 6-9 Years
(5) 10 or more Years

44Whyareyouplanning.tg-'ou.?Chec:katlapplicclblereusrlns.
(l ) ffi.sicalîifncutty maintaining home and/or

garden
(2) home too large 

i

(3) design ban'iers (for example' too many stalls ln

cun'ent home)
(4) decline in health of self or spouse
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45
a Where

46

you move?
same city
elsewhere
elsewhere

in the province
in Canada

(5) death of sPouse

(6) insuff,rcient local health care services

iZi insufficient 1eisure and recreational facilities

services here
(8) cost of living too high
(9) isolated from family and fiiends here

(10) problems with transportation
(1 1) unsafe neighbourhood
(12) other (specrfY)

and

will
(1)
(2)
(3)

(specrfy)
(4) other (sPectfY)

lf same city, what area are you moving to? (ttse attuched rnap und

select nuntber)
area number

What are the reasons for choosing that location? Check ull

applicable reasons.

(4) more or better recreation facilities and services there

(6) lower cost of living

(9) neighbourhoodsafety/appearance
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City of Winnipeg
Locational Areas

i1 r r..
t¡ttr

I
t
I
t
I
t

I¡
I
t
I

I
a¡
t
I¡

ãt
t

Legend:
Area 1

Area 2
Area 3

Area 4

Area 5

Area 6
Area 7

Area E

Are¿ 9
Area 10

Area 11

Ãrea12
Area 13

Area 14

Area 15

- Fort Rouge
- Central
- North End
- St. James /

Brooklands
- Assiniboia
- Charleswood
- Tuxedo
- Fort GarrY
- St. Vital
- St. Boniface
- Transcona
- East Kildonan
- North

Kildonan
- West Kildonan
- Old Kildonan
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(10) other (sPeci.fl')

47 What tYPe
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)
(7)
(8)

of accommodation will you be seeking?

single-familY detached house

,",ñi-d"tachãd, duplex, townhouse' rowhouse

apartment
mobile home
senior citizens' housing
nursing/personal/intermedïate care home

chronic care hosPital

other (sPectfY)

EverYone answers'

48 If you found that you could no longer maintain your home and had

to move into retirement housing or a care facility'

the neighbourhood you currently live

1n

(2) move
(3) move
(4) move
(5) other (specifi')

why would you choose to live in that particular location? check

would You Prefer to:
(1) remain in

elsewhere
elsewhere
elsewhere

in the citY
in this Province
in Canada

all applicable reasons'

- 

' (1) proximity to relatives or friends

care facilities

(4) other (sPecq ¡'a')
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c If you prefer ro remain in this city, 4rry would you prefer that

your retirement housing ot care iacility be located? (Use ctttctched

maP und selec:t ttttntber)
(1) area number

EverYone answers.

49 Besides the things already mentioned'

have to improve housing for seniors in
what suggestions do You
your communitY?

EverYone answers.

VII DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

This section asks some questions about you and your spouse (if

you're manied). We neéd this infofmati'on to describe the people

who took Part in the surveY'

50 First of all, are you nrale or female?
( 1) male

:

51 What is your culrent marital status?

(1) marr-ied
(2) seParated
(3) divorced

(5) never married
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Japanese Canadian Seniors'

Needs Assessment 1992

Housing and SuPPort Service

City of Winnipeg
Locational Areas

LegenA:
Area L

Area 2
Area 3
Area 4

Area 5

Area 6
Area 7

Area E

Area 9

- Fort Rouge
- Central
- North End
- St. James i

Brooklands
- Assiniboia
- Charleswood
- Tuxedo
- Fort GarrY
- St. Vitâl

Area 10 - St. Boniface

Area 11 ' Transcona

Area 12 ' East Kildonan
Area 13 ' North

Kildonan
Area 14 - West Kildonan
Area 15 ' Old Kildonan

"... F1

I E":
li'.. /'o r'¡ Ir.t Ïtt...

-..-......- I tul ^ru[
l? l!.....t'

:

.1r:.:,'Î;:J



Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Needs Assessment 1992

52
a How old were you on your last bifthday?

yeaÏs

b liyou're married, how old is your spouse?

yeal's

53 Who lives in Your household?
(1) live alone
(2) with spouse
(3) with spouse and other family member(s)

= 
(4) with spouse and non-familY
(5) with spouse, other family members(s) and

non-familY
with other familY member(s)

with non-familY
other (sPectfY)

54 If you live with non-family or with family other than your spouse'

whatistheirrelationshiptoyou?CheckaIIapplicable.
(1) son, daughter, grandchild
(2) mother, father
(3) brother, sister
(4) landlord
(5) boarder
(6) housekeePer
(7) other (sPecrfY)

lf so, full-time or Pafi-time?Do ya.u presentlY do anY Puld.work?

- 
ti) don't do anY Paid work
(2) work full-time
(3) work Part-time

(6)
(7)
(8)

55
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Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Needs Assessment 1992

56 What kind of work have you done most of your adult life? Check

onlY one'

(2) professioll !"'g'' architect' engineer' teacher' nurse'

chemist, dietitian)
managerial
clerical (e.g., secretary, clerk, receptionist' typtst'

personnel assistant, .bank 
teller)

iales (e.g., cashier, insurance salesperson' graln

merchant, real estate agent) 
ic work,p"tt"""f service (e.g', waitress' barber' domestl

(1) no formal education
(2) elementary school onlY

(3) some high school

i+l high school graduation
(5) technical school

ioj some college or universitY

(7) universitY degree

iAi graduate or professional degree

caterer)
(7) proteciive service (e'B': police officer' armed forces'
' : 'f,rref,rghter, 

customs officer)
(8) skitteî (white collar) (e'g'' computer operator'

cottogtìpher, libra'y otti'tont' þhotographer' insurance

ctaimi adj uster' bookkeeper)
(g) .r.ili"ã iuiu" collar.) t".g., calpenter, ship builder, sheet

."øitchanic' electrician' þlumber' stone mason)

(10) ,"-i-rtitled or unskilled labour (e'g" janitor' general

rabourer, bus driver, Ietter carier, gãs station attendant)

(11)primarysectort"'g''farmer'fisherman'miner'logger)

57 what was the highest level of formal education you completed?
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Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Needs Assessment 1992

53Howwouldyoulateygulhealthatthepresenttime.]
( I ) excellent
(2) good
(3) fair
(4) Poor
(5) very Poor

59 If you,re married, how would you rate your spouse's health at the

present time?
(1) excellent
(2) good
(3) fair
(4) Poor
(5) very Poor

60 Turning now to some questions about financial status' please tell us

whetheryouoryourspousereceiveincomefromanyofthe
following ,our.ô, . check aII sources oJ'income.

(b)
My spouse

receives

Otd Age Security Penston

ñ¿eãl-ul C u urante e d I n c o me S u pp le ment

Canada Pension Plan

other government
provincial income

sources including
supplements, Veteran's

Pension, SPouse's or Widowed Allowance

retirement pensions, superannuatlon or

annuities
ñÑutoties. self-employment income

savings or investments
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Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Needs Assessment 1992

6l What was your household,s total inconre last year.l

(1) less than $9,000
(2) $9,000-$11,999
(3) 12,000-$ 14'999

(5) $20,000-924,999
(6) $25,000-s29,999
(7) $30,000-$39'999
(8) $40,000 or more

62 What proportion of your total household income is spent for all

your sttetier costs lutilities, rent, mortgage' property taxes'

maintenance and condominium fees)?

(1) less than 25Vo

(2) 25-29Vo

(4) 507o or more

63 If you curTently spend 3ovo or mole of your income for shelter' you

may be eligible for housing assistance. if you qualified for housing

assistance,kould you seriously consider:

a renting in a subsidized senior óitizen's apartment building?
Reasons

yes
maybe

receiving a shelter allowance?
Reasons

yes

maybe
no

no

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)
(2)
(3)
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Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Needs Assessment 1992

Note: when you completed the questionnaire, could you please

hand your completed quesiionnaire over to one of the

Project volunteers to check'

Pleasennotethattheresultsofthesurveywillpresented:
at the Manitoba lupurrãr" canadian cultural Centre. The

time and date will 
^be 

posted in the Outlook'

THANKYOUFoRYOURCOOPERATIONoN
FILLINGoUTTIIISQT]ESTIONNAIRE.:
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Manitoba Japanese Canadian seniors' Housing and support service

Needs Assessment

MJCCA Seniors' Housing aod Suppott Se""itt Ct

Telephone ScriPt
for contacting seniors and Arranging for them to

Complete the SurveY

Hello. Is this (Name of Senior)?

My name is of the MJCCA Seniors'housing and

Support Service Commimee.

I am phoning about the letter that we sent you on Ma¡ch l4th,1992^n

connôction *ith ttt. seniors' survey on housing and support servlces ln

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

We would like a person from each Seniors'household in the community to

fill out a questionnaire. It should take you about 4-5 minutes' Refreshments

and daintiès are to follow after the completion of the survey'

Two meetings at the Manitoba Japanese Canadian Culrural Centre have been

set up where the questionnaire can be filled out'

The lsr meering will be on April 22nd at 7:00 to 9:00 pm in the evening'

The 2nd meeting wilt be on April 29th at7:00 to 9:00 pm in the evening'

Are you available to attend one of these meetings?

Yes, Meeting #1

No

Yes, MeetingY2

(If Yes) Do you need a ride to the meeting? Yes 

- 

No

(If Yes, Ride Needed)
What is your address?
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Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service
Manitoba JaPanese
Needs Assessment

[TJå::iå;i:i:il, herd at the Manitoba Japanese currural cenrre, Logan

Avenue and Arlington Street'

(If no, can,t make meetings) can a volunteer drop off a questionnaire at

v""ilt*t for You to fiil out? ----Yes No

(Ifyes)Whatisyouraddress?(AddnameandaddresstoQuestionnaire
Drop'off List)

A questionnaire will be droPPed off on

day

ThankYou.

MJCCA Seniors' Housi and SuoPort Service Coe-tllgt 1ry

You will be Picked uP at:
date trme

day

date time

Note:Ifaseniorrefusestoparticipateinthesrudy,tha-nkthemfortheir
úme. Keep track "f 'ht 

nu'nb"' *it" ;til; an¿ *¡te down any reasons that

give for doing so. This information *ifiî. useful to the project coordinator'
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Manitoba Japanese Canadian Seniors' Housing and Support Service Needs

Assessment

MJccA Seniors, Housing and Support Service Committee

Questionnaire DroP'off List

Address Drop off
(day, time)

Pick UP
(day, time)

Assistance
Required

(language)
Yes No

Name

Page 3



MANITOBA JAPANESE
CANADIAN SENIORS' HOUSING

AND SUPPORT SERVICES
NEED ASSESSMENT

As senior citizens age in place, there

becomes a pressing concern among the

community in terms of their current

housing needs and preferences' What

are their current housing and living

¿urangements like? Do theY face anY

diffrculties with personal care and

activities of daily living? What type of

housing options and services do they

prefer?

To begin to identify the housing needs

of our seniors and the kinds of support

services that will enable them to remain

indePendent and active, seniors

themselves must PlaY an imPortant

role. BY Providing valuable

information about themselves, their

housing and Particular needs for

support services, we can begin to

Oevetop practical solutions to satisfy

their needs.

With the suPPort of the MJCCA and

funded bY the CommunitY Fund' I

would like to Propose to conduct a

survey to identify the housing and

supportive service needs of Japanese

Canadian seniors from the ages 60

years plus. The results will evaluate

several housing and suppoft servlce

options. The survey is scheduled to

take place on WednesdaY, APnlZ2'

lggz,at the JaPanese Canadian

Cultural CenEe. Further details of the

meeúng is explained through mail and

by personal contact via Phone'

At this meeting, there will be a

questionnaire to complete' It should

take about 45 minutes and assistance

will be given to anyone with questions

or concerns. Following the compleúon

of the quesúonnaire, refreshments and

dainties will be served'

Please note that all the information

gathered by this questionnaire will be

kept snictly confidential' This

informaúon will be turned into

statistics about seniors as a whole'

Your help in this survey will be greatly

apPreciated.

Yours sincerelY,

Ed Suzuki
Senior Housing and SuPPort Service

SurveY Coordinat ot 1992

Senior Housing OPtions



Tentative Schedule for Seniors' Housing Survey

MJCCA Seniors' tJ'l*g und Support Service Committee 1992

Mail List
Set
Committee

Éllil---¡ tn . o * m i tte e ta sk f o rc e :

a) phoning _ to tclepilãn" r.nlo* to make contact and to arrange for them to

,) îîî,1,ï:i,l1i"i:i,li.ryp/91oq on 1y1 who are attendins the survev meeting;

c) Set-up - ,o urrung'iuuiöytnäi's and to *uk' u"ungemcnts for dainties and

Ctast Description

Ð Är"t".iÏ:*ilnce / Inrerprer - assisr seniors in fining out the survey and to check

Meeting 1:

Planning
Organization

ffiakeamendments

OUtain CMHC Booklets

ffiing at cultural-centre:

a) Set survev ou,, toptií zz ant'Z'!??.?) at the cultural Centre

b) Review survey and make amendments

ci Establish SurveY Task Force

d) Set survey test date

.í i.t next meeting date (March ?5) , = ' -,,,," ,

Mail Letter
Meeting 2:

Binding

ilffindtransportation;
comPlet'e the surveY -

Tat" "iot- 
and make arrangements lor mem ro çurrrPrsru

TelephoneCommittee - " ' - '---"--
o, ung 

l1Y1.1.^
Make arrangements with CMHC spe

es for surveY datcs

March

conduct test of survey

March

Page I



Tentative Schedule for Seniors' Housing Survey

MJCCA Seniors' *t*i*el"ã ãt'ppott Service Conrmittee 1992

Meeting 3:

Data Codi

ormtion Committee

Mccting 4:

SurveY
Results

Uata CoOing 4194q
ffid Preliminary Report

ç"ro"m,"tG c"m mittee Meeting:

a) Discuss fintlings r -r ^- Õ, .

;i ;i;;-ñ-i"nioi'' Housing workshop Series:

i) Presentation to the Seniors

iii gegin Strategv/Action Planning

Pagc2



Senior llousing OPtions MJCCA Seniors' Housing and

Soppott Service Committee 1992

Manitoba Japanese Canadian

Seniors' Housing and

Support Services Need

Assessment

March 24, 1992

Mr. & Mrs. Jun Suzuki

¡

Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3N 1C5

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Jun Suzuki'

The Manitoba Japanese Canadian Citizens'

Association proposes to conduct a survey to identify the

housing uno ,oïport service needs of Japanese canadian

seniors in Maniìã¡u. The results will be used to evaluate

options to meet these needs'

The survey will take place on April the 22nd

(Wednesday) fiom 1:30 to ¡:OO pm at the Japanese

Canadian Cultural Centre -- 936 Logan Avenue' The

SurveymeetingwillbecarriedoutbytheMJCCAseniors'
Houríng and Support Service Committee'

This letter is to inform you about the survey and invite

youtoparticipate.Asaparticipantyouwiltbeaskedtofill



out a questionnaire. which should take about 45 minutes of

your time to complete. Assistance will be given if you

have any questioñs or need translation from English to

Japanesä. The objective is to collect information about

Japanese Canadian seniors, their current situation, their

,oir.rns, and their needs and preferences relating to

housing and support services. All information gathered

will be kept strictly confidential.

DuringthemonthofApril,youshouldexpecta
telephon" *tt from one of the members of the Committee

who wilt give you additional information'

Moreover you will find enclosed a publication

provided by Canada Mortgage 11rq 
Hgusing Corporati.on

entitled "Housing ChoiceJfot Older Canadians'" In short'

this booklet desrti¡.t various seniors'housing options'
please review this material because some of the questions

in the survey pertains to housing options. If you have any

questions or concerns, please feel free to call.

Sincerely yours,

AW
Ed Suzuki
Coordinator
MJCCA Seniors'Housing
Committee 1992
889-5768

and SuPPort Service

Page 2
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senior Ilousing and support service Needs Assessment

SurveY Meeting Agenda

Date: April 22,1992
Time: l:30 to 3:00 PM

A) Necessary Set Up Required before Lunch - 12:15 PM

1) Chairs and tables for approximately 80 to 90 people;

2i SPeaker Podium withPA SYSrcm;

3i Refreshments and Dainties Table;

4) n.gi.rruiiá; áno orop-off survey Desk near the front of entrance;

and

5)ADisplayTableofCMHCandManitobaHousingSeniorHousing
Program material'

Note: The pu¡pose of the front desk is to have the seniors drop off the

,rr*.yrïith their names **t 
"¿ 

on. If the Executive feels this is

inupproffi t;;;. of privacy in disclosing personal 
.

informaîon, the seniors would iruu" to register each senior so as to

ioentiryïtã fom.iput.d and have e.ach survey checked at the

SametimetoensurethattheSurveyisproperlycompleted.

B)

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Check List to be completed before survey:

refreshments and dainties for 80-90 people;

chairs and tables for 80-90 PeoPle;

a PA System and SPeaker Podium;

English-Japanese tånslators who are familiar with the project;

Ã fit, of the seniors' names to check-off; and

The Seniors Housing and Support Service Needs Assessment

Program.

Note:Theroleofthenanslationvolunteersistoassisttheseniorsin
comptetiig itt" q"tttionnaire if they have diffrculty in

understanding the quesúon'

Page I



1)

Survey Meeting Agenda

A brief introduction that will cover:

opening remarks to greet *d'lu* the seniors for coming;

a welcome and than?-!ã" to Mr' Richard Goatcher of CMHC;

the purpose of the ;;;ñ -- ¡o i¿entify the currenr housing needs

and proble*, ru..å Uy the senio" uoá to idenúfy the future

housing needs;

un outlL. of what will be quesúoned in the survey;

what follows after the surveY:

- a Presentation of the findings;

- an examinaúon of what opùons can be made; and

- planning workshops to develop strategy'

A presentation by Mr. Richard Goatcher who will discuss senior

housingoptionsandthefuturedirectionsofFederalseniorhousing
policy.

The Needs Assessment Survey.. After each senior is given a

survey, basic inrt o"tio* wilibe explained T hg*-t: fill out the

survey and how to ask for assistan.Ë, if required. Ih.y will also be

instructed to tceef ttre noise down once they completed the survey

sinceotherswillstillbeansweringthequesúons.

TheServingoftheRefreshmentsandDainties.Thisisnotuntilthe
last surveY is comPleted'

Note: Prior to the presentation, the seniors should all be seated with the

Senioruoo,ingandSupportserviceNeedAssessmentProgram.

option: To have the lntroduction and Survey Insffuctions conducted in

JaPanese.

a)
b)
c)

d)
Ð

2)

3)

4)

Page2



MJCCA Seniors' llousing And SuPPort Service

Committee 1992

56hr HouiDg OPlloñ

MANITOBA JAPAI{ESE CANADIAN SENIORS'

HOUSUIIG AND SUPPORT SERVICES
I\EED ASSESSMEI{T

From the results of the

Manitoba JaPanese Canadian

Culn¡ral Centre (MJCCC) Task

Force StudY on Seniors'

Housing, there appeared to be

some initi¿ response for senior

housing accommodations'

Though the results of their survey were positivøil:l" *ut
; i;.ñiinrãi*ution on the needs and preferences of

seniors. v/hat are their current housing and living

urr*g"rents like? what difficulties with personal cafe

äd ;:;ü;i;, or ¿u1y Hving do rhey face? whar rype of

housing options and services do they prefer?

Because our mandate is to serve the community, we must

uegin to identify the housing needs of our seniors and the

kinds of suppoå services thát will enable them to remain

independent and active. seniors themselves must play an

impårtant role, By providing valuable information about

themselves, their troìsing and particular needs for support

services, we can begin tõ deveiop practical solutions to

satisfy their needs.



The MJCCA Seniors' Housing and Support Service

Commitr.. propår" to conduãt u trrruey to identify the

housing un¿ ,uppãrtiu" service needs óf Japanese Canadian

seniors from thä^ages 60 years plus' The results will

evaluate several housing and support service options- The

survey is tentaü";it scñe{ql"¿ io take place during the end

of the monrh åÏ Ápril , lgg2 ar rhe Japanese canadian

Cultural Centre. Ëunher details of the meeting (specific

date and rimel *iir u. explained through mail and by

personal contact via Phone'

At this meeting, there will be a questionnaire to complete'

It should take ãûout 45 minutes and assistance will be

given ,o unyon. *itt, questions or concerns' Following the

completion of the questionnaire, refreshments and dainties

will be served.

Please note that all the information gathered by

questionnaire

this
This

seniors as a
information will
whole.

Your help in this survey will be greatly appreciated'

Yours sincerelY,

Ed suzuki 
- rr^..^ì-^ onrr ce committeerrnlcce senior Housing and support servi

t992

keot strict
U. tu*èd into statistics about



Manitoba JaPanese Ganadian

Seniors'Housing
and

SuPPort Services
Need

Assessment

SuPPorted bY the MJCCA
and

Funded bY the CommunitY Fund
APril22,1992



Executive Summary

As senior citizens age in place, there becomes a pressing

concern among the community with their current housing

needs and preferences' What are their current housing and

living arrangements like? Do they face any difficulties with

personal care and activities of daily living? What type of

housing options and services do they prefer?

To identify the housing needs of seniors and the kinds of

support services that will enable them to remain independent

and active, seniors themselves must play an important role'

By providing valuable information about themselves' their

housing and particular needs for support services' we can

begin to develop practical avenues in addressing those

needs.

With the support of the MJCCA and financed by the

Community Fund, lwould like to welcome and thank you for

participating in this afternoon's survey'

The focus of this questionnaire is to identify the housing and

supportive service needs of seniors from the ages 60 years

plus and who are associated with the Manitoba Japanese

Canadian Citizens' Association' The outcome of the survey

will enable us to evaluate several senior housing and support

service oPtions.

The survey meeting will begin with a brief presentation from

Mr.RichardGoatcherofCanadaMortgageandHousing
Corporation. He will provide you with some insights on senior

housing options and the future direction of senior housing

policy. lmmediately following, we will begin conducting the

needs' assessment by providing you with a questionnaire to

complete. lt should take about 45 minutes and assistance will

be given to anyone with questions or concerns' Once

completed, could you þlease return the survey to the front

desk. lf you wish to stay, we have provided you with some

refreshments and dainties to enjoy'

Please note that all the information gathered by this

questionnaire will be kept strictlv confidential' This

information will be turned into statistics about seniors as a

whole.

Your help in this survey is greatly appreciated'

Yours sincerelY,

Ed Suzuki
õ;ñ;H;"ting and Support Service Survey coordinator

1992



ManitobaJapaneseGanadianSeniorHousingandSupportServiceNeeds
Assessment 1992

lntroduction 
é , ^ .-..,.: ì^,ì the MJCCA and financial

Good afternoon, I am Ed Suzuki' With the support of 1

assistance trom tnJ öommunit' FunO, i wouf. i'ç l" welcome and thank you for

participating in this needs """"t"nt'survey' 
B-efore'we begin' I would like to

express my deepest appreciation to tnä Horitón's Executive members and Phoning

committee and Mrs. Brandt for pr*iñ;-invátuaote insight' assistance and

construciive criticism in preparing toithË ãu*"y meetino and hope that we can

continue trom neie on in'to aãdress the future nee¿ã of seniors within our

community. twoulã fiX" to also welcome ánO introduce Mr' Richard Goatcher' the

Senior Market Analyst of the CanaOa rr¡ãtti"g" and Housing Corporation who has

been askeo to comå here this afternoon-to"piovide us with éome valuable insights

on senior housing options and federaitä"ùin"using policv' As well' I would like to

thank the Comm.uii"åtion, O"p"rtrnJ'ü ãi tn" CãnaOa Mortgage and Housing

Corporation in proîiå'"g " 
witn ine seniors' housing material'

You,reallprobablyaskingyourselves,,.Whydoweneedaseniorhousingand

"uppott 
sårv¡ce néeds 

"sé"=sm"nt 
sutvey?"

Asseniorsageinplace,therebecomesapressingconcernamongthecommunity
with their quality of living' Ho* t"nï }[i?* à;"-11"t" now? Will this number

grow? What are tñeir 
"ur-ont 

housing änd living arrangements like? Do they or will

they face any difficulties with p"o:l;l ;; ;d"*tivifies of daily living? What tvpe

of senior housing options and servlces would they prefer?

Toidentifyandaddressthehousingneedsgf?"llo]'andthekindsofsupport
services that will enable them to'iemain independent and active' seniors

themsetves must play an importa", å'". 
'öu 

pr"_rll'.1*"rmation about themselves'

their housing ano'pärcutår'neeos for support services, the community can begin to

exprore "u"nr"r'iå'i"*råp 
piã"ö"iïå"iions in addressing those needs' with

these facts, it wilt also be easier. t" ;ìä;;sctutions for senioi needs with officials'

planners, developers and agenctes'

The focus of this questionnaire-is basically to identify the housing and support

serviceneedsandpreferencesofseniorsfromtheages60vearsplusandwhoare
associated with the Manitoba ¡"p"närã'óån"ài"n cñiz"ffis-sociation. rt consists

of gathering 
"n 

år=ortmànt ot intorrnãtiã.' tnat will enable our community to:

1) develop profiles 
, 
of YJgCO .'"nio1'l-^iTl:ding 

age structure' living

arrangements;andhealth'socialandeconomiccharacteristics;
2) identify ,"îiàiri housing characteristics and conditions;

3) identify seniors' unmet 
'""îãr- t"r nousint, support services and

transPortation;



4)

5)
6)

7)

identifythedifficultiesseniorshaveinundertakingactivitiesofdailyliving
;'rd rht types of support services^they now use;

define what retireråiinouring options its seniors most prefer;

deverop a ranse "i;;;ñoãuiion 
ú,ìil;'i;;-t"niott that will satisfv their

::*:,rtI:ït""J9,#ï;ii1 seniors as we* as the communitv in expandins

ine housing choices for sentors'

Whentheinformationfromthesurveyhasbeengathered;itwillprov'idethe
community witn an'äsränii"r toor tnaiLiii'.'i** ;ã ;d*ss the housins and

support service n"å0, ãno preference. "ï'."niots' 
what Ëto totto* is a cornmunity

workshop involvini-yourr"lu". "= 
*"fi"r';id* to oiscuss senior housing and

service options. ri":,î;;ñ;; *'i'tå0""tìåäil,19 outlook such options mav

inctude an inu"rtiõ"ìiäÃ î o"u"rop,ñJ ï-."nio1 housing complex and/or an

integrated ,rooon'îäJå""n"t*o* ìnvõtuing homecare.'-trãnsportation 
and home

improvements. witñäri'ñ-.'i, iÃtorr"tion]*å iritt o" abte to-cãnsider the options that

might be open a ,äiri, to meet tutrr"'nä"os tor housing and support servtces'

Theagendaforthismeetingwillbeginwithabriefpresentationonseniorhousing
ootions and federåisenior housing pä,di;"t rtni' niyJèoatcner' lmmediatelv

fó'owing, we wi' ãå"ã".ì ,nã n""ãri "rrã'=t"nt 
survey' Each of you will be gtven

a questionnaire to tiìi out. Please not" in"t assistance w¡tt Oe giveh to anyone with

q y 
? :t o r ? r:: i: ù*idllîi il .,i ñ,lJ;fåiï nm* 3i ill 

"åi:i:: 

HLi

seniors as a whole'

CMHC Presentation

Toprovideuswithsomeinsightstoseniorhousingoptionsandthefuturedirection
of Federat Senior îärri.ã Ëãti"y, t- *ould like to preslÃt to you Mr' Richard

Goatcher of ihe canada Mortgage and Housing corporation"'

SurveY lnstructions

ThankyouMr.RichardGoatcherinproviding,u.!.'Yluableinformation.lfyou
wourd like, you 

"r"-*ãì"ore 
to stay 

"nä 
ãnioy ãor" refreshments and dainties'

(Could You Please Pass Out Surveys)

Before you begin filling out the,,tY-*"ut' I would

instructions "no 
noiä'""H"t of all' how many would

Japanese translation?

tike to go over some brief
'neeO 

aJsistance in English-



Option 1: (Large Group Requiring Assistance)

1)Becausetherealargenumberofyourequiringassistance,itwouldbebest
that we go through """n 

qu"rTi#at"t;; -" fittt in English and then in

Japanese. tf there are any qr"åìiã"t, .äiJ'ou please put up your hand and

we will answer each question as best as we can' Don'i hestitate to ask' for

others wirr oJprãËäori åsx'ing themselves as well'

2)Becausese-niorsliveinawidevarietyoflivingarrangements,youwillfind
some questions asking you.tg rriô ""î to othér qu"tiiont' For example' if

you live in an apartmeñt OuitOlö.i'. multi-unit 
"o'npì""' 

the survey will tell you

to skip ou"r' Ëã specific quËriion pertaìning only to those who. occupy

apartment "Lit", 
ãnfy. Wnen *ãåiiiuå at this Jituatiän' could you skip to the

appropriateä"tt#;nJwait uÃtit*" come to that question'

3)oncewecompletethe,u*:{,-couldyouplease.returnthesurveytothefront
desk and register your namer. 

- 
iñ.; intent is to identify who attended this

afternoon,s survey and to .oniå"t'tnãse individuals with missing information'

Again, pr""J" noi" that all tntintoim"tion gatheråá ov this questionnaire will

be keot stricflv co¡f,denti3!._ l;;;;ìi;ouîo o" tne ónrv person who would

kno*Yo"ilu'u"Yinf *mation'

4)Followingthis,youare.welcometostayand.eniovsomerefreshmentsand
dainties. ptease keep in *,näìnåugh tlnat otneri*¡tt ttitt be filling out their

survey. we would "ppr""i"-t""it-it 
vou r<ept tne noise leveJ down until

evervone has c.onlplptq.d. ¡Ëà1" 
tàfé yo" iime in i--nting out the questions

property. Y= "'*"lit 
gt"átty appreciated' Thank you'

Option 2: (Small Group Requiring Assistance)

1)Forthoserequiring.assjstanc-eintranslation,couldyoupleasego,tothe
boardroom downstairs where translation will be conducied on a group level'

2\Forthoseremaining,inansweringthequestions,canyoumakenotethatr-) 
;m; ;i""illä:iiäX' *'i"ãnä.rJ". the back and/or the rollowins pase'

3)lfyourequireclarificationorassistance,couldyoupleaseputupyourhand
and someone witt get to vo, ", 

tãàì ás'possiuie' ú tney happen to be busy

at the time, could you skip ou"itã-tn" nã*t qu"ttion and ihen flag them later'

4)Becauseseniorsliveinawidevarietyoflivingarrangements,youwillfind
some qr""tion, asking Vou toiXiË ouät to .otnãr luesiions' For example' if

you live i" ;';;;*"ifnu*Oinöä murti-unit comoìex' the survey will tell vou

to skip ouä, låã specific quåriion nertaining only to those who occupy

aPartment suites onlY'



5)
--¡i^aa +!-a{ rrrill aql ygs, maybe and no'

You will also find questions that will ask for your opinion'-'

ln these situations, could please taxà tnä time to state your reasons o1

choice.

oncecompleted,couldyouplease.returnthesurveytothefrontdeskand
register your name;. iñ" intent is to ¡dent¡fy who átended this afternoon's

survey and to "onià"t'ih"; 
inoiv¡duåìs'*¡th tnitting information' Again'

olease note rhat a''tiË iniãimation g"i;;"ã Ëv tnis quéstionnaire will be kept

!ffiñ;#å¿;ì*i. 
"iïv'ärï*àuroie the onlv person who would know vour

survey information'

Onceyoucompletedthesurvey'youarewelcometostavandenjoysome
refreshments and iã¡"iiã.. pteäsä x"åp ii'.täifouqn tlhat others will still

be fiiling out their =,î*"v. we wouroä-ip;;"ì;t" it if vou kept the noise level

oown untit evervqÀJ'Åãå'compteteo.. Pläase take your timå in filling out the

questionsp,op",tyffii'.;;'isgéatrvappreciated.Thank
you.

6)

7)
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Appendix C
Entrance Fee Schedules

Minimum Entrance Fee - Scenario A

No. Units

31

5
28
26

b
2
4
1

103

Suite
Type

Type 1A
Type 1B
Type 2A
Type 28
Type 2C
Type 2D
Type 2E
Type 2F

Bed Type

One Bed
One Bed
Two Bed
Two Bed
Two Bed
Two Bed
Two Bed
Two Bed

Maxi-
mum

Monthly
Rent $

470
560
595
598
690
510
685
815

Total
Entrance

Fee $

483600
86000

562800
525200
1 40400
37400
86400
25000

1 946800

Total
Rent

Revenue
$

174840
33600

1 99920
1 86576
49680
12240
32880

9780
699516

Size Mini-
mum

Entrance
Fee $

687 15600
754 17200
886 20100
890 20200

1031 23400
825 18700
953 21600

1 100 25000

Project Gonversion Costs - Scenario A

Project Conversion Costs

Acquisition Costs
Add: Captial Up Grades

Marketing Costs / Project
Feasibility
Legal
Financing Costs
Development Fees
Sub-Total

Entrance Fees
Mortgage Financing
Sub-Total

To Fund Development Costs
To Fund Refund Account (1000 /
unit)
Sub-Total

Total Development Costs

Funded By

Entrance Fees Required

Up Front
Costs $

30000

50300

1 0000
7500

25000
92800

122800

30.78 Vo

69.22 o/o

Total Costs
$

5200000
550000
350000

25000
1 00000
1 00000

1 1 25000
6325000

1 946800
4378200
6325000

1 946800
1 03000

2049800
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Projected Operating Budget -

Projected Operating Budget
Gross Revenue

Operating Expenses

Net lncome Before Debt Service
Debt Service

Net lncome

Scenario A

103 Units
Miscellaneous Parking (75 @
$2SlMonth)

Total Gross lncome
Less Vacancy (2.5o/o)

Total Effective lncome

Property Taxes
lnsurance
Operating Expenses
Repairs and Maintenance
Administration and Marketing
Janitorial
Management Fees (5%)
Sub-Total

$
699516

22500

722016
1 8050

703966

85000
2850

72860
37450
25000
20000
351 98

278358

425608
422577

3031
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Appendix C
Entrance Fee Schedules

Maximum Entrance Fee - Scenario B

Total Add
Entra Fee
n Gred
$$
50440 240
55430 291
65010 309
65320 311
75670 360
ô0530 265
ô9920 356
80770 424

Max Min
Mrh Mth
Rent Rent
$$

470 230
560 269
595 286
598 287
690 330
510 245
685 329
815 391

Up Front
Costs $

30000

50300

1 0000
7500

25000
92800

122800

99.52 o/o

0.48 o/o

Total
Entran
$

1 5ô3640
2771s0

1820280
1 698320

454020
121060
279680

80770
6294920

TotalGosts
$

5200000
550000
350000

25000
1 00000
1 00000

1 1 25000
6325000

6294920
30080

6325000

6294920
1 03000

6397920

Total
Rent
Rev
$

85560
16140
96096
89544
23760
5880

15792
4692

337464

31
5

28
26

o
2
4
1

103

No. Suite Bed
Type Size

1A One
18 One
2A Two
28 Two
2C Two
2D Two
2E Two
2F Two

Total Development Costs

Funded By

Entrance Fees Required

Size Min Add
Entra Entran
n$
$

687 15600 34840
754 17200 38230
886 20100 44910
890 20200 45120

1031 23400 52270
825 18700 41830
953 21600 48320

1100 25000 55770

Projected Gonversion Costs - Scenario B

Project Conversion Costs

Acquisition Costs
Add: Captial Up Grades

Marketing Costs / Project
Feasibility
Legal
Financing Costs
Development Fees
Sub-Total

Entrance Fees
Mortgage Financing
Sub-Total

To Fund Development Costs
To Fund Refund Account (1000 /
unit)
Sub-Total
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Projected Operating Budget

Projected Operating Budget
Gross Revenue

Operating Expenses

Net lncome Before Debt Service
Debt Service

Net lncome

- Scenario B

103 Units
Miscellaneous Parking (75 @
$25lMonth)

Total Gross lncome
Less Vacancy (2.5o/o)

Total Effective lncome

Property Taxes
lnsurance
Operating Expenses
Repairs and Maintenance
Administration and Marketing
Janitorial
Management Fees (5%)
Sub-Total

$
337464
22500

357464
22500

350965

85000
2850

72860
37450
25000
20000
351 98

278358

72607
0

72607
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Appendix C
Entrance Fee Schedules

Mixed Entrance Fee -'Scenario C

29
2
5

26
2

24
2
1

5
2
4
1

103

No Suite Bed
Type Typ

1A One
1A One
1B One
2A Two
2A Two
28 Two
28 Two
2C Two
2C Two
2D Two
2E Two
2F Two

Total Development Costs

Funded By

Size Min Add
Entra Entran
n Fee Fee $

$
687 15600 0
687 15600 34500
754 17200 0
886 20100 0
886 20100 44450
890 20200 0
890 20200 44670

1031 23400 51750
1031 23400 0
825 18700 0
953 21600 0

1100 25000 0

Total Add
Entran Fee
Fee $ Cred

$
15600 0
50100 240
17200 0
20100 0
64550 309
20200 0
64870 311
75150 360
23400 0
18700 0
21600 0
25000 0

Max Mth
Mth Rent
Rent $

$
470 470
470 230
560 560
595 595
595 286
598 598
598 287
690 330
690 690
510 510
685 685
815 815

Entrance
Fee

Total$

452400
1 00200
86000

522600
1291 00
484800
129740
75150

1 1 7000
37400
86400
25000

2245790

Total
Rent

Revenue
$

1 63560
5520

33600
1 85640

6864
172224

6888
3960

41400
12240
32880

9780
674556

Projected Conversion Costs - Scenario C

Project Gonversion Costs

Acquisition Costs
Add:

Up Front
Costs $

30000

50300

1 0000
7500

25000
92800

122800

35.51 o/o

64.49 o/o

Total Costs
$

5200000
550000
350000

25000
1 00000
1 00000

1 1 25000
6325000

2245790
4079210
6325000

2245790
1 03000

2348790

Captial Up Grades
Marketing Costs / Project
Feasibility
Legal
Financing Costs
Development Fees
Sub-Total

Entrance Fees
Mortgage Financing
Sub-Total

To Fund Development Costs
To Fund Refund Account (1000 /
unit)
Sub-Total

Entrance Fees Required
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Projected Operating Budget - Scenario C

Projected Operating Budget
Gross Revenue 103 Units

Miscellaneous Parking (75 @
$25lMonth)

Total Gross lncome
Less Vacancy (2.5o/o)

Total Effective lncome

Property Taxes
lnsurance
Operating Expenses
Repairs and Maintenance
Administration and Marketing
Janitorial
Management Fees (5%)
Sub-Total

Operating Expenses

Net lncome Before Debt Service
Debt Service

Net lncome

$
674556

22500

697056
17426

679630

8s000
2850

72860
37450
25000
20000
351 98

278358

401272
393695

7576
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